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FOREWORD

Three are the first steps in the preparation of the nuclear fuel
for LWR nuclear power plants: concentrates fabrication, conversion into
UF and uranium enrichment. The economics of these operations is ofo
vital importance for the cost of electricity of nuclear origin.

Within this economic framework, the International Atomic Energy
Agency has convened this Technical Committee Meeting on Economics of Low
Enriched Uranium. This term "Low Enriched" means an enrichment below 5%
U-235, adequated for the use in commercial reactors. In the Meeting,
special attention has been dedicated to the current and future conditions
of the uranium market, related to the trends of nuclear power in all over
the World.

As all the steps of the nuclear fuel cycle are interrelated to
each other, sometime it has paid to analyze the possibilities of U and Pu
recycling in LWR's and which possibilities has the conversion industry
for treatment of the irradiated materials.

In the enrichment industry, the current technologies, diffusion
and centrifugation have been compared and their possibilities to reuse
the irradiated uranium have been analyzed.

This Technical Committee Meeting was held in Vienna from 11 to 14
October 1988, with the attendance of 40 participants. Fourteen papers
were presented. The five technical sessions covered several economic
aspects of uranium concentrates production, conversion into uranium
hexafluoride and uranium enrichment and the recycling of U and Pu in
LWR. Four Panel discussions were held to discuss the uranium market
trends, the situation of conversion industry, the reprocessing and the
uranium market, the enrichment future trends and the economics of LWB's
compared with other reactors.

The Agency wishes to thank the participants and their Member
States for their valuable contributions to the Meeting and the
discussions. Thanks are specially due to the Chairmen of the sessions
and panels: Messrs. G.R. Hogg (Australia), G.H. Archinoff (Canada),
J.H. Coates (France), R.B. Kehoe (U.K.) and A.P. Kidd (U.K.). The
officer of the IAEA responsible for the organization of the Meeting and
for editing the proceedings was Mr. Jose L. Rojas of the Division of the
Nuclear Fuel Cycle.
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SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The market of the nuclear fuel cycle can be defined as the raw
materials and services, in terms of annual sales value, provided to the
final users, the utilities. The offer is formed by some 45 companies to
provide these raw materials and services to some 100 customers companies,
in WOCA countries. In addition, an industry of engineering companies has
developed to supply plants, equipment and design services to the nuclear
fuel cycle companies.

The volume of this nuclear fuel market in 1988 was of 8-10 billion
US$, distributed in the different steps, as follows:

US$ billion

Conversion ————— —— —— - 0.2 - 0.3 (2)
Enrichment ——— --• ——— - —— - 2.3 - 3.0 (3)
Fabrication — —— ——— —— 1.2 - 1.4 (4)
Miscellaneous* __________ 0.1 - 0.2
Total Front End 5.3 - 6.8

Interim storage ———— - —— O.2 - 0.3 (5)
Other storage---- ——— —— - O.5 - 1.0 (6)
Reprocessing- —————— —— O.8 - 1.0 (7)
Waste disposal ———————— 0.8 - 1.0
Miscellaneous* _________ 0.1 - 0.1
Total Back End 2.4 - 3. A
JL O^-3-X ~~ ~ ~ -*•— — • — —••——— — ——-—••-«—•——— — / 4 f — 4.U • ̂

* included transports, insurances etc.

In the year 2000 the volume of the market could be in the level of
12-15 billion US$.

(1) The prices of U 0 are between 17 and 25 $/lb3 o
(2) Conversion prices are below 8 $/kgU
(3) SWU prices are between 85 and 110$
(4) Fuel fabrication are between 200 and 220 $/kgU
(5) It is assumed that the fuel for reprocessing is stored

for 3 years at a cost of 10 $/kgU, year.



(6) Here all other storages of spent fuel and other materials are
included; paid under the one or two terms fee forms.

(7) Only 1000 MtHM have been reprocessed at a cost of 850 $/kg.

It is interesting to note that by now the front end volume
represents more than 65% of the total volume due to the fact that it has
been more developed from a commercial point of view.

In the next years the back end will develop in a greater form than
the front end. In the year 2000 the volume of the back end of the fuel
cycle could reach 7.8 billion $, that represents an increase of 100% with
respect to the current values.

It is also interesting that the three first steps: U 0j o
production, conversion and enrichment, in other words, the enriched
uranium value is of 4.0 - 5.2 billion (JS$ representing a 52% of the total
volume of the market. This is one of the reasons justifying the interest
of the matters of this Technical Committee Meeting.

In many occasions it is possible to hear comments, for instance,
about the scarce importance of the uranium because we have enough, due to
the oversupply situation of the industry. But it is convenient to
remember that this uranium represents nearly 2 billion US$ per year to
feed the nuclear power plants in operation, for producing electricity.

The same reason can be applied to the enrichment case whose volume
market is of 2.5 - 3.0 billion US$ a year. In the case of enrichment, in
addition to that, it is necessary to say that the technological changes
to be introduced in the coming years in the uranium enrichment processes
make this fuel cycle step one of the most important.

The conversion into UF, has no great importance in the totalo
market volume, but from a technical point of view it is one of the most
important discussion points, because the UF is and will be the central
point to produce UF and U metal for the new enrichment processes. The6
problem of conversion of reprocessed uranium is also a very important
aspect for discussion connected also to the new technologies for
enrichment.



Panel I
URANIUM MARKET TRENDS

Uranium is a commodity with some special features
(non-proliferation control, safeguards system and well advanced demand
projections) unique to the uranium market; but in other respects uranium
is similar to other metals, following offer-demand laws in a free market.

The annual vaiue of world U-00 production has been estimated
J O

at around $2.0 billion in 1987, making uranium fifth among metals in the
value of world production. Approximately two-thirds of world uranium
production is traded across international frontiers. The degree of
concentration of the market, by country, is similar to that in other
metals: the largest producer country accounts for about 30% of total
world production, and the largest five together for around 80%. On the
demand side the five largest consumer countries account for around 80% of
world reactor requirements.

The requirements for non-proliferation controls means that
governments have always been in close contact with the uranium market.
Implementation of the safeguards system requires national and
international authorities to monitor nuclear exports. One result is that
the uranium market is very 'open' in that all trade is conducted in the
official domain, rather than in a hidden 'black' economy.

The demand of uranium directed to feed nuclear reactors for
electricity production is following the same frustrating lines of the
nuclear industry. After a consistent increase during 1970-86 period, the
projections for the next years of the century are modest.

There have been reasons for originating an important stockpile
worldwide and a lack in the production capacity because the prices have
fallen dramatically during the last 5 years.

Several factors are incising the uranium market structure, but
between them it could be convenient to underline:

nuclear power projections related to the future uranium
requirements
trends in the uranium production industry pressed by weak
pricing



trends in the production costs of uranium, continuously
increasing
pricing policy of U 0 .

3 o

In a market in which there are large stocks and excess of
production capacity, prices will tend in short term to fall below the
marginal costs of production. Over a longer term even a price equal to
the marginal cost would be insufficient to ensure the regeneration of the
industry when mines become depleted. The situation is complicated
because the cost's structure is not totally independent of demand or
prices, the latter having a particular feedback effect on costs.

The current uranium pricing is not quite clear because there are
several prices: spot market price with a great psychological impact on
very small sales' volume and the USDOE and Eurotam prices that are not
reflecting the conditions of the market.

In the future pricing policy there are also strange factors like
the offer of U. from outside WOCA countries that is affecting mainly the
secondary market, although this uranium offer is mixed with the offer of
other related services (conversion and enrichment).

Considering this background, the trends of uranium market are
extremely difficult to forecast, but what in any case must be avoided is
to consider the evolution of the main variables (supply and prices) in a
simplistic form, i.e., by extrapolating the current values to calculate
the future figures.

It is necessary to consider that the uranium market is the result
of many factors pressing each other and in different recesses. One thing
is clear, the uranium industry is able to supply the post and current
uranium requirements and it will be able to do that in the future. The
prices will be a consequence of supply-demand balance.
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Panel II
CONVERSION

1. Current situation and trends

As it is well known the conversion of uranium is a step of the
nuclear fuel cycle including chemical and metallurgical operations to
convert the uranium concentrates (ammonium diuranate, ADU) into metallic
uranium and/or uranium hexafluoride, UF. . The metallic uranium is forb
the gas-graphite reactors (GGR) that burn natural metallic uranium and
the UF, is for its latter enrichment for the light water reactors (LWR).o

The needs of U-metal is decreasing because the GGR are
disappearing in all the countries in favour of the LWR. Then, the
majority of conversion services are made to produce UF, for LWR.o

In 1988 the total demand in WOCA countries of conversion services
have been of 37,000 MtU (HtU = metric tons of uranium).

The present refining and conversion capacity in WOCA is unchanged
at 56,000 t U/a located essentially in Canada (Cameco 8,000 t), France
(Comurhex 15,000 t), U.K. (BNFL 9,000 t) and USA (Allied Chemical Corp.
13,000 t and Sequoyah Fuels 10,000). In addition, the remaining capacity
of 1,000 t U:/a is located in Brazil (500 t), Japan (200 t) and South
Africa (300 t).

TABLE 1. NOMINAL CAPACITY OF CONVERSION TO UF6 (in MtU)

Comurhex 15,000
Allied Chemical Corp. 13,000
Sequoyah Fuels 10,000
BNFL 9,000
Cameco 8,000
Others 1.000

Total 56,000

In addition to that some of these companies have capacities to
produce metallic U.

11
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FIG. 1. Evolution of demand and capacity of uranium conversion services.

Today's surplus of the conversion capacity will continue until at
least the end of this century. The most likely evolution of the
conversion capacity and requirements according to OECD-NEA previsions,
will be as follows:

The capacity at the end of 1988 was of 55,887 MtU that should
moderately increase to 61,790 MtU in 1995, remaining constant
until the year 2000.

Although the demand of uranium concentrates during 1988 has been
about 43,000 MtU the demand of conversion services has been of
37,000 MtU. This demand will increase till about 46-48,000 MtU by
the year 2000. The evolution of demand and capacity of conversion
services is shown in Fig. 1. This means that in 1988 the
conversion requirements represent 65% of the nominal capacity and
in the year 2000 the demand will represent the 74% of the total
capacity. The situation of overcapacity still will remain at the
end of the century.
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Nevertheless, it is necessary to point out that in the conversion
industry it has to distinguish between the nameplate capacity and
the real capacity for producing UF,.6

The attention of the conversion industry is focused on two
directions. One of them is the conversion of reprocessed uranium. Both
companies BNFL of UK and Comurhex from France have initiated works
related with reprocessed materials and have built two demonstration
plants.

The BNFL's plant has a capacity of some 600 tU/y and uses a direct
method to convert the uranium into UF .o

The Comurhex plant uses a conventional method and the capacity is
about 300 tU/y.

In both cases the costs of conversion of reprocessed materials are
3-5 times higher than the fresh uranium conversion into UF,.o

The other direction focusing the interest of the conversion
industry is the development of the new enrichment technology, mainly the
laser process of uranium enrichment. The current evolution of this
method indicates that it will operate on metallic U (AVLIS) more than
molecular UF, (MLIS). The conversion industry must be ready to supplyo
these materials when the new enrichment technologies will need it.

2. Discussion

Concerning the overcapacity that conversion industry has by now
and probably also in the future, BNFL and other converters have adopted
cost management strategies and consider that the overcapacity is a
situation that many industries have and conversion is one of them. It
does not preclude investing in new capacity and it depends on economics
of replacing capacity.

Japan considers that the conversion market is very restricted with
only 5 converters (compared with the U 0 market with many suppliers)3 o
and it is considering its independency in the UF supply more than in

D
economics. It has plans for constructing a conversion plant of 2,000

13



MtU/y, depending on future development of the Japanese uranium enrichment
industry.

Concerning the conversion of Repu, JNFI is preparing basic designs
to obtain the governmental permission for a facility of 800MtRepU/y.

Comurhex of France and BNFL of U.K. are considering the expansion
of their demonstration plants for converting RepU in the next early 90's
when the market permits, but all decisions depend on economics and the
commitments from customers.

In order to face the problem of future UF or metallic U demand,
D

it will be necessary for the next 20 years to have very flexible
conversion plants to give U metal, U 0 , UO UF etc. It depends38 3 6
specially on the decision of utilities to use reprocessed uranium or to
store it and to use laser enrichment.

On the other hand, conversion facilities do not have infinite
lives. The different converters have plants running for 10 years, maybe
longer, but they need technical modification during their life and these
modifications will be done according to the technology and market
evolutions.

If and when the laser technology comes, the enrichment of about
40.000 MtU/y (future needs) will not succeed overnight; it will be slowly
and the conversion industry will have time enough to make the convenient
changes.

In any case the metal way through UF is ready, the technology
exists and if AVLIS process needs U metal, the conversion industry will
do it.

14



Panel III
REPROCESSING AND THE URANIUM MARKET

1. Introductory remarks

1.1 Spent fuel management

At present, there are three different strategies being followed
for the management of spent fuel and their selection is influenced by
various factors. In detail, these options include:

a) the once-through strategy. which consists of the final
storage of the spent fuel,

b) the open cycle with an interim storage of the fuel and the
option for future retrieval and reprocessing or final storage,

c) the closed cycle with reprocessing and subsequent recycling
of U and Pu.

One group of countries such as the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Japan, UK and the USSR has chosen to reprocess spent fuel and to
introduce the commercial utilization of MOX fuels, initially in thermal
reactors and later possibly in fast breeder reactors. China and
Argentina are in an advanced stage of R&D reprocessing programmes with
the aim of completing a prototype facility starting in several years.
Another group of countries, such as Canada, Spain, Sweden and the USA are
following the interim storage of spent fuel as a necessary step before
reprocessing or direct disposal into deep geological formations.

The spent fuel storage includes conceptually both interim and
final storage methods. Currently, however, there are only existing
interim storage facilities, while final facilities will have to be
constructed in 30-50 years.

Projections for spent fuel storage and reprocessing are quite
certain due to the delay or even lack of political decisions in a number
of countries. This situation has a detrimental impact on the timely
development of technical installations for the selected spent fuel
strategy.
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Information published by NBA* on the fuel cycle in OECD countries
and IAEA estimates for non-OECD-WOCA countries project that annual spent
fuel arisings will amount to about 8,300 t HM in 1989, 9,400 t in 1995
and 10,500 t in 2000. Arisings in 2005 are estimated at about
12,000 t HM. In the same years cumulative arisings are expected to reach
66,000 t HM, 100,000 t, 143,000 t and 190,000 t HM**. Table 1.

These estimates provide an order of magnitude of spent fuel
arisings which must be interim stored, prior to either reprocessing or
final disposal.

Recognizing that it will take many years to develop large scale
final repositories for spent fuel, interim storage will be the primary
method for management of spent fuel until well into the next century***.

1.2 Reprocessing

Nuclear fuel reprocessing describes the separation of fissile and
fertile nuclear materials from fission products and other impurities in
the irradiated and spent fuel discharged from nuclear reactors.

The fissile materials are U 235 and the odd isotopes of Pu : Pu
239 and Pu 241. The fertile material is the remaining U 238 also
interesting as fuel for the fast breeders reactors. The primary purpose
of the reprocessing is to recover these materials in a chemically
purified form and to free them from fission products i.e. Sm 149, Eu 154
and Gd 157 which are very strong neutron absorbers.

The end products of a reprocessing plant are nitric acid solutions
of nitrate salts of U and Pu or oxides UO and PuO . The wastes are
initially in liquid form but before leaving the plant they are converted
in solids and usually vitrified (cement or glass).

* NBA (OECD) Electricity, Nuclear Power and Fuel Cycle
in OECD Countries, OECD, Paris (1988).

** NBA/IAEA, Nuclear Energy and its Fuel Cycle, Prospects to
2025, OECD, Paris (1987).

*** IAEA Nuclear Power and Fuel Cycle, Status and Trends,
1989 Edition.
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TABLE 1. ARISINGS PRODUCED IH WOCA COUNTRIES (in Ht HM)

Argentina*
Belgium *
Brazil
Canada
Finland
France *
FR Germany
India
Italy
Japan*
Mexico
Netherlands *
Pakistan
Rep. of Korea
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
U.K.*
U.S.A.
Yugoslavia

Total

For
reprocessing*

MWe
1989

0.9
5.5
0.6

12.7
2.3

52.7
23.0
1.7
1.1

28.3
0.7
0.5
0.1
7.3
1.8
7.4
9.7
2.9
4.9

12.5
104.3
0.6

281.5

1989

30
140
15

1900
72
900
568
50
30
860
20
14
5

250
50
260
230
80
125
965

1673
20

8257

2879

1995

47
140
78

2393
72

1050
568
76
20

1170
40
14
5

280
50
295
230
80
125
900

1700
20

9363

3274

2000

47
173
78

2393
72

1100
568
130
30

1520
40
12
30
215
50
360
230
80
220
1200
1800
20

10478

4015

* Countries in favour of reprocessing
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TABLE 2. WOCA'S REPROCESSING CAPACITIES (in t U/a)

Plant

Fuel Type

GGR LWR PBR

Marcoule UP1 "2" (F) 700
La Hague UP2 '̂ "(F)
Marcoule APM (F)
Karlsruhe (FRG)
Tarapur (IN) 100
Tokai Mura (J)
Windscale "2" (UK) 1500
Dounreay (UK)

400

35

210

10

Total 2300 645 15

Current reprocessing capacities, divided by plants and fuel type
are summarized in Table 2.

The future development of reprocessing of irradiated fuels is
contingent upon the selection of the closed fuel cycle strategy including
the recycling of U and the use of Pu in thermal reactors and/or future
introduction of fast breeder reactors.

Table 3. summarizes the projected reprocessing capacities in the
world for the years 1990, 2000 and 2005, by country and fuel types.

2. Discussion

Reprocessing is one of the most controversial operations in the whole
fuel cycle and even in the total nuclear industry. The purpose of
reprocessing the irradiated fuel is to recover the remaining unburnt uranium
and the new plutonium by means of mecanical and specially chemical processes.

The controversial character of this operation is because it has several
types of problems: technical, economic and strategic and related.

18



TABLE 3. REPROCESSING CAPACITY PROJECTION (in Mt HM)

Country

France

FRG

India
Japan

UK

Fuel
type

GGR
LWR
FBR

LWR

GGR

LWR

GGR
LWR
FBR

1990

900
700

35

200

210

1500
1200

5

1995

1800

35

200

1010

1500
1200

5

2000

1800
5

350

200

1010

1500
1200

5

2005

0
2500
10

500

300

1500

1000
1500
10

USSR LWR n.a. 1500 1500 2000

Total 4755 7255 7570 9320

IAEA, Nuclear Power and Fuel Cycle: Status and Trends, 1989 Edition.

Starting by the technical aspects or problems of reprocessing, it is
possible to distinguish:

problems from U or RepU

The difficulties encountered in REPU recycling are due to the
presence of two minor uranium isotopes created during the irradiation
of the fuel from which the REPU came: 232U -(having

236.highly-radioactive daughter products) and U (neutron-consuming).
234A third, the U isotope (also neutron-consuming), maintains a

proportion in uranium after reprocessing similar to what it is in
enriched natural uranium.

This neutron over-consumption produces a loss in reactivity that has to
be compensated: the RepU must be re-enriched to higher assays in U-235.

This reason has led fuel cycle operators (enrichers, converters and
fuel fabricators) to take steps to avoid accidental mixing of RepU with
natural uranium (HatU).

19



Installations devoted to REPU have to be established for centrifuge
enrichment operations; in the case of gaseous diffusion plants, temporary
specific runs are planned. Also in fuel manufacturing measures must be taken
to protect against irradiation and contamination.

235Except for re- enriching U isotopes, no difference is required in
fuel assembly design. Therefore operators have no difficulty in using these
assemblies in their reactors. REPU recycling is quite possible from a
technical standpoint, however, in practice its usefulness depends on recycling
costs and available capacity, in particular for enrichment services. As a
result electric utilities have the choice between immediately recycling their
REPU or storing it temporarily.

problems from Pu.
The plutonium produced in thermal reactors, can be used in the
thermal (recycling) and in the fast reactors. The recycling in
thermal reactors is usually made by means of mixed oxides fuels
(MOX): U0

The problem of recycling Pu is that on one hand demand for breeder
reactors is currently and will likely be lower than Pu production
at reprocessing plants. But the Pu rapidly becomes unusable
because of the Pu 241 and Am 241 daughter products. After 3 years
in storage Pu becomes impossible to use in LWRs without additional
and highly expensive partial reprocessing. Then the Pu recycling
is a necessity for those that have chosen the reprocessing option.

The economic problems of reprocessing are also important, derived from
the technical aspects. The most important could be the following:

cost of reprocessing
the first could be the total cost of the reprocessing are of the

most important of the nuclear fuel cycle, although it is necessary to
underline that the development of the reprocessing industry has not yet
reached a commercial level; then it is too premature to analyse these
costs from a strictly commercial point of view.

cost of the other fuel cycle steps
Derived from the technical problems, conversion, enrichment of

RepU and MOX fabrication are more expensive than those managing fresh
materials .

20



Nevertheless, these operations are in an early industrial
development and the same remark made with reprocessing could be applied
to the conversion and enrichment of RepU and MOX fabrication.

value of recovered products (credits of U and Pu).

The value of the products obtained in the reprocessing depends
straightforward on the value of the fresh uranium replaced and saved
with the recycling of RepU and/or Pu.

In relation with the price of uranium, especially the future
prices of uranium, it is necessary to point out that the current low
prices of uranium (never) will rise if the current tendency against
nuclear energy persists in the majority of countries. But some people
are of the opinion that if the current uranium prices remain for a
couple of years, the current availability of uranium will disappear
because the producers will not work without profit in their business
(U 0 production) and in consequence the uranium price will raise

J O

again.

The question is the level of these raised prices and when this
potential situation could occur.

But, in any case, it is important to emphasize that the future
economic situation of the uranium market and the evolution of the
reprocessing costs, whatever these could be in the coming years, never
would be sufficient reason to answer yes or no to the reprocessing and
recycling.

In addition to technical and economic aspects of reprocessing, it is
impossible to avoid the mention of strategic and related aspects. The
production of pure plutonium have some safeguards and hence political problems
for those that decide to reprocess.

The management of this material has some complications not only from a
technical but also from political, strategic and safeguard viewpoints.

In addition to that, the new technologies for uranium enrichment add
some complications to the situation. The laser enrichment technologies
(AVLIS, MLIS, CRISLA) are very selective for the enrichment of uranium

21



isotopes. Then the problems of U232, U234 and U236 will disappear when these
technologies can reach a commercial development.

All these above mentioned problems have to be taken into account to
analyse the reprocessing and to compare it with other options of the spent
fuel management.
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Panel IV
ENRICHMENT

1. Current situation

As it is well known, the uranium enrichment services are offered by
four suppliers: the USDOE, Eurodif, Technabexport (TSE) and Urenco. Lately
the P.R. of China has entered in the business and is offering also enrichment
services.

The USDOE, Eurodif, Technabexport on P.R. China use gaseous diffusion
plants and Urenco uses gas centrifugation. The current enrichment capacity is
shown in Table 1. Other uranium enrichment projects are in Argentina, Brazil,
Japan and South Africa. Japan has put in operation a demonstration plant by
centrifugation and Brazil and South Africa are using in this demonstration
plants the nozzle process.

TABLE 1. ENRICHMENT CAPACITY

Suppliers Capacity (MSWU/a)*

USDOE 19.6
Eurodif 10.8
Technabexport 2.5**
Urenco 1.9
P.R. China 0.4
Others O.4

Total 35.6

* IMSWU = 106SWU
** The enrichment capacity in the USSR is estimated at

6-9 MSWU/a, of which about 2.5 MSWU are available
for export to WOCA countries.
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TABLE 2. ENRICHMENT SUPPLY AND DEMAND PROJECTION (in MSWU)

1990 1995 2000 2005

Demand
Supply
Over supply

28
36
8

.0

.6

.6

30
40
10

.0

.0

.0

32
42
10

.0

.0

.0

35
46
11

.0

.9

.9

In front of this capacity, the demand in WOCA countries is around 27
MSWU in 1988 that should become 32 MSWU in the year 2000. The supply and
demand projection is indicated in Table 2.

According to these projections the situation of oversupply will persist
till the next century.

The expected increase in enrichment capacity by country and enrichment
method is detailed in Table 3.

Competition among suppliers to provide low-cost SWUs is strong and
will become even worst in the future. The suppliers relying on diffusion
processes must pursue a new technology to provide enrichment at a lower cost
(US and France). Laser enrichment technology is planned to meet this goal,
the atomic vapor laser isotope separation or AVLIS. The basic AVLIS
enrichment process uses a finely tuned laser to ionize selectively U235.

The biggest incentives to pursue the laser technology are the
prospects of significantly lower enrichment costs and the selectivity to
avoid the pair isotopes of uranium (U232, U234 and U236) which permits a
better use of irradiated materials.

Japan, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, The Netherlands, the
United Kingdom and the U.S. have currently laser enrichment programs.

Japan is continuing with its centrifuge enrichment plant and decided
that laser should be incorporated to the Japanese strategy for the nuclear
fuel cycle.
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TABLE 3. PROJECTED ENRICHMENT CAPACITY BY COUNTRY AND METHOD
(in MSWU)

Country Method

D1*
France

L3>

FRG/NL/UK4> C

D
USA

L

C
Japan

L
D

USSR 5)
L

D
China

C

Other

Total

1990 1995

10.8 10.8

0.05

2.5 4.0

19.2 19.2

0.2

0.2 1.1

— —

3.0 3.5

n.a. n.a.
0.4 0.4

0.2

0.5 0.6

36,6 40.05

2000

10.8

0.05

4.5

15.2

2.0

2.6

0.2

4.0

n.a.
0.4
1.0

0.8

42.0

2005

6.0

3.0

7.0

10.0

9.0

4.0

1.0

4.0

n.a.
0.4
1.5

1.0

46.9

1) Gaseous diffusion
2) Centrifugation
3) Laser
4) Refers to Urenco
5) Includes only imports in WOCA

Source: Nuclear Power and Fuel Cycle: Status and Trends 1989
IAEA Vienna.

In the U.S. the AVLIS program has replaced the centrifuge technology,
decision which has produced a big impact in the research programmes of all
countries concerned with the enrichment technology. It is projected that
AVLIS costs should be below 40$/SWU, excluding the cost of money and R-D and
55$/SWU including conversion cost at a production rate of 9 MSWU per year.
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TABLE 4. ENRICHMENT CAPACITY TRENDS (BY TECHNOLOGIES)

1990 1995
Method
D
C
L

Other

Total

MSWU % MSWU %
33.4 91.2 33.
2.7 7.4 5.

0.
0.5 1.4 0.

36.6 100.0 40.

9
3
25
6

05

84
13
0
1

100

.7

.2

.6

.5

.0

2000
MSWU %
30
8
2
0

42

.4

.1

.7

.8

.0

72
19
6
1

100

.4

.3

.4

.9

.0

2005
MSWU %
20.
12.
13.
1.

46.

4
5
0
0

9

43
26
27
2.

100

.5

.6

.7
2

.0

The Netherlands, Federal Republic of Germany and U.K. although being
shareholders of URENCO, the leader in the centrifuge technology, are
developing laser programs for R-D.

In consequence, as shown in Table 4 and important changes in the
enrichment technologies are expected through 2005; while the gaseous
diffusion process will loose more than 50% of its share, both the
centrifugation and laser processes will each gain about 25% of the total
capacity by 2005.

The main reason for this change lies in the economics of these
processes. While current prices of enrichment services, provided mainly by
the gaseous diffusion method are in the US$ 100/SWU range, it is estimated
that the price per SWU provided by the laser method would be in the US$ 50
range.

1. Laser processes

As the discussions of this Panel have been based on the comparisons
between diffusion and centrifugation on one part with the laser based
processes, it should be convenient to summarize the main concepts referring
these latter processes for uranium enrichment.

These laser based processes can be separated into two categories:

chemical processes, based on UF or other UO ++ compounds as
working materials and their photodissociation or photochemical
reactions.
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TABLE 5. TECHNICAL COMPARISON OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT PROCESSES

Process

Diffusion

Cent rifugat ion

AVLIS

MLIS

CRISLA

Mechanism
of separation

Diffusion through
a porous wall

Differential
Centrifugation

Laser-driven
ionization
Laser-driven
dissociation
Laser- activated
chemical reaction

Energy for
separation

Mechanical

Mechanical

Photonic

Photonic

Chemical

kWh/SWU %
of world market

2500 93

50 7

40

30

10

Source: Uranium enrichment with the CRISLA process.
Dr. J.W. Eerkens, 1989

physical processes, using atomic uranium vapor or UF and their
photoionization, by means of electronic (AVLIS) or molecular
vibrations (MLIS).

A variant of photochemical processes is the CRISLA which uses a
coreactant to obtain a higher separation factor and less energy
consumption.

The current status of the different laser based processes compared with
the "traditional" ones is shown in Table 5.

The costs differences between these procedures of uranium enrichment
are given in Table 6.

the different structure of the fixed and operating costs of
laser will give a cheaper SWU costs. The current diffusion
and centrifugation costs are in the level of 100 $/SWU, the
future laser cost could be of some 30-50$/SWU.

Although this information is available from published data, it is
necessary to remember that the USA, leader in the development of the
laser technology, is working for 15 years especially in AVLIS method and
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TABLE 6. COSTS FOR PLANT AND EQUIPMENT FOR DIFFERENT URANIUM
ENRICHMENT PROCESSES

Capacity
Process MSWU/a

Investment costs Specific Invest. Costs Construction
in 1989-106$ 106$(1989)/MSWU date

Diffusion

Centrifuge
(Gramm)

AVLIS *

CRISLA

10

1

3

*0
**2

.8

.0

.0

.2

.0

4.805

721

450

31
144

445

721

150

158
73

1981

1988

1989

1986
n.a.

* estimated ** calculated

by now is actively involved in the design and construction of a
demonstration plant to be put in operation in 1991. Therefore, any
conclusion cannot be taken in a definitive form until a commercial level
would be obtained.

It is true, from all R&D developments made on both sides of the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, that the laser processes, especially AVLIS
have two features, modularity and high performance, that are pressing for
a near-term commercial deployment.

To these two features, it has to be added a high selectivity for
U235 enrichment in front of the other uranium isotopes.

All these performances, make the laser process quite interesting
to take into account for the uranium enrichment trends in comparison with
other "more classical" procedures.

2. Discussion

In a simplistic form, the future of uranium enrichment could be
drawn saying that diffusion is the first step or first generation;
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centrifugation is the second generation and the laser is the third
generation of enrichment processes.

When the laser processes reach an industrial level they would
replace, in a first instance, the first generation.

The diffusion holders, USDOE and Eurodif, are not static and are
making strong developments to improve the diffusion technology.

Urenco is expending important annual quantities of money in
improving the advanced concept of centrifuge to maintain its
competitiveness in front of new processes, maybe within this century and
beyond.

The French Government, Japan, USSR, China and Urenco's partners
are making important development programmes in AVLIS, MLIS and .other
processes, to look at the possible technical and economic advantages of
the laser based processes.

Although proliferation and commercial reasons have kept the
economics of enrichment in confidence, the SWU costs of different
processes are not enough to compare adequately with the different
enrichment procedures. It is also interesting to take into account other
concepts like plant construction lead times, modularity, operating
flexibility, economic sensitivity to the load factor, etc.

The maturity of a generation process is about 25 years and
considering the current development of laser, the commercial introduction
of laser is not probable until the second half of the next decade.

The laser costs are in the level of 40-50 $/SWU, and the
centrifuge and diffusion cost is 100$/SWU, but for a complete comparison
between technologies it is very important to consider other aspects as
human factors (team experience, financial structure, financial director
should be an essential factor) and economic environment (costs of money
and energy).

The centrifuge is a very efficient process with a low energy
consumption and has a good modularity, adapting very well its buildup to
the customers' needs. By contrary in laser the modularity is a necessity
and the assays needed by customers must be done by blending.
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An important advantage of laser process is the selectivity in
respect to U232, U234 and U236.

In laser, the pollution (presence of pair isotopes of uranium in
the U235 stream) of U235 is much more less than in other processes.
Although the absence of pollution in laser enrichment is not total, it is
reduced to a 4-5% of the content of U235 (in commercial assays of 3-5% of
U235). This characteristic will be very important for re-enriching the
reprocessed uranium.

In any case, this selectivity of laser for uranium isotopes is a
concept not well reflected in the current concept of SWU.

An important consequence of the high performance of the laser
enrichment processes is the possibility to obtain a very low tails assay
(around 0.02%). Then it should be possible to re-enrich the very big
quantities of commercial tails, coming from the current processes
(diffusion and centrifugation), between 0.2 and 0.3% U235. Nevertheless,
the enrichment of these tails is a problem strinctly economic, depending
not only on the cost of SWU but the availability and price of uranium.
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Abstract

The WOCA uranium resource situation and the supply and demand
projections for two time frames (-2005 and -2030) are discussed.

Within this scope are included those uranium related activities which
have an impact on current and future supply. These include total uranium
exploration expenditures in WOCA countries, uranium exploration expenditures
funded by consumer countries outside their territories and discovery costs.
In addition, the development of known uranium resources, production and
prices are shown.

The supply projections are based on the concept of production
capability but expectations on future production are included. Also for the
period through 2035, the resource adequacy in relation to a demand
projection is analysed.

Natural uranium for nuclear fuel used in WOCA represents a sales
volume of about US$ 2 000 million based on the estimated 1989 production of
34 000 t U and an assumed average sales price of US$ 57/kg U
(US$ 22/lb U 0 ). As stated in the Summary of presentations and panel3 8
discussions to this book, the total sales volume is equivalent to about 20%
of the total fuel cycle market value.

The following chapters present an overview on uranium resources and
the most recent supply-demand projections, as well as related topics such as
uranium exploration and price developments, which are essential for the
understanding of the overall uranium resources situation and the future
sources of supply.

The principal references for this report are the periodic studies on
uranium exploration, resources, supply and demand carried out and published
by the IAEA and the Nuclear Energy Agency (NBA) of OECD [l, 2, 3]. Due to
the absence of data from CMEA member states, the material presented in this
report had to be limited to WOCA.
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1. Uranium Exploration

Uranium exploration is the main ingredient for an assured future
uranium supply as it converts undiscovered resource or potential into known
resources, which support uranium production centres.

Figure 1 includes the development of total exploration expenditures
in certain countries, from 1972 through 1989 [1-31. Although the data may
be incomplete especially in the early years, the development is clear; from
a modest annual expenditure of about US$ 80 million in 1972 it reached a
peak of about US$ 750 million in 1979 and declined to 140 million in 1988,
or to about 19% of the peak expenditure. It seems that this level of about
US$ 140 million per year may be maintained for the years to come.
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FIG 1 WOCA uranium exploration expenditures 1972-1989

During the period 1979 through 1987 , a significant concentration
of the exploration expenditures occurred. An increasing portion (1979: 78%,
1987: 87%) is expended in the five countries Australia, Canada, France,
India and the USA. The remainder is spent in 1979 in about 40 other
countries, with an average of over US$ 4 million, but in 1987 in over 20
countries, with an average of less than US$ 1.0 million.

1) 1988 Data for Australia is not available
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Table 1
URANIUM EXPLORATION EXPENDITURES
ABROAD FUNDED BY COUNTRIES LISTED

(in US$ million in year of expenditure)
1980 1988

France
Germany, F.R.
Japan
Switzerland
UK
USA
others
(include Belgium,

68.20
30.00
29.30
3.20
n.a
39.00
8.65

Rep. of Korea, Spain)

7./5
14.00
21.40
1.00
5.80
_
-

In addition to the data on exploration expenditures incurred in
countries, information on expenditures made by countries outside their
national territories are available [1, 2, 3]. The development of these
expenditures over the period 1972 through 1988 is similar as the one
described above; they increased from nearly US$ 17 million in 1972 to a high
of nearly US$ 180 million in 1980 and decreased then to about $ 50 million
in 1988, a relatively stable level since 1984 (Figure 1).

The main providers for these funds expended in 1980 and 1988
(Table 1) are those uranium consumer countries, which do not have sufficient
domestic uranium resources, such as France, F.R. Germany, Japan and UK. The
USA which in 1980 in anticipation of a large nuclear programme had spent
US$ 39 million abroad, terminated these projects and does not appear in the
1988 column. The other countries, France, FRG, Japan etc. have adjusted
their foreign exploration activities to their reduced future requirements,
but nevertheless are still funding important projects abroad.

The ratio between these exploration expenditures made abroad and the
total WOCA expenditures increased from about 20 - 25% from 1972 - 1980 to
over 50% in 1985 - 1987 and declined to about 35% in 1988. In practice,
this ratio indicates, which portion of the total exploration budget in WOCA
is funded by these countries listed in Table 1.

Figure 1 summarized the development of the three variables, total
exploration expenditures, exploration expenditures abroad as well as their
ratios.
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As the objective of exploration is the discovery of ore deposits, a
review of the discovery costs in different countries is appropriate. Based
on [1, 3] the discovery costs in 1989 US$ are in:

Australia US$ 0.50/kg U
Canada US$ 3.00/kg U
USA US$ 14.00/kg U

Using the 1987 or 1988 exploration expenditures for these countries
we see the theoretical discovery rate of

36 000 t U in Australia
16 500 t U in Canada, and
1 600 t U in USA.

Assuming, however, a WOCA average of US$ 5.80 and the total
exploration expenditures of about US$ 144 million, the theoretical WOCA
discovery rate would amount to 25 000 t U p.a.

Placed into the context of annual production these theoretical
discovery rates mean, that Australia is assumed to replace its annual
production by a factor of 10, Canada by a factor of 1.5 and the USA only by
a factor of 0.3. For WOCA the corresponding factor is less than 0.7, meaning
that only 70% of the resources depleted by the annual production is
suggested to be replaced by new discoveries.

2. Uranium Resources

Data on WOCA uranium resources are being updated biannually and
published in the NEA(OECD)/IAEA report "Uranium Resources, Production and
Demand" commonly referred to as the Red Book [1, 2, 3].

Before reviewing WOCA's uranium resources, a brief overview of the
resource classification system is required for a proper understanding.
Figure 2 shows the principles of the NEA(OECD)/IAEA system, a two
dimensional grid contains the two criteria of the system: resource
quantities in graduation of geological assurance of existence are plotted
along the horizontal axis, while their economic attractiveness, expressed in
production cost categories in US$/kg U are shown along the vertical axis.
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FIG. 2. NEA/IAEA classification scheme for uranium resources.

In terms of geological assurance of existence the difference is made
between the following classes: Reasonably Assured Resources (RAR),
Estimated Additional Resources (EAR) and Speculative Resources (SR). Their
definitions are that RAR are those resources contained in the best known
part of a deposit, while EAR refer to less well known parts of the same
deposit. EAR are subdivided in EAR-Category I (EAR-I) referring to
"discovered" portions and EAR-Category II (EAR-II) including the still
unknown, i.e. undiscovered parts of this deposit. SR include resources in
undiscovered deposits, which are believed to exist in geologically
favourable areas.

As regards the second criterion, the economic attractiveness
expressed as forward production costs, the NEA(OECD)/IAEA classification
uses three cost categories: up to US$ 80/kg U, US$ 80-130/kg U and
US$ 130-260/kg U. At current market conditions only the US$ 80/kg U is of
interest, although a portion of the WOCA uranium supply is assumed to be
traded at prices well below this level as will be shown further below.

A correlation of the NEA(OECD)/IAEA resource classification system
with other classification systems of major resource countries is shown in
Figure 3.
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The terms illustrated are not strictly comparable as the criteria used in the various systems are not identical.
"Grey zones" in correlation are therefore unavoidable, particularly as the resources become less assured. Nonetheless,
the chart presents a reasonable approximation of the comparability of terms.

FIG. 3. Approximate correlations of terms used in major resource classification systems.
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FIG. 4. Reasonably assured resources recoverable at US$ 80/kg U.

Figure 4 shows the development of the Reasonably Assured Resources
(RAR) recoverable at costs of up to US$ 80/kg U, also referred to as low
cost, for the period 1977 through 1989 [3]. In the first part of this time
frame, the total WOCA resource estimate increased from about 1.6 million t U
in 1977 to over 1.8 million t U and decreased to about 1.4 million t U in
1983. Since 1985, the total has stabilized at about 1.6 million t U,
despite a cumulative production of about 150 000 t U. This development
mainly reflects the decrease of the US resources from over 0.5 million t U
in 1977 to about 0.12 million t U in 1983, and between 1983 and 1985 the
increase of the Australian resources from about 0.25 million t U to nearly
0.5 million t U.

In Figure 5 the low cost Estimated Additional Resources-Category I
(EAR-I) are shown for the same time frame [3]. The pronounced decrease
between 1981 and 1983 from a total of 1.6 million t to about 0.9 million t U
is due to a subdivision of the EAR category into EAR-I and EAR-II. This
affected especially the US and Canada's resources, while Australia's share
increased. Considering only the EAR-I after 1983, we see a stable level of
about 0.8 million t U.
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In Figure 6 the distribution of the aggregate low cost RAR and EAR-I,
also referred to as known resources, is shown. This resource totalling
about 2.5 million t U occurs in very few countries. The five countries
Australia, Canada, Niger, South Africa and the USA have over 78% of the
total, while the rest of WOCA, which includes mainly Brazil, France, Gabon
and Namibia shares the balance.

Uranium resources occur in a number of geological deposit types. The
Red Book assigns the resources to eight deposit types [31, only a few of
which are of current economic significance as low cost sources; these
include the unconformity-related deposits as they are found in Australia and
Canada (Saskatchewan) the breccia complex deposits, which includes the
Olympic Dam in Southern Australia, those sandstone deposits, which are
amenable to in-situ leaching as well as the solution collapse breccia
deposits (Arizona, USA).

As pointed out in the discussion of the distribution of uranium
exploration expenditures, there is no indication that this resource
concentration will change. On the contrary, when looking at the available
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Australia 32%

South Afr ica 16.8%

Canada 10.7%

USA 4.8%

Rest of WOCA 22%

Niger 13.8%

Total: 2.319 million t U, recoverable at US$ 80 / kg U
FIG. 6. Distribution of low cost known uranium resources 1989.

"infrastructure" including social, political, industrial and mining
development conditions of all countries with uranium resources, it appears
safe to say that only a fraction of the total may be available as future
supply. As exploration favours a few countries, resource development and
mining even more so will favour a few countries. In this respect,
complacency on the uranium resource situation does not seem to be
justified. "Nominal" resources, i.e. those which are listed in the relevant
data bases are far from being resources that may be available as future
supply. Uranium resources in Australia with its three-mine-policy
constraining unlimited production, and South Africa are valid examples.

3. WOCA Uranium Production

The total cumulative uranium production in WOCA since the early 1930s
through the end of 1988 is estimated at over 900 000 t U.

Figure 7 shows the productions between 1977 and 1989 by major
producer country, and Table 2 compiles the total production for the
individual years.

As shown in Figure 7 there are some significant changes since 1977 in
the production of some countries including USA, South Africa, Australia and
Canada.
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FIG. 7. WOCA uranium production 1977-1989.

Table 2
URANIUM PRODUCTION 1977 -1989

(Tonnes U)

1977:
1978:
1979:
1980:
1981:
1982:
1983:

28
34
38
44
44
41
36

347
091
309
213
167
426
964

1984:
1985:
1986:
1987:
1988:
1989:

38
34
37
36
36
34

810
834
117
711
726
000 preliminary.

The production of the USA after having reached a peak of nearly
17 000 t U in 1980 gradually declined to about 5 000 t in 1988 reflecting
the decrease in uranium prices, which forced many high cost producers out of
the market. Similarly, but not quite the same, South Africa first increased
its production from less than 4 000 t in 1978 to about 6 000 t U in the
period 1980 - 1983, but reduced it gradually to 2 800 t U expected in 1989.
While the adjustment of the US production reflects changes in the uranium
market, the South African production declined in response to politically
motivated decrease of markets.
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The loss of these production shares was taken over by uranium
produced in Australia and Canada. Australia, which became a uranium
producer in 1976, increased its production from about 500 t in 1978 to over
3 800 t U, and in the same period, Canada's production grew from 6 800 t to
over 12 000 t U, thus becoming WOCA's leading producer.

In addition to Australia, Canada and the US, major producers are
France, Gabon, Namibia, Niger and South Africa. Minor amounts of uranium
less than 300 t U/y are produced in Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, FRG, India,
Pakistan, Portugal, Spain and Yugoslavia. Despite of this large group of 17
producer countries in WOCA, the largest production share is concentrated
among a few countries. In 1988, 3 producer countries (Canada, South Africa
and USA) accounted for nearly 58% of the total, and 7 countries (Australia,
Canada, France, Namibia, Niger, South Africa and the USA) produced nearly
95% of the WOCA uranium.

The uranium market which is similar to other commodity markets, is
governed by two different price categories, the spot price for short term
deliveries and the contract price for deliveries over a longer term. Also,
volumes traded under these conditions vary: while about 15% of the material
is traded under spot price conditions, the bulk is sold under long term
contracts.

The most commonly quoted spot prices are those compiled by NUEXCO
(exchange value) and Nukem (price range). These two are very similar, so
reference is made to the average NUEXCO exchange value. In the period 1986
through 1988 the average exchange value decreased from US$ 44.20/kg U
(17/lb U,00) to US$ 37.83/kg U (14.55/lb U000), as of 31 August 1989J O J O

it further decreased to US$ 25.22/kg U (9.70/lb U,0_) or by over 40% of
J O

the 1986 average.

Table 3 lists the average long term prices of some countries and the
EURATOM area expressed in US$/kg U and US$/lb U 0 . Some prices, as for

J O
example the Canadian one, contain the sales made under spot conditions.
Nevertheless these prices provide a useful overview over the uranium
market. Between 1986 and 1988, when the spot price had decreased from
US$ 44.20 to 37.83/kg U, only the US-prices for domestic and imported
uranium followed this trend. The Australian price increased from US$ 71.25
in 1986 to 79.96/kg U in 1988 and the Canadian price increased slightly from
US$ 64 fo 65/kg U. The difference between 1987 and 1988 (US$ 60 vs 65/kg U)
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Table 3

LONG TERM URANIUM PRICES 1986 - 1988
US$ 1986 1987 1988

ustralia

anada

SA: dom.

imp .

URATOM

/kg U
/lb U308

/kg U
/lb U308

/kg U
/lb U308

/kg U
/lb U308

/kg U
/lb U308

71.25
27.40

64.00
24.61

78.03
30.01

52.19
20.07

80.60
31.00

74.07
28.50

60.00
23.00

71.16
27.37

49.76
19.14

84.75
32.50

79.96
30.75

65.00
25.00

66.70
25.65

49.48
19.03

82.74
31.82

is due mainly to the smaller portion sold under spot prices in 1988 as*compared to 1987. However, the EURATOM price changes in terms of US$
(1986: US$ 80.60/kg U, 1987: US$ 84.75/kg U, 1988: US$ 82.74/kg U)
indicating an apparent increasing tendency, actually, when translated into
ECU, show a price decrease from ECU 81.90/kg U in 1986, ECU 73.45/kg U in
1987 and ECU 69.99/kg U in 1988).

Figure 8 charts the development of the long-term and HUEXCO spot
between 1982 and 1988.

Published information on the cost of producing uranium are virtually
absent. The uranium industry is in the difficult situation to cope with
increasing costs, including such items as wages and supplies, as well as
with decreasing uranium prices.

An overview of the production cost of WOCA's uranium production was
presented in late 1988 [4]. The results of this study, summarized in
Figure 9, show that only 13 000 t U of the 36 000 t U production (1988) can
be produced at an average production cost of US$ 22/lb U 0 (US$ 57/kg U) orJ 8
less, equivalent to the estimated average sales price of uranium in WOCA.

* EURATOM Supply Agency, Annual Report 1986 and 1988.
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4. Past and Present Uranium Supply-Demand

Figure 10 shows the WOCA uranium supply-demand curves for the period
1977-1989. In this time frame, there are two distinct situations; from 1977
and actually earlier from 1957 on through the 1984 production exceeded the
reactor related requirements, while for the recent past, with the exception
of 1986 (Table 4) the requirements exceeded the uranium production.

As shown in Table 4 the uranium demand has increased from 34 200 t in
1984 to an estimated 41 500 t U in 1989, equalling an annual growth rate of
over 3%. Uranium supply from mining production over the same time period
has fallen from 38 800 t in 1984 to 34 000 t U. The difference between the
demand and the supply was positive in 1984 and 1986, while in the remaining
years it showed a production shortfall between 900 t in 1987 and an estimated
7 500 t U in 1989.

The production shortfall is filled mainly from material in the large
inventories that have accumulated during the numerous years of over-
production. Its exact volume is not known. Estimates are in the range of
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Table 4
URANIUM SUPPLY-DEMAND 1984 - 1989 (in t U) *

1984 1985 1986 1987 19881989(e)

Demand
Supply

Over Supply
Under Supply

34 200
38 800

4 600

36 100
34 900

1 200

1
36 150 | 37 600
37 100 j 36 700

1
I

950 |
( 900
1

40 600
36 500

4 100

41 500
34 000

7 500

(e)
Supply based on mining production
Estimated

135 000 t over 170 000 t U. Another source used to supplement the WOCA
uranium supply are imports from non-WOCA (China, USSR) both as natural
uranium and enriched uranium. Current imports from these countries are
estimated at 1 500 t U/a.

Inventories, that seem to increase as governments and utilities
modify their inventory policy in the light of increased supply assurances,
and imports are continuing to impact on the market, and consequently on
prices, as well as on other uranium activities (exploration, resource
development) which in turn are a function of uranium prices.

5. Uranium Demand Projections through 2005

The projections of uranium demand through this period is relatively
assured given the large percentage of nuclear electricity generating
capacity already in operation or under construction. For example, the NUKEM
projection [5] for the year 2000 contains only 8.5% of the total, based on
capacities from reactors not yet under construction.

Recent projections by various organisations (Energy Information
Administration of the U.S. DOE [6], Nuclear Energy Agency of OECD [2],
NUKEM [5] and Uranium Institute [7] ) of WOCA's nuclear electricity
generating capacity through 2000/2010 which form the base for the future
uranium demand are compiled in Table 5.
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Table 5

PROJECTED WOCA NUCLEAR ELECTRICITY GENERATING CAPACITY
1988 - 2010 (in GW(e)

1988 1989 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

EIA !>
NEA 2)
NUKEM 3>
UI 4)

1
j 268
| 267
| 264
| 264
1

n.a
n.a
277
278

276
284
284
285

1 1
1 n.a |
1 307 |
j 302 |
1 312 |
i 1

308
333
337
338

n.a
353
n.a
347

1
| 348
| n.a
| n.a
| n.a
1

1)
2)

3)
4)

Energy Information Administration, Commercial Nuclear Power 1989,
DOE/EIA-0438(89); Lower Reference Case
NEA(OECD), Uranium Resources, Production and Demand, Statistical
Update 1988
NUKEM Market Report 9/89
Duncan, I.J., Sellers,J., Uranium market issues 1989 - 2005, The
Uranium Institute, September 1989.

Table 6
PROJECTED WOCA URANIUM DEMAND 1988 - 2010 (in t U)

1988 1989 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

EIA D
NEA 2)
NUEXCO
UI 4>

1)

2)

3)

4)

1 1
| 38 800 i n.a
j 38 600 | n.a

3> I 42 800 j 47 600
j n.a | 42 000
1 1

i 1 1 1
39 500 | 40 000 | 43 600 \ 46 000 | 48
44 300 | 46 300 j 51 200 j 55 200 | n
48 500 | 56 300 j 60 700 j n.a j n
47 000 I 51 000 I 55 000 j 56 000 | n

I I I !

Energy Information Administration, World Nuclear Fuel Requirements
1988, DOE/EIA-0436(89); Lower Reference Case
NEA ( OECD ), Uranium Resources, Production and Demand, Statistical
Update 1988
Engineering & Mining Journal, Uranium, p. 45 - 48, March 1989,
(referred to as "NUEXCO")
Duncan, I.J., Sellers, J., Uranium market issues 1989 - 2005, The
Uranium Institute, September 1989.

600
.a
.a
. a

These data are very similar, when available for comparable years.
For the year 2000, for which four projections are available, the widest
spread, between EIA and UI is 30 GW(e) or less than 10% of the lower bound,
while the two projections for 2005 differ only by 6 GW(e)or less than 2% of
the lower projection. Based on the projections by NEA and the Uranium
Institute, the growth rate for the time 1988 - 2005 is about 1.5% per year.

Uranium demand projections related to the nuclear electricity
generating capacity projections are also available from four organisations
(Table 6, Figure 11).
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FIG. 11. WOCA uranium demand projections.

The data presented by the different organisations are not as close as
those for the nuclear electricity generating capacity projections (Table
5). The differences in the projected uranium demand reflect the different
perceptions regarding fuel economics, use of MOX-fuels and reprocessed
uranium as well as other parameters. In the year 2000, the last year for
which projections from all four organisations are available the spread
between the lowest (EIA) and the highest projection (MUEXCO) is over
17 000 t or 40% of the lowest value. In 2005, where no projection by NUEXCO
is available, the spread between the lowest (EIA) and the highest (Uranium
Institute ) is only 10 000 t U or about 22% of the lower bound.

Based on the demand data of NEA and the Uranium Institute, which are
in close agreement, the uranium demand is projected to increase from 40 000
t in 1988/89 to approximately 56 000 t in 2005, equivalent to an annual
growth rate of about 2%.

6. Uranium Supply Projections through 2005

Future uranium supply using the concept of production capability
projections includes both the production centres and the known resources
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FIG. 12. WOCA uranium production capability projection based on existing and committed centres
and low cost resources

(EAR + EAR-I) of a certain cost category. The most recent projection
through the year 2005 was collected in early 1988 [2] and is shown in Figure
12. An update is being prepared for the Red Book 1989 [33 scheduled to be
published in early 1990, but is not complete for inclusion into this report.

For the purpose of this report, the production capability projection
is used, which is based on existing and firmly committed uranium mines and
mills, as well as on known resources of the up to US$ 80/kg U cost category
[2]. These projections are summarized in Table 7, which as a starting point
(and as a contact to a "real life" parameter, i.e. production) include the
1989 estimated uranium production (Figure 12).

Table 7 includes the expected production for 1989 as well as the
production capability projection for the years 1990, 2000 and 2005. Two
observations have to be discussed. One is the development of the future
supply and the other refers to the relationship between the expected
production and the production capability.
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Table 7
URANIUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY PROJECTIONS

1989 - 2005 (in t U)

19892) 1990 1995 2000 2005

Australia
Canada
Prance
Gabon
Namibia 3)
Niger
South Africa 4>
USA
Rest of WOCA 6>

Total WOCA

3 800
11 000
3 190
950

3 600
3 000
2 900
4 600
965

34 005

5 500
12 100
3 870
1 500
3 500
4 600
4 200
4 300
1 060

40 630

6 800
10 100
3 870
1 500
3 500
4 600
4 700
2 400
1 830

39 300

6 800
4 600
3 870
1 500
3 500
4 600
5 510
2 100
1 920

34 400

1
| 6 800
| 4 000
| 3 8703>
| n.a
| 3 500
| 4 600
| 5 480
1 2 1005>
| 2 100
1
1
| 32 450
I

1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)

Main source: NEA(OECD), Uranium Resources, Production and Demand,
Statistical Update, 1988
Expected Production
Estimate
Source: The Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa, 1987, Uranium
in South Africa, Pretoria 1988
Estimate
Includes estimates for Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, India, Pakistan,
Portugal, Spain, Yugoslavia.

Between 1990 and 2005 the production capability based on currently
existing and committed production centres supported by low cost known
resources is projected to decrease from 40 600 t U to about 32 500 t U per
year.

The comparison between the expected 1989 production and the 1990
production capability projection, although the two data are not referring to
the same year, shows that actual production tends to be lower than the
production capability. For example the WOCA production is 16% lower, while
the production of selected countries (Australia, Gabon, Niger, South Africa)
is over 30% lower than the respective production capabilities. Red Books
have mentioned this relationship in a qualitative manner and a recent paper
by Duncan & Sellers [7] has compiled data of utilization rates at uranium
production centres ranging from 67 to 92% for the time 1974 - 1988. The
average over these 15 years is 78%, which in other words means that actual
production is 22% below capacity, a value in close agreement with the 16%
referred to above based on 1989/90. In conclusion, it seems safe to assume
that actual production is about 20% below production capability.
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Applying this assumption, the future production from existing and
committed centres supported by low cost known resources declines in the
following years to:

1990 1995 2000 2005

32 500 31 400 27 500 26 000 t U

In addition, WOCA's future supply is dependant upon a number of
complex market-related and political factors. Among them are the level of
surplus uranium inventories as mentioned above, the three-mine-and
floor-price policies in Australia, the continuity of supply from South
Africa and the effect of these factors on uranium prices.

In addition, there are increasing amounts of uranium in different
forms imported from non-WOCA sources such as China and the USSR, which will
make the uranium market a truly international market place.

7. Supply-Demand through 2005

The WOCA supply-demand estimate for the time period 1989 - 2005
(Table 8) combines the demand and supply projections developed in the
previous chapters (Table 6 and Table 7). It is graphically shown in Figure
13.

Table 8

WOCA URANIUM SUPPLY-DEMAND PROJECTION
1989 - 2005 (in t U)

1989 1990 1995 2000 2005

Demand
Supply

Supply
% of

1)
2)

1
1
1
1
1

Deficit |
Demand |

1
Interpolated

41 5001)
34 0002)

7 500
18.0

I
| 44 300
| 40 630
1

| 3 670
| 8.3
1

1
46 300 |
39 300 |

1
1

7 000 |
15.1 |

1

51
34

16
32

1
200 j
400 |

1
1

800 I
.8 |

I

55 200
32 450

22 750
58.8

Expected production.
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FIG. 13. Uranium supply-demand projection based on existing and committed centres and low cost resources.

As shown the supply deficit stemming from a production shortfall
continues throughout the time under review. In 1989, where the expected
production is taken as supply, the gap amounts to about 7 500 t U or 18% of
this year's demand. This gap is expected to gradually increase to over
22 000 t U in 2005, equivalent to over 55% of the projected demand in that
year.

The cumulative uranium demand for WOCA for the period 1989 - 2005
amounts to about 825 000 t U, the cumulative supply based on the assumptions
used in this report, to 620 000 t U. The gap between cumulative supply and
demand totals over 200 000 t U.

A new supply-demand projection using updated data collected for the
Red Book 1989 [3], although not yet complete, may be somewhat different.
Some major producers including the USA increased their production capability
from existing and committed mines/mills producing from up to US$ 80/kg U
resources. This new projection of the US production capability adds over
3 000 t U in 1990, 2 200 t U in 1995 etc. This outlook appears to be
optimistic in view of the difficulties the US uranium mining industry is
facing at the current market.
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Nevertheless the gap projected above, is not a concern for the
nuclear fuel supply. WOCA's total inventory of about 150 000 t [1] and its
surplus portion of over 50 000 t U (after allowing for a desirable inventory
of two years' forward demand) plus future imports from non-WOCA sources,
will be sufficient to supplement WOCA's uranium production with low cost
deliveries for a number of years.

Thereafter WOCA's uranium industry will have to build additional
production centres expected to be supported by low cost resources, as major
uranium price increases beyond the US$ 80/kg U or US$ 30/lb U000 levelJ O
seem unlikely within the time frame under review.

8.Longer-Term Supply-Demand Outlook

To illustrate a long-term (-2035) uranium supply-demand scenario
reference is made to [8]. This study was done in 1987 using the RAPP
(Resources and Production Projection) model, developed by the U.S.
Department of Energy and modified by the IAEA for a similar analysis [9].

One part of the 1987 study [8] which assumes a modest increase of the
base case reactor related requirement from 40 000 t in 1988 to 65 000 t U in
2035, equivalent to an annual growth rate of about 1.2%. This demand was
filled from the WOCA resource base consisting of US$ 80/kg U RAR- EAR-I,
EAR-II as well as a portion of 12.5% of the low most favourable quartile
Speculative Resources as estimated by the International Uranium Resources
Evaluation Project (IUREP) [1].

As shown in Figure 14 the supply is modelled to derive from the
following five sources:

"Known Resources, RAR -t- EAR-I, Committed to Production": they include
the known resources which will support the projected production
capabilities through 2035;

"Known Resources, RAR + EAR-I, Uncommitted": this refers to those
portions of the known resources which are not needed to support the
projected production capability and thus are available to be used in
modelled production centres;
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"EAR-II, Undiscovered", which include supplies from EAR-II for modelled
production centres;

"SR, Undiscovered" refers to supplies from Speculative Resources, and;

"Demand not filled" defined as a supply deficit.

Quantitatively these five segments represent tonnages of supply from
the four resource categories and for the unfilled demand. These quantities
for the period 1988 through 2035 amount to:

"Known Resources, RAR + EAR-I, Committed to Production": 1 224 650 t U;

"Known Resources, RAR + EAR-I, Uncommitted to Production": 784 470 t U,
both known resources totalling 2 009 120 t U;
they will be able to completely fill demand through 2007;

"EAR-II undiscovered": 540 500 t U, needed as supply to supplement
supply from known resources between approximately 2007 and 2035;
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"SR undiscovered": 47 900 t U, needed to supplement supplies from known
resources and EAR-II after 2025;

"Demand not filled": 107 365 t U.

A comparison of the total supplies needed to fill the demand between
1988 and 2035, with the resource base for the study shows that the presently
known resources recoverable at costs of up to US$ 80/kg U, will be about
exhausted in 2035, while the EAR-II will be utilized only by 80%. In
contrary, the Speculative Resources will barely have been touched,
committing only 4% of the total SR as used in the study.

This result indicates that a considerable tonnage of presently
undiscovered resources would remain for future discoveries to support
additional production capabilities.

Although analyses of this nature cannot provide hard facts, they do
indicate that uranium can be made available as supply for future reactor
related demand. Prerequisites for an assurance of future supply are
appropriate levels of uranium exploration and development, carried out in a
timely manner. These efforts will be done, given economic incentives for
the producer through an assured demand. Under these conditions uranium
supply will be available even for a larger than expected nuclear development
over the time frame faced by most planners.

9. Conclusions

The uranium raw material situation of WOCA still benefits from the
experiences and knowledge, developed during the "boom" approximately during
the years 1975 - 1982. Although uranium exploration expenditures in WOCA
have declined significantly since the early eighties parallel to the decline
of the uranium spot prices, these efforts have stabilized in a few countries
with good uranium potential and/or internal demand, which include Canada,
France, the USA, Australia and India. As a negative development, uranium
exploration in many developing countries where significant programmes had
been carried out between 1978 - 1982, have been terminated.

WOCA's uranium resources have remained stable in the past years
despite of depletion by production. In line with the uranium price
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development including spot and longer term prices, only low cost resources
i.e. those which are recoverable at costs of less than US$ 80/kg U are of
economic importance.

The uranium production in WOCA is continuously adjusting to the
market conditions. From the peak production of over 44 000 t U in 1981 and
1982, the output is gradually declining to an estimated 34 000 t U in 1989
or over 7 000 t below the reactor related requirements.

Future demand through 2005 is expected to increase by a rate of about
1.5% per year.

Uranium suppply projections are based on production capability
supported by low cost known resources. Although production capabilities in
general are above actual production, future supply from WOCA production
centres does not fill the expected demand. The production shortfall
increases from 1990 from over 3 500 t to 22 750 t U in 2005. The cumulative
supply gap is over 200 000 t U or nearly 25% of the cumulative requirements.

This gap is not a concern for the nuclear fuel supply. WOCA's
uranium inventory estimated at 150 000 t U and its surplus portion of over
50 000 t U plus future imports from non-WOCA sources (China, USSR) will fill
this gap with low cost deliveries for a number of years.

For the longer term (through the year 2035), a computer simulated
supply scenario to fill a projected demand indicates that presently known
resources alone, recoverable at costs of up to US$ 80/kg U will be able to
fill the demand through about 2010. Thereafter, presently undiscovered
resources of the EAR-II category will supplement the supply from known
resources through 2035 with about 80% of the EAR-II resource base. A small
portion of current Speculative Resources will be needed to supplement the
supply from known resources and EAR-II after 2025.

Studies like this computer simulation show that known and
undiscovered uranium resources of WOCA are sufficient to supply even larger
than currently anticipated uranium demand projections. Uranium resources
and the production centres tributary to them will not be a limiting factor
for future nuclear developments. A true "world" market for uranium, which
is developing at the present time, will contribute to an assured nuclear
fuel supply.
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CONVERSION OF ORE CONCENTRATES AND
REPROCESSED URANYL NITRATE INTO UF6

R. FARON
Comurhex,
Courbevoie, France

Abstract

In France Comurhex, a subsidary of Pechiney Group (51 %) and Cogema
(«49 %) started to convert ore concentrate into UFß at the beginning of
the sixties.

Since it began Comurhex has produced more than 100.000 T/U in UFg (Natural U)
and almost 2000 T/U of reprocessed U from LWR irradiated fuel in a
separate facility of its Pierrelatte Plant. During the same period also
producing a large quantity of metal U for the french graphite gas power
reactors.

Comurhex production capacity for natural UF5 has now risen to 14.000
T/U/year.

Of the five converters in western countries four use the same process
which is the wet process based on the purification of the feed material
by the liquid/liquid exchange process. Only one uses the dry process with
a purification in the last step using UFß distillation. In the future
this process could be an handicap for the production of metal U to feed
the AVLIS (SILVA) process.

Firstly we will recall the main steps of the conventional wet process
stressing the solid, liquid, and gas wastes produced at each step of the
process.

Secondly because Comurhex has the only large capacity for the recycling
into UF5 of reprocessed material, we will examine the different steps of
this process and also we will have an overwiew of wastes treatments.

One of the major target of conversion is to bring the uranium
concentrate to the nuclear grade. Thus, all conversion processes generate
a significant amount of waste. It is the converter's duty to reduce the
volume of waste and to handle them in a safe efficient and economic
manner.

INTRODUCTION
Since it began Comurhex has produced more than 100.000 metric tons
of uranium hexafluoride from natural uranium ore concentrate
During the same period Comurhex also produced 2500 metric tons of
metal uranium for the french graphite gas power plants
For 10 years Comurhex has almost produced 2000 metric tons of
reprocessed uranium from Uranyl nitrate coming from reprocessing
french facilities.
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Because of historical reasons Comurhex has 2 plants located in the
south of France : Comurhex Malvesi plant close to Narbonne and
Comurhex Pierrelatte plant located in the Rhone Valley.
Since 1987 Comurhex production capacity has risen to 14000 metric
tons of uranium per year.

PROCESSES
I/ Conventional wet process for conversion of natural ore

concentrate into Uranium hexafluoride
The basic process used by Comurhex is the "wet process".
The main steps of the conventional "wet process" are :
1.17 Nitric acid leaching of ore concentrate to get "impure"

Uranyl nitrate UNH.
1.2/ Liquid ion exchange using TBP extraction --> pure Uranyl

nitrate UNH
1.3/ Precipitation of UNH with ammonia --> Ammonium Diuranate ADU
I.1*/ Drying and calcination of ADU --> Uranium trioxide UÜ3
1.57 Reduction of UC>3 using ammonia --> Uranium dioxide UÜ2

hydrofluorination of UÛ2 using hydrofluoric acid to
obtain uranium tetraf luoride UF/, .

1.6/ Fluoration of UFz, by elemental fluorine to obtain Uranium
hexafluoride UF5.

2/ Conversion of reprocessed uranyl nitrate into uranium hexafluoride
The main steps of this conversion are .-
2.17 Precipitation of UNH with ammonia to obtain ammonium

diuranate ADU.
2.2/ Filtration of ADU.
2.37 Calcination, reduction of ADU into uranium dioxide UÛ2 using

ammonia.
2.47 Hydrof luorinat ion of UC>2 into uranium tetraf luoride using

hydrofluoric acid UF^ .
2.57 Fluoration of uranium tetrafluoride into uranium

hexafluoride using elemental fluorine UFo.

3/ Metal Uranium process
3.17 Mixing of magnesium powder with uranium tetrafluoride.
3.27 Lining of the reaction vessel using recycled Magnesium

Fluoride
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3.3/ Heating of the reaction vessel at 600°C to get reaction
between magnesium and uranium tetraf luoride giving Metal
Uranium and Magnesium Fluoride U +

3. W Unloading of U + Mg?2 from the vessel.
3.5/ Following treatments of MgF2 •

3.5.1 Grinding of MgF2
3.5.2 Uranium recovery from MgF2 by nitric acid leaching
3.5.3 Drying and screening of

- one part is recycled for liners
- one part to be sold

3.6/ Following operations for Uranium ingot
3.6.1 Machining of the top to remove parts of
3.6.2 Sampling by drilling.
3.6.3 Sandblasting of the ingot.

Liquid, solid and gas vastes produced by the process.
Because the conversion is done in two different plants and because
effluents are discharged differently we will examine each case.
I/ Malvesi plant : from ore concentrate to UF^ and metal U

1.1 Liquid wastes
From ore concentrate to UF/, and metal U the main liquid
wastes are coming from the liquid/ liquid exchange. Other
liquid wastes of the process are treated localy and before
joining the main flow they pass through a facility called
"Uranium Recovery facility" where uranium is recovered under
the form of Uranyl nitrate and coming back to the
liquid/liquid extraction facility.
In Malvesi plant the final discharge of liquid wastes are
carried out in ponds. Before pumping into ponds liquid wastes
are stored in tanks which are analysed and neutralised.
All the impurities contained in ore concentrate are extracted
by liquid/liquid exchange under the chemical form of
nitrates. The average analysis of these nitrates are :

N03- - 80g/l
NH/.+ - 10 g/1
F" - 1,5 g/1
Cl~ - 200 mg/1

plus all the cations contained in ore concentrate.
All the other flows coming from "uranium recovery facility"
come together in the same tanks. After analysis : acidity, U
content, they are neutralised before being pumped into the
ponds .
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In the beginning of the eighties the loss of uranium contained
in this liquid wastes was 1,46 Kg/TU
In 1987 the value was halfed 0,73 Kg/TU
Nitrate concentration in the ponds are stable due to a natural
biological process, bacteria are present in ponds and convert
Nitrates into N2 and C>2 the average value is around.

N total 50 g/1
U total 0,2 mg/1
pH 8

During the same periods the liquid wastes flow was 7,5 m3/TU
+ 10% of sludge and now 5 m3/TU + 10 % of sludge also pumped
into the ponds .
The difference is mainly due to a change in the process. We
are now concentrating ammonium nitrate coming from the
precipitation of UNH by ammonia into ammonium Nitrate NC^NH^ .
After concentration and analysis NOßNH^ is sold to produce
fertilizers. The specifications of the product are :

850 g/1
U (nitrate) < 0,5 ml/1
Activity < 2 |j Cie/Kg nitrate

Yearly production around 5000 T (1987)

1.2 Gas wastes
Each facility corresponding to each step of the process has
its own stack so we will only examine the main exhausts which
are in the facilities "uranium recovery facility" and
"dissolution facility". The gas flow for the first one is
13.000 m3/h"and gas analysis give the following average
values.

Nox < 100 ppm/m3
NH3 < 0,21 % / m3
U < 0,05 mg / m3

For the dissolution facility gas flow is
3500 m3/h

and gas analysis
Nox < 60 ppm/m3
NH3 1,8 mg/ m3
U < 0,l mg / m3

1.3 Solid wastes
Only two sources
1.3.1 - Drums coming from the mines. They are cleaned in a

"wire brush machine" with water, uranium content is
recycled in the "uranium recovery facility". Drums
are pounded and after checking activity they are sold
to steel industry.
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1.3.2 - Magnesium fluoride MgF2 coming from Uranium metal
facility.
After nitric acid leaching to recover uranium,
is dried and sieved. This product is sold to metallurgical
industry .

2/ Pierrelatte Plant
2.1 Liquid wastes

There are three sources coming from
2.1.1. Fluorine plant without Uranium
2.1.2. Natural U from UFç facility.
2.1.3. Reprocessed U coming from Reprocessed UFß facility.
Total value of the liquid (1-2-3) was in the beginning of the
eighties 1,70 m^/TU, this value now has dropped to 0,94 m^ TU.
Chemical and radiochemical compositions of liquid wastes for
a productionof 10000 TU and 300 t/R.U are :

LIQUID WASTES
- ASSESSMENT

I/ RADIOCHEMICAL COMPOSITION

NAT 10000t/an
RU 300t/an

Kg U/an

Activité U

Emetteurs -*-

Emetteurs ß V

Activité

NAT U RU
3,1 + 0,1

2,26 mCi

0,00007 mCi

0,0015 mCi

2,26157 mCi

Activité U Nat :
Activité URT :
Activité émetteur«*. :
(autre que U)
Activité émetteurs ÛV :

0,675 Ci/tU
2,376 Ci/tU
7 mCi/tU entrant
purification à 90 % pour U sortant
30 mCi/tU entrant
purification à 50 % pour U sortant
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2/ CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

NAT lOOOOt/an
RU 300t/an

Débit effluents 9400 m3 Yr

K+
NH4 +
Ça"*"*
No3"
Cl~
F-

Cd-Ni-Zn-Cr
Cu
Fe
W

U
Salinité
M. E. S.

U kg/an

10,
12,
0,
0,
9,
0,o,
0,
7,

27
maxi 20

0,
31
0,

3,

62 g/l
21 g/l
022 g/l
1 g/l75 g/l
43
016 g/l

5 mg/1
2 mg/1

mg/1
mg/1

2 mg/1
g/l150 g/l

2 Kg

2.2 Gas wastes
There are two stacks
2.2.1 For Fluorine plant and natural hexafluoride plant
2.2.2 For Reprocessed Uranium plant

regulations for both stacks are the same
F2 < 5 mg / m3

Activity < 4 p Cie
ß Activity < 10 p Cie
Cl2 < 3 mg m3

Analysis are done every day and the average values
are :

F2 < mg/m3

Total activity < 10 p Cie

•̂̂ 2 *• 1 mg/m3
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We also use an "on line detector" in Fluorine and UF5
plant to detect Fluorine with "alarm" if the value
exceeds 1 ppra/m^

2.3 Solid wastes
We have to distinguish between 2 kinds of solid wastes.
2.3.1 Solid wastes considered to be free of Uranium (<500 ppm)

These solid wastes are stem
2.3.1.1 From the fluorine facility and annexes :

From the fluorine plant, Hydrogen gas tail are
scrubbed with potassium hydroxide KOH solution
where Fluorhydric acid is neutralised.
From annexes -.
- neutralisation of electrolyte
- scrubbing of materials of the main facility,

pipes, valves, cells etc...
All these liquid flows are processed with
calcium hydroxide to precipitate calcium
Fluoride CaF2 and centrifuge to separate CaF2•

2.3.2.2 From the Uranium hexafluoride facility and
annexes :
From the Uranium hexafluoride facility
Gas tails are scrubbed with potassium hydroxide
KOH (400 g/1). When the value of KOH reaches
100 g/1 the solution is treated .
Firstly precipitation of Potassium Uranate
U2UyK2 followed by a filtration. The solution
containing fluorhydric acid is processed with
Calcium hydroxide to precipitate calcium
floride CaF2 followed by a fitration to
separate CaF2. The solution of KOH is
readjusted at the value of 400 g/1 and recycled
to the scrubber.
These two sources of Calcium fluoride are
packed into drums and checked to mesure
"activity" of the drum itself (<0,2 m Rad) they
are stored in a "controled garbage dump"
The total production in 1987 was 1700 t. For
1988 we hope to decrease extensively this value
from 1700 t. to 1000 t. This result has been
reached after a change in the fluorine process.
Hydrogen flows through cold traps at very low
temperature to remove liquid HF which is
recycled in the fluorine cells. Gas tail is
pumped through a liquid (KOH) vacuum pump to
neutralise traces of HF and is then burnt in a
steam heater.
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2.3.2 Solid wastes containing more than 500 ppm of Uranium.
These solid wastes are also Calcium fluoride containing
elements with short life, spar and with a low and
middle activity. In this case the drums are stored in
"La Hague" in a French National dump under the
supervision of French National Agency called A.N.D.R.A
(Agence Nationale pour les Déchets Radio Actifs)
- In 1986 the generation was 30 t.
- In 1987 the generation has droped to 6 t.
- In 1988 it will be much lower.

CONCLUSIONS
COMURHEX try very hard to succeed in the way to decrease quantities
of wastes and improve the quality of rejects. Investments in this
field are still increasing. I will give just an example. Our next
significant investment will been fluorine gas processing to remove
fluorhydric acid from fluorine gas using a similar process to
hydrogen processing.
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A TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF
THE CONVERSION OF NATURAL AND OXIDE
REACTOR REPROCESSED URANIUM

C.D. FORSEY, T. WILLIAMS
Springfields Works,
British Nuclear Fuels pic,
Preston, Lancashire,
United Kingdom

Abstract

The paper will examine the requirements for UF6 conversion of natural and
reprocessed uranium. It will compare the design and operation of the
projected BNFL ECHO reprocessed uranium conversion plant with existing
natural uranium plant.
Conversion of reprocessed uraniur, from oxide fuelled reactors gives rise
to substantially higner gamma dose rates than with natural uranium,
principally because of the effects of the daughter products of U-232. As
a result substantial shielding, coupled with changes in handling methods,
are needed, These effects are more pronounced with uranium that has been
exposed to high burnup, long pre-reprocessing cooling times or prolonged
storage after reprocessing.
Conversion of reprocessed uraniur generates waste products and streams
that are more highly active than those arising froir. natural uranium.
These wastes need special attention or treatment} final disposal of the
wastes is more demanding because of the higher inventory of radionuclides.
A conversion plant handling reprocessed uranium will of necessity have a
smaller throughput than one for natural uranium because of the relative
sizes of the two markets. In addition the dimensions of some key items in
a reprocessed plant are limited because of the need to accommodate U-235
assays in excess of I*, requiring the entire plant to be designed and
operated to avoid the chance of a criticality event. This lower
throughput when compared with a natural plant adversely affects the unit
costs.
Variations in isotope concentrations between different batches and
campaigns can lead to increased costs if the availability of the plant is
reduced as a result. This effect depends on the economic judgement of the
plant operator and the range of feed materials being processed.
All of the effects will increase the costs of conversion of reprocessed
compared to natural uranium. BNFL is using its expertise to minimise the
effect of these additional costs, but the need for a dedicated plant
inevitably imposes a substantial cost premium. However this premium iß
incorporated into assessments of the economics of uranium recycle.
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INTRODUCTION

UF6 conversion of reprocessed uranium is a specialist requirement
because of the different chemical and isotopic composition of the
material compared to natural uranium. Reprocessed uranium is also
available in comparatively small amounts; this has a major impact on
the method of plant operation to the extent that processes optimised
for throughputs in the 10000 t/year region are not economic at much
lower throughputs.

The differences between reprocessed and natural uranium have been
widely reported elsewhere. These differences, which have consequences
for UF6 conversion, are : -

Lower throughputs arising from the small amounts of reprocessed
uranium in the cycle, thereby increasing unit costs.
A larger unit radionuclide content arising fron extra uranium
isotopes, transuranium isotopes and fission products.

More radiological activity in untreated effluents and waste
streams, resulting in both additional treatment and more
expensive disposal routes being necessary.
Low plant material inventories and small campaigns. This
maximises the value of the remaining product as a result of
variations in the isotopic content of the reprocessed uranium
and allows U235 concentrations above 1% to be processed.
Cylinder maintenance.

BNFL has used its experience from reprocessing and recycling more than
15000t of reprocessed ex-Magnox reactor uranium to design a reprocessed
UF6 conversion plant capable of meeting the requirements of the 1990s.
While conversion plants of broadly conventional design can be used for
handling ex-Magnox material, processing uranium exposed to burn-ups an
order of magnitude greater is a more specialised task.

PLANT SIZE

Conversion plants for reprocessed uranium will inevitably be smaller
and therefore more costly to operate than natural fed plants. The
worldwide throughput of reprocessing plants will be substantially less
than 5000 t/year for the foreseeable future. As it is likely to be in
utilities' interest to assure themselves of competition in this aspect
of the fuel cycle throughputs in the 500-1000 t/year region are needed
in the conversion plants. This is an order of magnitude lower than is
usual in natural uranium conversion.
Such a substantial change in scale of operation prompted BNFL to
re-examine conventional plant flowsheets. Traditionally the drive is
to minimise the operating cost by such aeaos as undertaking the maximum
amount of fluorination with hydrofluoric acid rather than expensive
elemental fluorine.
The route for conversion of purified natural uranium oxide to UF6 at
Springfields involves discrete chemical processes:
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FIG. 1. Costs versus throughput.

Hydration of the oxide;
Reduction of the oxide in a rotating kiln;

Hydrofluorination of the U02 to UF4 in a separate rotating kiln;
Oxidation to UF4 via elemental fluorine in a fluidised bed.

Such a system requires a substantial capital investment coupled with
several operating teams. The minimum economic capacity is around 5000
t/year.
During development work in the 1960s to identify methods for hex
production BNFL's precursor, the United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority, investigated a single stage uranium oxide to the UF6 step
process using elemental fluorine in a fluidised bed. The technical
feasibility of the process was established, but the economics compared
unfavourably with the multi-stage processes, essentially because of the
cost of generating the additional fluorine required.
Figure 1 demonstrates the relative unit costs of hex conversion from
the uranium oxide stage for the conventional indirect route and the
direct one, over the range of throughputs of interest for reprocessed
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FIG 2 Uranium oxide-UF6 cost comparisons

uranium. It can be seen that the direct route shows a clear advantage
over the Indirect when throughputs are less than about 1500 t/year. At
lower throughputs the costs of fluorine generation become relatively
less Important in the total costs compared to capital amortisation and
other operational items. Fluorine generation is a unit operation,
giving rise to unit costs largely independent of throughput whereas the
other unit cost components tend to rise as production volume declines.
Figure 2 shows this effect in more detail - the relative cost
breakdowns of the uranium oxide to UF6 process with capacities of 600
t/year using direct conversion and 6000 t/year using the normal route.
While the general picture described has always been true the cost
advantages of the direct route at low throughputs have increased in
recent years with developments in fluorine technology. The continued
refinement of the design and operational methods of the latest fluorine
generation cells has reduced fluorine costs by about 25%. Reference to
Figure 2 will indicate the impact of this development on hex
manufacture in general and direct conversion In particular.

The conclusions of this economic analysis prompted the adoption of the
direct conversion route for the reference design of reprocessed oxide
product conversion plant at Springfields. As part of the development
work for the plant concept It was deemed prudent to undertake a full
scale trial of the direct conversion method on the production plant at
SpringfIelds. This trial was undertaken some three years ago and
involved feeding some 100t of U03 produced by the routine denitration
process into the main line hex facilities. The throughput rate was of
course reduced because of heat transfer limitations, but the trial was
successfully completed and provided valuable confirmatory data for the
design of the new plant.
As a result of this and other work BNFL now has a plant design for a
reprocessed hex plant based on the direct conversion route. This
plant, named ECHO (Expansion of Capacity for Hex from Oxide
reprocessing) will come on stream in the mid 1990s and have a design
capacity of up to 1000 t/year. Should the market be unable to sustain
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TABLE 1

Gamma Dose Rates fron key ECHO Plant Items

ITEM DOSE RATE
(MICRO Sv/hour)

Pallet of 9 feed drums 30
Feed storage hoppers 60
Reactor vessel 600
Fluid bed solids 400

this amount of capacity then a significant cost saving can be
implemented by installing fluorine capacity in stages as required. By
this method BNFL will be able to commit to the plant if around
300t/year of business is obtained. Additional conversion capacity
beyond 1000 t/year can be provided via the installation of a separate
uranium oxide to UF4 stage. Designing to the same therraodynamic limits
would allow the capacity to be raised as high as 3000 t/year, allowing
for example the processing of all the output from the BNFL THORP
(Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant) to be processed in addition to a
substantial amount of the Magnox reprocessed depleted uranium stocks
from the first generation UK nuclear programme.

THE EFFECTS OF ADDITIONAL RADIONUCLIDES

As has been widely reported the gamma dose rate from reprocessed
uranium can be much larger than that from natural uranium. The dose
rate changes with time because of the decay and build up of the
radionuclides concerned. During hex conversion the vast majority of
the gamma emitting nuclides remain in the conversion plant, so that the
dose rate of the freshly produced recycled hex is much reduced.
The gamma emitting radionuclides remain largely in the plant, giving
rise to dose rate increases during operation and maintenance. Table 1
demonstrates the increase in unshielded dose rate for key items of the
BNFL ECHO plant now being designed at Springfields. The impact of
these dose rate increases is threefold:-
(i) Substantial shielding is needed around a number of key plant

items, such as the feed hoppers and reactor vessel. Depending
on the composition of the material to be fed, the shielding
needed can be as much as 0.3 m of steel or its equivalent. This
has a major impact on the design and construction of plant
systems in addition to the cost of the extra civil and
structural works needed.

(ii) Restrictions on the working time, ie, the maximum duration of
personnel exposure, during maintenance operations necessitates
the adoption of novel methods and systems so that operator doses
can be satisfactorily controlled. Operations such as the change
of the fluid bed in the reactor vessel, an infrequent but
necessary requirement, have to be undertaken entirely remotely
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from behind shielding. Such restrictions call also for a
greater degree of redundancy in plant systems so that
unscheduled maintenance interventions are minimised.

(iii) There is a greater need for remote handling techniques so that
operators are distanced from radiation sources. For example,
ECHO is provided with a fully automatic drum unloading, emptying
and disposal system. A small plant would not normally warrant
such a level of automation!

In addition the higher alpha activity of the uranium results in better
containment standards being necessary.

All of these measures have a significant impact on the total capital
cost of a reprocessed hex plant. Depending on the design assumptions
used they will increase capital costs substantially.

EFFLUENTS

The current regulatory and political climate precludes even
insignificant increases in radioisotope discharges with the
introduction of new plants: pressures are strong to reduce discharges.

Reprocessed uranium has a high concentration of radionuclides compared
to natural uranium. As most of these nuclides remain behind after
processing the potential for a major impact on site discharges is
considerable. Consequently much effort is needed to ensure that the
radioisotope content of the waste streams is reduced to levels
acceptable to the licensing authorities.

Gaseous effluents are little affected by the presence of reprocessed
uranium: essentially complete scrubbing of offgases is needed in all
plants.

Liquid effluents, essentially from the scrubber systems, will contain
radioisotope concentrations increased by factors of up to 10. One of
the most effective methods of treating these excesses is via delay tank
storage for up to 60 days to allow for radioactive decay. Following
further minimal treatment the effluent becomes equivalent to that from
a conventional hex conversion plant.

Solid arisings resulting from plant operation require more specialised
treatment. Table 2 lists the principal differences in route adopted
for the ECHO plant compared to a natural uranium conversion plant. The
most noticeable feature is the reduced amount of residue recovery that
takes place, because of the greater activities in the wastes.
Consequently solid residues contain a higher radioisotope burden with
consistent increased disposal costs of intermediate level waste.

ISOTOPE CONCENTRATION VARIATIONS

Reprocessed uranium experiences variations in the concentrations in the
isotope concentrations between different batches, because of the
different fuel and processing histories. It is to be expected that
utilities will wish to preserve as much as possible of this intrinsic
value when recycling their material.
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TABLE 2
Differences in route for Major Solid Arisings

PROCESS ROUTE FOR

SOLID ARISINGS
NATURAL PLANT ECHO

1. Cylinder wash Recovery via main Disposal as ILW
residues line residue plant

2. Filter and fluidised Recovery via main ^ ' Disposal as ILW ' ^
bed residues line residue plant

3. Uranic scrubber Recovery via main line Recovery via modified
precipitates residue plant enriched.residues

plant U;

Notes

(1) Main line recovery plant has a capacity of 250t/year for natural
concentration residues.

(2) ILW - Intermediate level waste: requires preconditioning to immobilise
radionuclides prior to deep disposal.

(3) Enriched residues recovery plant is cleared to Sv U235 and has a
capacity of 50t/year,

Reprocessed UF6 conversion contracts will accommodate the
non-fungibility of the uranium being processed. In a conventional
plant the product is uniform and cannot be physically identified with
an individual batch of feed; in contrast in reprocessed conversion the
continually changing isotope concentrations of the feed material will
be reflected in the product material.

Maximising the residual value of the product UF6 so that enrichment
costs are minimised will require the strict sequencing of feed material
to avoid rapid changes in effective U235 concentration. As a result
the residual separative work in the product will be maximised. In the
ECHO plant the adoption of the direct feed mode has minimised the plant
in-process inventory such that the nixing characteristics will be
dominated by the 8tU capacity of the 48" product cylinder. By this
means extra losses of separative work will be minimised.

The need to process material even slightly above natural concentration
requires the entire plant to be assessed to ensure a criticality
excursion cannot occur. This impacts on the diameter of the plant
vessels and their layout, affecting process capacities and capital
costs.
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FIG. 3. Reprocessed UF6 cost comparison.

TRANSIT CYLINDER ASPECTS

Traditionally the UF6 converter has owned and maintained the cylinders
needed for transporting product. This involves 48" cylinders in
shuttle traffic between conversion and enrichment plants. A cylinder
can made up to four round trips per year; significantly the only
routine maintenance requirement is a pressure test every five years.
This latter operation involves washing and decontamination, internal
inspection, hydraulic test and revalving. Total costs can amount to
over 30% of the cylinder value.
Cylinders in reprocessed traffic will be subject to more restrictive
regime :

The build up of gamma dose rate from the U232 daughters being
deposited on the cylinder walls on emptying will necessitate
more frequent washing, perhaps as often as every round trip.
Cylinder washing itself is more expensive because of the greater
burden of radioisotopes present.

Treatment of the wash residues will be more expensive for the same
reason.

ECONOMIC COMPARISONS

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the unit cost structure of a natural UF6
plant at 6000 t/year capacity compared to & reprocessed plant operating
at 600 t/year.
The costs for the natural plant refer to the entire process from
uranium oxide concentrate to UF6 ; those for the reprocessed plant
assume the feed for purified uranium oxide.
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To compare the components In more detail:

The component for capital amortisation is both reduced compared
to normal scaling expectations, because fewer process stages are
needed, and increased because of the requirements for shielding
and remote operation. Overall the factor cost increase between
natural and reprocessed is a factor of 3.
Labour, materials and services costs rise comparatively modestly
because of simplification of the plant flowsheet coupled with
the increased use of automatic and remote methods to reduce the
personnel doses.
Maintenance costs rise because of the need to maintain more
sophisticated equipment in areas that are more difficult to
access.
Unit fluorine costs increase because of the tripling of the need
in direct conversion.
Waste treatment and residue disposal costs rise very sharply:
significant changes to the treatment routes are needed coupled
with much more expensive disposal methods. In the UK context
solid waste disposal from conventional plants is to the Drigg
site in Cumbria, requiring packing into skips and shallow lined
trenches for the final repository. Wastes from ECHO will
require conditioning to immobilise them followed by deep
disposal,
Container maintenance requirements will become more onerous,
requiring perhaps a decontamination cycle after each use.

Conversion of the reprocessed uranium is typically three times more
expensive than that of natural. In practice this equates to a
reduction in the value of the reprocessed product uranium of typically
$15/kg, which is modest in relation to the intrinsic worth of the bulk
of the fuel currently committed to reprocessing. Thus these cost
impacts will not substantially affect the significant financial
benefits obtainable from recycling.

CONCLUSION

A technical route for the conversion of reprocessed oxide uranium has
been established that takes into account the special requirements
associated with the material. The route involves the direct
fluorination of U03, along with the introduction of enhanced shielding
and containment. The plant to be built by BNFL, ECHO, will be approved
once only 300-400 tonnes p.a. of firm business is obtained. This is
possible because of the direct fluorination, in contrast to a natural
uranium plant which is uneconomic below 5000 tes p.a.
The additional unit capital costs along with higher operating costs and
significantly higher waste disposal costs will lead to a conversion
price of reprocessed oxide uranium being about three times the cost of
conversion of natural uranium.
The increased cost of conversion of recycled uranium is much less than
the potential value of the oxide reprocessed uranium arisings. Its
introduction will contribute towards the lowering of reactor fuel costs
during the 1990s.
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE PNC PROCESS

I. YASUDA, K. OTOMURA, S. WAKABAYASHI
Ningyo Toge Works,
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel

Development Corporation,
Okayama, Japan

Abstract

In order to evaluate economic aspect of uranium
conversion, we make a study on commercial plant which is
assumed to be constructed in Japan and applied PNC-process.

A discounted cash flow rate of return method is used.
Profitability of the project is expressed in term of return
on investment (ROI).

The ROI is about 10% in the base case which is assumed
to be 5,000 tU/y. Sensitivity analyses for some parameters
of base case are performed. A value of one parameter is
changed at a time and the corresponding change in ROI is
estimated.

Cost saving elements are studied on a small plant which
is assumed to be constructed adjacent to the enrichment
plant.

Introduction

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
(PNC) constructed Refining and Conversion Pilot Plant at
Ningyo Toge Works. The plant came into operation in 1982.
PNC-process which has been developed by PNC is applied to
the plant. Nominal capacity of the plant is 200 tU/y. Both
imported uranium concentrates and leached solution from
Ningyo Toge Mine have been converted to UFg. The product has
been fed to Uranium Enrichment Pilot Plant and Uranium
Enrichment Demonstration Plant in the same site. For the
past 6 years, we were engaged in obtaining operation data of
PNC-process and in R&D to improve PNC-process.
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION in Japan revised the Long-Term
Plan for Atomic Energy Development and Utilization, June
1987. According to this plan, "Examination should be made
progress to commercialize conversion, corresponding to the
advance of the enrichment project. Basically uranium should
be converted to UFg in country, which is fed to the
enrichment commercial plant in Japan."

There is no commercial conversion plant in Japan. Japan
entirely depends on the foreign converters. Reactors
including under construction in Japan demand about 5,000
tU/y.

The enrichment commercial plant will start the operation
in around 1991 at Rokkasho village. Its demand for UFg
escalate 200 tU/y by 200 tU/y every year till 10th year up
to 2,000 tU/y.

There are 5 conversion plants in the western world. Each
capacity is about 10,000 tU/y, total capacity is about
50,000 tU/y. But western world demand for UFg is only about
30,000 tU/y. Market price is low such as US$5-8/kgU.

Cost estimation

Generally speaking, lower limit of commercial conversion
plant is 5,000 tU/y. Then the capacity of base case in this
study is assumed to be 5,000 tU/y.

Costs are estimated on the basis of the data obtained
from the pilot plant. Costs such as general expenses are
difficult to be obtained from the pilot plant. They are
estimated by cost element ratio of general chemical plant.
Unit prices used in estimation are present values. Future
escalation is not considered.

Construction costs are estimated 0.6 power rule. Work
force of direct labour is estimated 0.2 power rule. Annual
maintenance cost is estimated at 3% of the process equipment
and 1.5% of the equipment attached to building. Annual
material cost is estimated at 0.5% of the process equipment.
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Plant site is assumed to be a leased land. Plant supervision
cost is estimated at 20% of the direct labour cost. General
expense cost is estimated at 10% of the annual gross sales.

Cash flow

Total project life is 20 years. Construction period is 5
years and operation period is 15 years. Some conditions of
base case are described in Table-1.

Cash out-flow is investment. Cash in-flow is defined as
"Gross profit - Tax - Pay back amount" for equity basis,
"Gross profit - Tax" for total investment basis. Cash in-
flow estimation is proceeded taking into consideration
sales, operation cost, pay back, working capital investment,
depreciation and taxes. Working capital is estimated at 25%
of the annual gross sales. Cash flow is calculated on a year
to year basis throughout the project life.

Return on investment (ROI) is defined as the rate of
return that makes the present worth of future generated cash
inflow over the life of the project equal to the present
worth of investment.

For investment and cash inflow of each year, ROI is the
rate "i" with which Eq.(1) is satisfied.

Result of sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity is determined by holding other parameters
constant and varying the parameter under investigation.
Relation curves between the parameter and ROI are described
in Fig.-1 Fig.-7. Sensitivity is defined as inclination of
the curve on the x-axis value pointed with symbol " " which
is the condition of the base case.

Results are summarized in Table-1. High sensitive
parameters are interest and conversion price which we can't
change. Relatively sensitive parameters are construction
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Table-1 Result of sensit ivi ty analyses

Parameter

1) Capacity

2) Construction cost

3) Operation cost

4} Ratio of production
/capacity

5) Conversion price

6) Ratio of equity/
total investment

7) Interest

8) Payback period

Base case

5000 tU/y

1.0

1.0

1.0

10 $/kgU

30 %

6 %

10 year

Sensitivity
[ % - ROI / % - parameter ]

Equity basis

+ 0.098

- 0.20

- 0.25

+ 0.25

+ 0.40

- 0.12

- 0.76

+ 0.042

Total invest-
ment basis

+ 0.048

- 0.098

- 0.11

+ 0.10

+ 0.18

- 0.012

+ 0.18

+ 0.0065

cost, operation cost and ratio of production/capacity. These
are objects which we should make efforts to improve. Low
sensitive parameters are plant capacity, ratio of
equity/total investment and pay back period.

Relation between conversion price and capacity on a
fixed ROI illustrated in Fig.-9.

Consideration

Fig.-10 shows relation between operation cost and ROI in
case of 2,000 tU/y small plant. To improve ROI over 10%,
operation cost should be cut down by half. It is almost
impossible to make such reduction. So we study other saving
factors concerning to domestic conversion plant.
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If the conversion plant is sited adjacent to the
enrichment plant, UFg transportation cost can be cut down.
The cost is equal to 36% of the operation cost. And the risk
on UFg transportation can be reduced.

If the conversion facility is assumed to be attached to
the enrichment plant, the general expenses can be reduced.
Half of the general expenses is equal to 8% of the operation
cost.

Amount of tail UFg is 5/6 of feed. It is useless now and
stored. Reconversion of tail UFg to more stable oxide is
examined in order to reduce storage cost and to improve
safety. Recovered HF can be used in conversion plant. The HF
cost is 22% of operation cost of the plant. In PNC-process,
dilute HF solution can be used in UF^ precipitation step.

Container cost is one element of the tail storage costs.
The UFg in one 48Y cylinder is reconverted into U-^Og in 31
drums. Cost difference between thecontainers is equal to 16%
of the operation cost.

Total of above mentioned cost savings amounts to 82% of
the operation cost. It is sufficient to improve ROI over
17%.
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Abstract

An exact assessment of the economics of uranium recycling in the
LWR fuel cycle is a complex matter as it depends on many
parameters and boundary conditions.
However, the recycling of reprocessed uranium (REPU) can allow
for substantial savings of natural uranium (NATU) and separative
work as compared to a reactor refuelling scheme which only uses
freshly enriched natural uranium.
Commercial and financial impacts are partly subject to factors
which cannot be influenced by users, and must be assessed by
interested parties as a function of their specific conditions.
For this reason, they are not further examined within the scope
of this paper.
There are several possibilities for the recycling of REPU, the
most important being via re-enrichment, and the second by using
it as a carrier for MOX fuel ( [U-Pu]C>2 fuel). A third
possibility is that of blending with enriched NATU.
In the case of re-enrichment, the savings depend upon the
quality of the REPU, mainly the residual enrichment and the
236y content. The latter is very important as 236u is a
neutron poison, and for this reason, the REPU must be enriched
to a higher degree than NATU fuel of equivalent reactivity.
Based upon a 1300 MWe PWR power plant, the range of possible
savings through the recycling of uranium and plutonium is
assessed. The production of electric power by one tonne of NATU
is calculated as a function of burnup as well as the corres-
ponding productivity increase due to recycling. This shows to be
within a range of about 30 to 40 %.
It will be up to the involved industry to ensure conditions
which will allow for lower fuel cycle costs per kWh through
recycling, as compared to the open cycle.
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1. Introduction

For about two decades, reprocessing of irradiated LWR
fuel by means of the Purex process has been practiced in
several countries. However, the amounts of reprocessing
products, uranium and plutonium, were small compared to
the total amount of fuel involved in the operation of
LWRSo The recovered uranium was fed into the natural
uranium going to enrichment, being thus diluted and
absorbed. Plutonium was used for mixed oxide fuels (MOX
fuel), either in fast breeder reactors (France, United
Kingdom), or in LWRs (Federal Republic of Germany).
In the meantime, developments have occurred which require
other modes for recycling uranium. Concerning plutonium,
the recycling in LWRs (thermal recycling) is gaining in
importance as the FBR programmes are being reduced. Due
to this, increasing amounts of plutonium are available
for thermal recycling. Plutonium is very valuable for the
economics of recycling as it replaces 235y and thus
saves costly separative work.

Due to increasing burnups, the isotopic compositions of
uranium and plutonium recovered through reprocessing are
undergoing strong changes. In the case of plutonium,
handling methods are such that this causes no new
problems. For uranium, handling facilities will even-
tuallly have to be adapted due to radiation problems
expected in future.

The quantities of reprocessed uranium (REPU) being
produced as reprocessing capacities grow is such that it
cannot be any longer fed into the natural uranium (NATU)
cycle as it would too strongly contaminate it.

For this reason, recycling concepts are being adapted,
and their economic impact must be assessed.

Recycling allows for substantial savings of NATU and
separative work. The commercial and financial effects,
however, depend upon a number of parameters and boundary
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conditions and are thus subject to variations which do
not depend upon the technical and physical properties of
the fuel cycle. Each user or country will have to assess
the economic impact of recycling according to conditions
prevailing within its own range (total installed nuclear
capacity, availability of fuel cycle facilities and their
respective capacities, political choices concerning
energy supplies, etc.)

In the following, a brief review of the possible range of
savings is given as well as of criteria allowing to asses
the financial impact of recycling.

All reference cases in this paper are based on a standard
1300 MWe PWR power plant. For other types of LWR,
figures must be adapted.

2. Recycling Modes for Uranium in the LWR Fuel Cycle

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the LWR fuel
cycle.

The reactor and reprocessing plant are the "poles" of the
cycle, with the material circulating between them. For
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FIG. 1. The LWR fuel cycle.
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the sake of simplicity, the income of fresh NATU fuel
which represents the greater part of the reactor's fuel
requirements has been omitted. It is, however, clear that
this scheme does not represent a self-sustaining circuit
(this would be a "perpetuum mobile"). Material is "lost"
and must be replaced by fresh supplies. These "losses"
are:

- burnup of fissile material in the reactor (only a
breeder system would generate more fissile material
than it consumes)
large reduction of the feed to product ratio during
enrichment
general production losses at the various stages.

The latter losses are, however, quite small (in the order
of magnitude of 2 %) and shall be neglected here.

Basically, there are 3 paths for recycling uranium,
namely:

re-enrichment
blending with enriched uranium
MOX carrier.

A choice of either one or a combination of these paths
will constitute a recycling strategy, which each country
or user must establish according to its specific needs.

For REPU which cannot be used presently due to its poor
quality or to other considerations (e.g. accumulating
enough REPU to ensure economical batch sizes), the idea
of delayed recycling was introduced. In this case, the
UNH is converted to a stable solid form (e.g. ̂03)
and stored until convenient uses can be found, such as
laser enrichment, use in FBRs, etc., or a convenient
amount of REPU is available for a definite use.
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2.1 Recycling by Re-Enrichment

This is the most important path as it can potentially
absorb all of the produced REPU. However, it is the
recycling mode most sensitive to isotopic variations of
the material.

There are basically two types of impurities or isotopes
which cause difficulties:

Those which make handling problematic due to radio-
activity (i.e. 232u, actinides, fission products)
Those which act as neutron poisons, thus reducing the
reactivity of the fuel (boron and other neutron
absorbing elements, 236y, to a small extent 234y).

In cases of the first type, international specifications
exist which ensure that any REPU which fulfills them can
be used. The specification values have been established
so as to allow for the use of material currently
appearing, or likely to appear during the next 10 years.
The presence of those impurities in the REPU will,
however, cause a penalisation of the material within the
fuel cycle.

The second type of impurities has another kind of influ-
ence. In the case of boron and similar elements, the
so-called "boron equivalent" value within the specifi-
cation assures the use of the material.

It is mainly 236y which is a problem as it has to be
compensated by extra enrichment if REPU fuel is to have
the same reactivity as NATU fuel.

The other predominant critérium for the re-enrichment of
REPU is the residual content of

Figure 2 shows the residual enrichment as a function of
burnup, for 4 different initial enrichments (solid
curves). The dotted curves show the ratio 236y/235u
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FIG 2 Remaining 235U concentration and 236u/235U ratio as a function of burnup,
for 4 different initial fuel enrichments

for the same enrichments and burnups. It is clear that
with growing burnups the REPU is doubly handicapped:
the235!: content diminishes, and the neutron-absorbing
236y content grows.

The consequence of this is that REPU, re-enriched so as
to make fuel of a given performance, must be enriched to
a higher degree than NATU fuel designed for the same
performance. The amount of extra enrichment was estimated
for the initial enrichments considered in figure 2, also
as a function of burnup. For this, it is necessary to
know how 236y is enriched together with 235^.

Figure 3 shows the relation between the enrichment factor
of 235y and that of 236u. This is an estimate based
on empiric data {*).

{*) Information kindly given by URANIT
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FIG. 3. Relation between enrichment of 235U and 238U

The extra enrichment for REPU meant to reach a given
burnup, as compared to NATU, can be given to a fair
approximation by the following formula:

0-25 [236Urep]

The brackets symbolize the concentration of the given
isotope in percent. [236urep] means the concentration
of 236u in the REPU after enrichment .

Assessing the extra enrichment needed to obtain fuel of
the same performance from irradiated NATU fuel having
reached a given burnup, and plotting this enrichment as a
function, of burnup, one obtains a roughly linear relation
as shown in figure 4. For each given NATU fuel enrich-
ment, a reasonable range of burnups was chosen (e.g. no
one would burn up fuel with an initial enrichment of
3.05 % 235u up to so GWd/t).

The result is that REPU has to be enriched up to 0.6 %
higher than the NATU it was originated from in order to
obtain the same fuel performance.

The economical influence of this will be seen during the
discussion of the economics of recycling.
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FIG 4 Equivalent enrichment of REPU obtained from reprocessing of NATU
fuel with a given initial enrichment, as a function of burnup

2.2 Blending with Enriched Uranium

This is practically the type of recycling which was
carried out so far. However, with growing reprocessing
capacities it will become increasingly unattractive as it
means contaminating - and thus penalizing - natural
uranium.

Furthermore, with decreasing residual enrichment, the
amount of REPU which can be disposed of in this way
diminishes. It may be attractive in the case of first-
core REPU with high 235u contents. On the whole,
blending will be negligible as a way of recycling REPU.

2.3 Recycling as a MOX Carrier

For REPU with poor isotopic composition, recycling as a
MOX carrier can be attractive. However, it must be
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stressed that not more than about 20 % of generated REPU
can be disposed of by this method.

REPU used as a MOX carrier saves NATU. However, the real
economic benefit of MOX comes from saving separative work
which is due to the use of plutonium.

3. Economic Assessment of Recycling

As already mentioned in the introduction, assessing the
economics of recycling is a complex matter as it depends
on many parameters and boundary conditions. Recycling is
necessarily linked to reprocessing. Whether or not it
yields economic benefits depends to a large extent on
arbitrary factors such as market situations, exchange
rates, etc. There are, however, benefits of a more gen-
eral nature, e.g. ecological advantages, or helping to
stretch uranium resources.

There are two categories of factors which influence
recycling economically:

Technical and physical factors. They determine how
much separative work and NATU can be saved through
recycling, as well as how much more electricity can be
produced with a given amount of NATU. These factors
can be quite well determined and controlled, as the
physical processes they depend upon are well known.

Economical "market" factors:
o NATU market prices
o Prices for services (reprocessing, conversion,

enrichment, fuel manufacturing)
o Exchange rates

These are factors which can only be influenced to a
limited extent. The prices for services will be deter-
mined by the capacities and ability of existing or future
facilities for handling REPU and MOX fuel.
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Prices which are very high nowadays as compared to NATU
fuel services are likely to fall drastically when more
handling capacities become available. This, in turn, will
be implemented if utilities clearly signalize their will
to reprocess and recycle irradiated fuel. This is already
the case for most European countries and Japan.

Market prices for NATU will depend upon the worldwide
development of nuclear power and availability of uranium
ore. To a certain extent the development of these prices
can be prognosticated, but the uncertainty factor remains
quite high.

As for the rates of exchange, they are important as many
prices are based on the US Dollar.

Within the scope of this paper, only the technical and
physical economic factors will be discussed. The commer-
cial consequences can then be assessed by each interested
party using the financial boundary conditions and para-
meters which apply to their own case.

3.1 Separative Work Savings

One of the most important benefits of recycling is the
saving of costs by separative work. The average market
price for a separative work unit (SWU) is about 110.-
US $.

Separative work can be saved both through the recycling
of uranium and plutonium.

3.1.1 Re-enrichment of Uranium

In 2.1 it had been shown that the presence of 236U
makes it necessary to enrich REPU to a higher degree than
equivalent NATU.
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FIG 5 Separative work per kg of enriched uranium for natural uranium, and for equivalent REPU
obtained through reprocessing of irradiated NATU of a given initial enrichment

Figure 5 is a p]ot of the SWUs needed per kg of enriched
uranium as a function of burnup. The tails assays are
0.2 % for NATU and 0.3 % for REPU. The NATU is repre-
sented by the horizontal lines. For the corresponding
REPU we find again roughly linear relations. The point
where a REPU line intersects the corresponding NATU line
gives the break-even point concerning SWUs. It shows
approximately at what burnup a NATU fuel of given initial
enrichment must be unloaded from the reactor in order to
obtain REPU which will require the same amount of separa-
tive work for the manufacturing of equivalent fuel. If
the fuel is discharged at lower burnups, the REPU will
require less SWUs than the NATU fuel.

It is of interest to note that this "SWU break-even
point" is situated near burnup values which are fairly
reasonable for a fuel of given enrichment. We thus find
34 GWd/t for fuel enriched to 3.05 % 235U. For 3.35 %
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fuel, the point lies near 38 GWd/t, for 3.5 % fuel about
40 GWd/t and for 4 % fuel about 47 GWd/t.

Another interesting fact is that the intersection points
lie roughly along a straight line. This can be considered
as a "SWU break-even line".

3.1.2 Plutonium Recycling

In MOX fuel, plutonium replaces 235y. That means that
no enrichment is required.

As a general estimate, the reprocessing of irradiated
fuel obtained from 1 kg of enriched NATU will yield 1 %
of plutonium containing 65 % of fissile material
(Pufiss). That is, the reprocessing of 1 kg NATU fuel
yields 10 grammes of total plutonium (Pu<tot)/
6.5 g of Pufiss.

The MOX fuel can be assumed to contain 3.3 % Pufj_ss,
under the assumption that NATU is used as a carrier
material .

Under these assumptions, 6.5 g Pufiss allow to
manufacture 197 g of MOX fuel. The SWU savings are:

Enrichment of equivalent
NATU fuel
(0.2 % tails assay)

SWU amount needed to produce
197 g of such fuel (savings)

3.05 % 235U
3.35 %
3.50 %
4.00 %

0.87
1.00
1.07
1.29

As an overall estimate, it can be ascertained that the
recycling of plutonium in MOX fuel saves roughly 20 % of
needed separative work.
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3.2 Natural Uranium Savings

At the present price level for natural uranium (about
30.- $ for l Ib U in yellow cake), the natural uranium
savings are economically less relevant than SWU savings.
However, they contribute to stretch resources, which may
be important for the future. If NATU prices go up
substantially, the financial effect of savings will
increase accordingly.

An amount of 197 g of MOX fuel can be recycled per kg of
reload fuel. If the equivalent NATU fuel is enriched to
4 % 235U, then 7.436 kg of feed NATU are needed for
1 kg of enriched uranium. Thus (1.465 - 0.187) kg =
1.278 kg are saved from 7.436 kg, which is about 17 %.

In the case of re-enrichment, the savings again depend
quite strongly upon the initial enrichment of the fuel,
and the burnup.

Considering that the reprocessing of 1 kg of irradiated
fuel yields roughly 0.950 kg of REPU, one can assess how
much re-enriched REPU fuel can be made with this. The
amount of NATU which would have been needed to produce
the same quantity of equivalent NATU fuel represents the
savings of this material.

Figure 6 shows these NATU savings for the four initial
enrichments under consideration, again as a function of
burnup. It is not surprising that these savings strongly
decrease with growing burnups.

3.3 Supplementary Electricity Production due to Recycling

The considerations made so far give an idea of possible
NATU and SWTJ savings. This can be reduced to costs per kg
of fuel which, in themselves, are not significant. For a
utility, it is of interest to know how much more elec-
tricity can be produced by a given amount of purchased
natural uranium through recycling than through a throw-
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FIG 6 Natural uranium savings when recycling REPU obtained from reprocessing irradiated NATU
fuel of given initial enrichment and burnup

away cycle. The total fuel costs per kWh of electricity
fed into the grid will be the determinant factor as to
whether a given mode of recycling is commercially
worthwhile or not.

Considering a standard 1300 MWe PWR with an efficiency of
33 %, we find that a burnup of 1 GWd/t is equivalent to
7,920 kWh of produced and sold electricity.

The assessment was made for NATU fuel enrichments of 3.5
and 4 % 235y which are usual PWR enrichments today. The
amount of electricity produced by l t of NATU feed
material was calculated and plotted as a function of
burnup. Then the electricity produced by the recycling of
corresponding reprocessing products was calculated. For
this, 100 % of REPU was considered to be enriched and Pu
was recycled as MOX fuel with NATU as a carrier.

Figures 6 and 7 show these plots.
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FIG. 7. Electricity production from 1 t of NATU enriched to 4% (——), and from recycling the REPU by
reenrichment ( • • • • • ) and the plutonium in MOX fuel (—). The upper line (-•-) gives the sum.

The amount of electricity produced by re-enriched REPU
diminishes with increasing burnup which is due to the
necessary higher enrichment to compensate 236y. AS a
consequence of this, the amount of available re-enriched
REPU fuel diminishes with increasing burnups.

It is interesting to note that the supplementary elec-
tricity thus produced remains more or less constant,
about 1.5 x 107 kWh.

This means that recycling allows for an increase of fuel
productivity ranging from about 30 to 40 %, inversely
proportional to burnup.

4. Conclusions

The increase of fuel productivity obtained through
recycling ranges from 30 to 40 % and is quite impressive.
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FIG. 8. Electricity production from 1 t of NATU enriched to 3.5% (——), and from recycling the REPU by
reenrichment ( • • • • • ) and the plutonium in MOX fuel (—). The upper line (-•-) gives the sum.

Repeated recycling will increase this by a few percent
but will no longer be very relevant as the amounts of
recycled uranium diminish considerably during enrichment.

Uranium recovered from re-enriched REPU fuel will have
such high 236jj and 232y contents that it will not be
used for recycling at present. Considering, however, ex-
core times of about 10 years, and 4 years in core, by the
time sueh second-generation REPU starts appearing in sig-
nificant quantitites, laser enrichment should be avail-
able. As this only enriches selected isotopes (i.e.
235u), the recycling of all REPU through re-enrichment
will then be economically interesting. REPU tails with an
assay of 0.3 % can also represent a strong incentive for
laser enrichment.

However, whether recycling is commercially interesting
immediately, that is whether the total fuel costs per kWh
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of produced electricity are lower than for a once-through
cycle, depends on many factors some of which are out of
control of the users.

In the meantime it is up to the industry involved to look
into matters and optimize plant capacities and production
methods in such a way that recycling will offer the
commercial incentive of lower fuel costs per produced
kWh. This should logically go hand in hand with the
planning, building and commissioning of a reprocessing
plant.
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Abstract

In France, the present share of nuclear electricity generation is about 70
percent .
In order to reduce fuel costs, EDF, the French utility, is dedicated to
improve the management of the reloads for the 50 reactors it has to
manage. Several decisions are now on the way. They affect the adjustment
of the reloads to the situation of electricity consumption, the develop-
ment of higher burn-ups fuels and 1/4 reloads, and the recycling of repro-
cessing materials.
It results that some new features in the management of the fuel cycle have
been developped. That is why, COGEM^ and other French fuel cycle companies
have prepared some new processes to bring new solutions to the utility
needs .
First, new flexibilities have been created in the enrichment and
fabrication management system in order to procure assemblies to EDF
according to its needs with both right enrichment levels and fuel
capabilities.
Second, the recycling of reprocessing materials has been largely studied
and large industrial facilities are now either operating or planned : they
deal with conversions in UREP plants, enrichment of reprocessed uranium in
EURODIF or by laser process, fabrication for REPU fuels by FRAGEMA. or for
NDX fuels by CCMVDX.

relies on its experience acquired during the large French nuclear
program development that let the company to adapt flexibly to the various
EDF Fuel management improvements. With this background, COGÊ  offers
services to Foreign customers as well.
With all these new features, the French nuclear system is now on a good
way to ensure a good transition from the phase of building and development
to a phase of sophisticated management and optimized use of French
nuclear industrial facilities in the next 20 years.

EDF PRESENTATION
1. OVERVIEW ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION

At the beginning of 70's, France decided that nuclear energy was to become
the main source for electricity generation and consequently should amount
for a third in the French primary energy consumption.
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FIG. 1. Structure of electricity generation in France.

As a result, in the past fifteen years, EOF has changed all his strategy
of development and has built a new system of generation more adapted to
the future challenge for primary energies French supply.

It results of these choices the evolution of the system of electricity
generation that is shown on Figure 1. find it can be considered now that
the share of nuclear in electricity generation is close to reaching the
initial goal, i.e. 3/4 of the total production.

To set up this nuclear generation, EOF has decided to choose only one type
of nuclear power plant which offers the best garanties for safety and
future industrial developments. This is why Pressurized Water reactors
have been retained and their development on a industrial basis began at
the beginning of 70's with the first Fessenheim reactor (connected to the
power systems in 1977).

Now, the 34 900 MWe PWe schedules from the start are operating in France.
14 1300 MWe units are also operating, and 6 more are under construction.

2. EOF STRATEGY FOR RELOADING

After the first phase of development that has been described above, it
became clear at EOF that the management of the fuel cycle, connected with
the strategy of shutdowns of the reactors, would become one of the main
economical points for the future.

So, EOF began studies on the best ways that could be found to implement
new valuable technical solutions respecting all safety criterias and which
could permit the improvement of the economical management of nuclear
generation.

In the case of EOF, which is a public utility with goals of meeting the
electrical demand at lowest possible total cost over a long period of
time, decisions about nuclear powers plants management depends on :

- the cost of nuclear fuel consumption and complementary sources of
electricity generation (conventional thermal and hydro),

- the optimisation of use of these different sources of generation
relative to the shape of the load curve during all the year.
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FIG. 2. Variation of the average kWh fuel cost relative to
the burnup and the reload batch.

So far, it is easily understandable that during periods of peak load
(during winter in France) it is necessary to use mainly cheapest cost
sources (especially nuclear) and to keep aside available sources of
generation with highest costs.

The direct consequences of these assumptions are the following for nuclear
power management :

1) As much as possible, a decrease of operating cost (essentially fuel
costs) must be investigated,

2} The management of the shutdowns on nuclear power plants must be
performed taking into account the overall management of electrical
generation.

Transposed to the fuel cycle management, two means are today available to
meet these goals :

1) the increase of burn ups of fuel assemblies reloaded in reactors allows
for a diminution of the number of assemblies reloaded at the end of
each campaign and permits a decrease of fuel cycle costs, especially on
the back end side,

2) as a consequence of these points, the proportion of fuel assemblies
reloaded at each shutdown becomes adjustable, find this provides a
solution to the adaptation of the length of campaigns to the general
management decided upon.

These two assumptions, which are illustrated by Figure 2, summarize the
present EOF strategy for refuelling its reactors.

3. PAST AND FUTURE EVOLUTIONS OF EOF RELOADS

It is now well-know that traditionnal reloads for PWR reactors are made of
a 1/3 of the total number of assemblies in the core and the burn up of one
assembly reached, at the end of the third campaign, amounts roughly to
33 000 MWd/t.
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Starting from this situation, EOF reloading strategy has evolved in the
past to meet the aims described above. The following stages of evolution
for 900 MWe units may be presented :

a) The previous decision to adopt longer cycles
In 1980, EOF decided to move from annual cycles to 18 months cycles.
At this time, the forecast in electrical demand remained high and it
was necessary for EOF to prevent outages during the peak demand periods
on the power system, fis a result, EOF had a major need for all
available power to meet the forecast demand and it was necessary to
reduce the shutdown period for nuclear power plants as much as
possible.
The fuel management target was at that time :
share

of core

1/3 core

number of
assemblies

52

burn up
(MWd/t)

45 000

enrichment
level

4.2 %

cycle
length

18 months

But such a burn up was not technically available at that time.

Therefore, EOF went through two intermediate schemes :

share
of core

2/5 core
1/3 core

number of
assemblies

64
52

burn up
(MWd/t)

39 000
39 000

enrichment
level

3.45 %
3.7 %

cycle
length

12 months
14 months

b) The 1/4 core fuel loading scheme

The two intermediate schemes presented above were implemented on a
temporary basis due the evolution of the forecast context.

As a matter of fact, due the combined effect of the fast increase of
the number of PWR and their good availability and of the slow-down of
the electrical consumption, EOF was in the situation to have large
capacities of nuclear power as shown on figure 3.

100

75-

50-

25-

0

PWR 900 MW

[NON AVAILABLE]

AVAILABLE]
NON USED

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

FIG. 3. Increase of the modulation on the EOF 900 MW power plants.
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This situation eases notabily the previous constraint of reducing
nuclear power plants shutdowns.

In that case, the nuclear fuel management target was quite equivalent
to the best economical solution for fuel cycle cost without taking into
account the shutdown costs.

And consequently, it became possible to enter a phase of reducing the
proportion of assemblies reloaded at each shutdown.

Since 1986, EOF has decided to implement two main types of reloads for
900 MWe units in a 1/4 reload management :

a) Reloads with an enrichment of 3.25 % permitting annual campaigns
with a part of modulation :

share number of burn up enrichment cycle
of core assemblies (MWd/t) level length

1/4 core 40 37 000 3.25 % 12 months

b) Reloads with an enrichment of 3.70 % permitting longer campaigns
than annual campaigns with or without modulation :

share number of burn up enrichment cycle
of core assemblies (MWd/t) level length

1/4 core 40 45 000 3.70 % 18 months

In complement of these two types or reloads, it must be noticed that
MOX fuel recycling is today under development (since 1987) in 6
units of 900 MWe. In that particular case, the 1/3 reload management
has been kept. But in the future, it is also scheduled to manage 1/4
reloads for MOX fuels.

For 1 300 MWe, the future policy decided is also to practice 1/4 reloads,
but taking into account the newness of this type of reactors, it has been
decided for the present time to postpone its implementation until later on
in time and to stay with a classic management by 1/3 core reload.

COGEMA PRESENTATION

4. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE FRENCH FUEL CYCLE OPERATIONS

EDF's new core refuelling strategy and recycling policy generate fuel
cycle services requirements that have to be met by COGEMA and other fuel
cycle companies.

Since the new fuel cycle services requirements differ from those
previously planned by the companies, new flexibilities have been enhanced
or created in the enrichment and fabrication management.

EURODIF was challenged by EOF new core refuellings strategy in terms
of production planning and flexibility while keeping the service
quality. New management features have been developped so as to adapt
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production to short term notification by the customer. In this
respect, from 1988 to 1990 1 billion FRF will be invested in
production equipment by EURODIF in its Georges BESSE enrichment
facility in Tricastin. This investment covers works purposed to
increase operation flexibility thus enabling quick and frequent power
running alterations. During this period, the facility will be fully
operational and customers deliveries will be always satisfied.

Thanks to its 4 reactors located at Tricastin site EOF supplies
EURODIF with electricity. Due to a close cooperation between the
organizations, EURODIF production planning is concentrated during
peak off periods.

FRAGEMA felt also concerned by EDF new core refuelling strategy,
especially by the burn up increase target.

So far, FRAGEMA is developping on industrial scale for 900 MWe and
1 300 MWe reactors its new fuel type AFA (Advanced Fuel Assembly),
with removable top and bottom nozzles as well as Zircaloy grid with
inconel springs.

It is now scheduled to complete the transition to AFA for 900 MWe
reactors in 1990 and this transition began for 1 300 MWe in 1988.

For the future (after 1990), new concepts (AFA-X1) are under studies
and experiments to reach a very high burn up around 60,000 MWd/t.

Some rods have already been loaded in the core of Gravelines
reactor.

5. DEVELOPMENT OF REPROCESSED MATERIALS RECYCLING

PLUTONIUM :

The operation of the reprocessing industry (La Hague plant) generate
plutonium which through MOX fuels can be incorporated in LWRs.
EDF present program intends to use these plutonium quantities by
introducing MOX fuel in some French 900 MWe PWRs in a proportion of a 1/3
of each reload.
COMMOX and FRAGEMA have already delivered MOX assemblies to EDF Saint
Laurent 61 which was the first EDF reactor to be loaded with mixed oxide
fuel in October 1987.

COMMOX is preparing the expansion of its manufacturing capacities.

Two projects are being conducted :

- MELOX, a 100 t per year plant to be buiet on COGEMA site of Marcoule,

- DEMOX, an expansion of the existent 35 t per year Selgonucléaire plant
at Dessel.

REPROCESSED URANIUM :

Recycling of Reprocessed Uranium is an option available to utilities keen
to improve their nuclear fuel cycle economics by closing the fuel cycle.
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COGEMfi and French fuel cycle companies offer already services related to
reprocessed uranium recycling.

In 1986, COGEMA and COMURHEX created a joint venture, UREP, devoted to
provide services in the field of REPU conversion either into UF6 or UJ08
or U02, storage and transport.

Conversion UNH into UF6 is performed by the 350 t per year COMURHEX
dedicated plant in Pierrelatte, while conversion from UNH into either U308
or U02 is performed by the 600 t per year COGEMfi TU2 plant also in
Pierrelatte.

The COGEMfi/EURODIF system will take care of the Reprocessed Uranium in due
time in special campaigns.

fit the beginning of the next century, with the industrial implementation
of the laser enrichment process, inconvénients created by minor isotopes
will be evaded. CEA, the COGEMA's parent company, is in charge of research
and development in this field.

FRAGEMA has already fabricated assemblies containing REPU. The company
delivered to EOF 4 pure REPU assemblies in 1987. The assemblies have been
loaded in the core of Cruas reactor.

6. CONCLUSION

The French nuclear program developped by EOF originated from the basic
need for reliable and domestic energy supply. Now, the goal is obsviously
achieved.

We noticed that a more accurate management of the electrical system led
EOF to find adaptable solutions for the conception of reloading. It is
possible to adapt its strategy to the situation of the electrical demand.

The ability evidenced by COGEMA and the French nuclear fuel cycle industry
to meet the changing customer' needs in the past allow them to face the
coming years with confidence.
Even more flexible and sophisticated services will strengthen the
competitiveness of nuclear electricity generation.
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ECONOMICS OF THE USE OF THE LACUNA VERDE 2
INITIAL CORE AS RELOADS OF LACUNA VERDE 1

C. VILLANUEVA, R. ORTEGA, L. SANCHEZ
Departamento de Ingéniera Nuclear,
Comisiön Federal de Electricidad,
Mexico City, Mexico

Abstract

The fuel for the initial cores of the Laguna Verde nuclear power
plant was acquired by Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE) at a cost of
39 millions dollars for unit 1 and 49 millions for unit 2.

The required 637 tons of natural U 0 for both units were3 8
delivered to USDOE, as UF , under a contract with CFE for that specific6
purpose.

The enrichment of the uranium to an average level of 1.87% U235,
that required 318 tons of separative work, was done between October of
1976 and May of 1978 by the United States Department of Energy (USDOE,
ERDA up to 1976), under long term fixed commitment contracts signed with
CFE, subsequent to a trilateral agreement for the supply of enriched
uranium signed in 1974 between the governments of Mexico and the United
States, with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Those
contracts have now been converted into one utility services contract
signed by CFE and USDOE in September of 1984.

The fabrication of the 888 assemblies for both units, plus 3 spare
assemblies, was done between January of 1978 and August of 1980 by
General Electric, of the United States, under a contract with CFE, that
also includes the supply of fabrication services for 592 reload
assemblies for each unit. The initial load fuel assemblies arrived to
the Laguna Verde site between May of 1979 and May of 1980, and have been
in storage since then at a warehouse built for that purpose. Laguna
Verde 1 is ready for fuel loading to the reactor, in July of 1988, but
Laguna Verde 2 is not expected to load fuel before 1992. Due to this
long delay there are strong incentives to use the fuel of Laguna Verde 2
as reloads of Laguna Verde 1, because by the time of initial fuel loading
of the second unit, CFE can use more advanced fuel designs, that can
achieve higher burnups with lower enriched fuel requirements, without
decreasing the margins to thermal limits.
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Therefore, CFE has done incore and outcore fuel management studies
to analyse the use of Laguna Verde 2 fuel in Laguna Verde 1 and has
concluded that, from the safety, operational and economic point of view,
is feasible.

The paper describes in detail the results of the studies, with an
emphasis on the economic advantages of the proposed schemes.

1. Introduction

The fuel for the initial cores of the two reactors of the laguna
Verde nuclear power plant (CLV) was acquired by Comisiön Federal de
Electricidad (CFE) at a cost of 39 million dollars for unit 1 and
49 millions for unit 2.

The 888 assemblies for both units, plus 3 spares, arrived at the
site from May of 1979 until May of 1980.

In September 1988, Laguna Verde l (CLV1) is ready for fuel
loading, but Laguna Verde 2 (CLV2) is not expected to do so before 1992.

Due to this long delay there are strong incentives to use the CLV2
fuel as reloads in CLV1 because, when the time comes for initial fuel
loading of the second unit, CFE can use more advanced fuel designs that
can achieve higher burnups with lower enriched fuel requirements, without
decreasing significantly the margins to thermal limits.

Therefore, CFE has done incore and out of core fuel management
studies to analyse the use of CLV2 in CLV1 and has concluded that, from
the safety, operational and economic point of view, it is feasible to do
so.

This paper presents in some detail the results of the studies,
with an emphasis on the economic aspects of the proposed schemes.
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Table 1.

INITIAL CORES OF THE LACUNA VERDE REACTORS

NUMBER OF
ASSEMBLIES

68
96

280

4W

AVERAGE
ENRICHMENT
(w/o U235)

0.711
1.750
2.191

1.868

TOTAL
MASS
(kg U)

12 43*
17 517
51 010

80 961

DISCHARGE
BURN UP
(MWd/t)

3 616
13 948
23 111

18 m

2. The fuel requirements of the reactors

2.1 Initial cores

Each of the CLV reactors, BWR/5 of 654 MWe net supplied by General
Electric (GE) to Comision Federal de Electricidad under a contract signed
in August 1972, has an initial core with the characteristics shown in
table 1.

This design will allow the initial cores to operate the reactors
at full power for 413 days, and it is expected that the initial cycles
will last 30 months at an average capacity factor of 45%, including about
12 months required for start up testing and 2 months for the first
refuelling and maintenance period.

2.2 Reloads

When the units reach commercial operation CFE intends to operate
them on base load to produce 4010 GWh net each, at an average capacity
factor of 70%, with a 2 month annual shutdown right after the rain
season, which ends in September.

Because the CLV units are the largest of the system, their
shutdown will be scheduled in the last three months of the year, when
there is plenty of replacement hidropower available.

In Mexico, 197» of the energy delivered in the national
interconnected system is generated by hidroelectric plants, which usually
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Table 2.
MULTICYCLE RELOAD SCHEDULE OF THE
LACUNA VERDE REACTORS

RELOAD
NUMBER

1
2
3
*
5
6
7
8
9

10

NUMBER OF
ASSEMBLIES

12*
100
88
88

108
88
96
96
96
96

AVERAGE
ENRICHMENT
(w/o U235)

2.841
2.731
2.717
2.717
2.739
2.717
2.727
2.727
2.727
2.727

TOTAL
MASS
(kgU)

23 093
18 62*
16 380
16 380
20 102
16 380
17 869
17 869
17 869
17 869

have their reservoirs nearly full at the end of the rain season, but have
little water available at the end of the dry season in April or May.

Each of the CLV reactors has a thermal power of 1931 MWt. The
reload assemblies of the GE6 design, which have a mass of about 186 kg of
uranium, can reach a discharge burnup of about 28 000 MWd/t.

At an annual capacity factor of 70%, the incremental burnup of the
core will be of the order of 5974 MWd/t in each cycle. To meet this
energy requirement an equilibrium cycle reload of 96 assemblies of 2.73
w/o U235 enrichment has to be loaded each year to the reactor.

2.3 Multicycle projections

The multicycle reload schedule, necessary to meet the energy
requirements in each cycle and reach the equilibrium reload within a few
cycles, is shown in table 2.

3. Supply contracts

3.1 Uranium

There are in Mexico around 14,600 tons of U,00 of provedj o
reserves in situ, of which only 10,600 are of the reasonably assured
type, according to the classification of OECD/NEA.
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These reserves are enough, in excess of 30%, to cover the demand
for natural uranium of CLV during its life of 30 years. However, CFE
intends to buy the required supplies in the spot market, at least for the
initial reloads.

3.2 Conversion to UFo

In March 1974, CFE signed a contract with COMURHKX of France, for
it to supply the conversion services of the first 8 reloads of CLV.

However, as the start up of CLV1 slipped back, CFE and COMURHKX
have been holding talks to modify the delivery schedules, once CLV1 has
loaded fuel and a decision is reached on how to refuel it.

3.3 Enrichment

The enrichment services for the reloads of CLV will be supplied by
the Department of Energy of the United States, under a utility services
contract signed with CFE in September 1984, pursuant to a trilateral
agreement signed in 197A between the governments of Mexico and the United
States, with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

CFE will systematically recover the depleted uranium tails, under
the terms of the utility services contract.

3.4 Fabrication

GE supplied the initial cores for the CLV under a contract with
CFE signed in August 1972. The contract also includes the fabrication
for each unit, of 592 reload - assemblies of the GE6 design, which was
then ordinarily manufactured.

It also provides the opportunity for the irradiation in the CLV
reactors, of up to 8 prototype fuel assemblies to be manufactured by the
Institute Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares (IHIH). GE will extend
its warranties to these prototypes if they are manufactured under GE
design and specifications. INIH and GE are negotiating a technology
transfer agreement for this purpose.
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Table 3.

COST OF THE EQUILIBRIUM RELOAD OF THE LACUNA VERDE
REACTORS WITH ASSEMBLIES OF GE6 DESIGN

STEP

Natural
Uranium

Conversion
to UF,

6
Enrichment

Tails
delivery

Fabrication

Irradiated
fuel storage

SUPPLIER

COMURHEX

USDOE

USDOE

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

CFE

QUANTITY DISCOUNTED
COST

(Million dollars)

127.095 tU.O

107.244 tUCUF.)
D

53.377 tSW

89.107 tU(UF-)
6

17.869 tU(UO2)

17.869 tHM

4.811

0.839

6.815

0.136

2.863

2.342

LEAD TIME
(Years)

- 1.

- 1.

- 0.
- 0.

- 0.

+ 10.

417

167

917

917

417

000

TOTAL: 17.806
DISCOUNTED ENERGY; 3.559 TWh

UNIT COST : 5.D03 mills/kWh

3.5 Unit fuel cost

The annual equilibrium reload of the GE6 design will require the
supply of the raw materials and services of the fuel cycle shown in
table 3, calculated at 0.3 w/o U235 tails.

The unit fuel cycle cost of this equilibrium reload, discounted at
a real rate of 10% per year, is 5.0 mills per kWh generated, in constant
United States currency of 1988.

The unit prices of the steps of the fuel cycle are those of our
contracts, in force in 1988.

In the case of natural uranium it is the current spot price as
reported in August 1988 by the Nukem market report of the fuel cycle.

For the case of tails recovery, CFE has estimated the cost of
purchase of the 14 ton type 48G cylinders for UF storage, their

D
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transportation to Mexico from the enrichment plant in the United States,
and their storage in a government facility.

Finally, for the long term irradiated fuel storage CFE has adopted
the estimate of $340, United States currency, per kilogram of heavy
metal, derived from calculations made by SYNATOM, published in March 1984
in RGM.

The estimate includes the final disposal of radioactive waste
after reprocessing the fuel, which would be done in some indefinite time
in the future, but of course, it does not include the cost of
reprocessing itself.

The long term storage of the irradiated fuel is to be done at the
CLV site in adequate facilities, which will start to receive fuel when
the reactors pools are filled. Each has a capacity of 1242 assemblies
but, leaving space for the discharge of the whole core at any time, they
reduce to 798 slots, which are enough to hold the first 8 reloads
discharged from each reactor.

4. Out of core use of the CLV2 initial load

In 1983 CFE made a feasibility study with a United States
consulting firm to determine the best use of the CLV2 initial core and,
as recommended by the conclusions of the study, in December of that year
tried to sell it as fabricated assemblies, but found out that the few
potential customers were not interested. Most of the owners of BWR/4 or
BWR/5 still under construction were already under formal negotiations
to buy their initial cores from the reactor supplier.

The offers received to buy the enriched uranium content of the
assemblies, as UF , were not attractive to CFE, because we would haveD
incurred in a substantial loss of the order of several million dollars.

Another attempt, made in 1987 by a european manufacturer to
explore with CFE the feasibility of exchanging the initial core of CLV2
for reloads of CLV1 of current design, or a new initial core for CLV2,
was not successful either. It was apparent that the low fabrication cost
of our present contract was very difficult to beat.
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5. Incore use of the CLV2 initial load

5.1 Scoping studies

During 1986 CFE and CE developed 5 conceptual schemes for the
incore use of the CLV2 initial core as reloads for CLV1.

In 3 of them, the CLV1 initial core would be replaced by the CLV2
fuel at the end of the first cycle, in order to be irradiated during the
second cycle. For the third, fourth and fifth cycles there would be
different options for further use of the irradiated fuel of both cores,
complemented by fresh fuel insertions.

In the other 2 schemes, at the end of the first cycle only part of
the CLV2 initial core would go into the reactor. The remaining fuel
would be used in the following cycles mixed with fresh fuel.

CFE did scoping studies to assess the economy of the alternative
schemes and decided to investigate further the ones that would use the
whole CLV2 initial core in the second cycle.

The decision was taken despite the fact that the initial CLV1 core
would not achieve its designed discharge burnup and these schemes would
render higher unit fuel cycle costs per kWh generated.

However, the disbursements for any new fresh fuel would be
defered. This fact has a high priority for CFE due to a tight budget and
the foreign exchange restrictions which we have now.

Also, this schemes would have the advantage that the fuel of the
GE6 design would be used up sooner and open the door for the use of newer
designs in the replacement CLV2 initial core, as well as the 592
assemblies of the contracted reloads of each unit.

5.2 New fuel designs

In the early 1990's the GE9 design will be available and it is
desirable to use it in the reloads of Laguna Verde, because that would
render some savings in enriched uranium requirements to produce the same
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energy. There is also the potential of decreasing our unit fuel cycle
cost if the fabrication price of the new design is right.

The target burnup of the GE9 design is of the order of 38 000
MWd/t, so an equilibrium reload cycle of 72 assemblies of about 3.28 w/o
U235 enrichment, would be needed to render the incremental burnup of 5974
MWd/t, at an annual capacity factor of 70%.

By decreasing the size of the equilibrium reload from 96 to 72
assemblies the capacity of the irradiated fuel pools of CLV would
increase, to hold almost entirely the first 11 reloads discharged from
the reactors, defering at least for 2 years the investments necessary to
build additional storage capacity at the site.

This benefit would not be achieved in CLV1 if the whole initial
core of CLV2 is irradiated in its second cycle, because in the worst case
the capacity of its fuel pool would reduce to hold only 354 assemblies,
instead of 798.

On the other hand, by decreasing the reload fraction from 0.2162
to O.1622, the number of batches of different burnup levels increases,
making it more difficult to obtain a reload pattern that will achieve the
target burnup of the assemblies, without decreasing the thermal margins
during the transition cycles.

Therefore, an option that CFE should investigate further is to
shutdown the reactors every year for maintenance but reload fuel every
other year only.

In this fashion the size of the GE9 reload would double to 144
assemblies of 3.54 w/o U235 enrichment, in order to meet the incremental
burnup of the core of 11 948 MWd/t, at an average capacity factor of 70%
in every 24 month irradiation cycle.

5.3 Indifference fabrication cost

Table 4. shows the approximate cost of the reference equilibrium
reload of GE9 design, where all the unit costs are the same as in
table 3., except in the fabrication step.
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Table 4.
APROXIMATE COST OF THE REFERENCE EQUILIBRIUM RELOAD
OF THE LACUNA VERDE REACTORS WITH ASSEMBLIES OF GE9 DESIGN

APPROXIMATE ÏNDÎFERENCE LEAD TIME
STEP SUPPLIER QUANTITY DISCOUNTED (Years)

COST
(Million dollars)

Natural _ 116.805 tU O 4.421 - 1.417
uranium
Conversion COMURHEX 98.562 tU(UF ) 0.771 - 1.167
to
Enrichment USDOE 53.474 tSW 6.828 - 0.917
Tails USDOE 84.969 tU(UF ) 0.130 - 0.917
delivery
Fabrication GENERAL 13.392 tU(UO2) 4.205 - 0.417

ELECTRIC
Irradiated CFE 13.392 tHM 1.451 +12.000
fue l storage

TOTAL: 17.806
DISCOUNTED ENERGY: 3.559 TWh

UNIT COST: 5.003 miiis/kWh

In this case we used a figure that would produce the same unit
fuel cycle cost for the GE9 reload as for the GE6 reload. It is indeed
CFE's indifference fabrication cost to adopt the GE9 design, which is 96%
higher than our present contract price, in force in 1988.

Our intention is to negotiate with GE the supply of the 592 reload
assemblies for each unit, at an average price between our contract price
and our indifference price.

In this fashion the benefits derived from the savings in enriched
uranium requirements would be shared equally between CFE and GE.

Also for the supply of the replacement CLV2 initial core of GE9
design, CFE would negotiate with GE the same price.

5,4 Reload schedules for CLV1 using CLV2 initial core plus
assemblies of GE6 design or GE9.

Table 5. shows the preliminary reload schedule for CLV1 resulting
from the case investigated in more detail by GE and CFE, so far.
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In this case, the 280 assemblies of 2.191 w/o U235 and the 96
assemblies of 1.750 w/o U235 of the initial core of CLV2 would be
inserted into the reactor as the first reload, leaving only the 68
assemblies of natural uranium from the initial core of CLV1.

In the second reload, 188 assemblies of 2.191 w/o U235 and 34 of
1.750 w/o U235, of the already irradiated initial core of CLV1 would be
reinserted into the reactor, where there remain equal number of
assemblies of the same type left from the CLV2 initial core. In this
manner the third irradiation cycle would also be done without any new
fresh GE6 reload assemblies.

Finally, the third reload would be made up with the remaining 184
assemblies of 2.191 w/o U235 enrichment level of both initial cores, that
have not been reinserted yet, along with 112 assemblies of the same
initial enrichment, left from the previous cycle. These 296 assemblies,
that so far have been irradiated in one cycle only, would be complemented
with 148 new ones of 2.65 w/o U235, that are the first GE6 reload
assemblies that would be supplied under the scope of our contract.

The reloads would then approach the equilibrium one, within a few
cycles.

Table 5.
PRELIMINARY MULTICYCLE RELOAD SCHEDULE
OF THE LACUNA VERDE 1 REACTOR USING
THE LACUNA VERDE 2 INITIAL CORE PLUS
ASSEMBLIES OF GE6 DESIGN

RELOAD NUMBER OF
NUMBER NEW GE6

ASSEMBLIES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

NONE
NONE
14S
108
104
96
96
96
96

AVERAGE TOTAL
ENRICHMENT MASS

(w/o U235) (kgU)

—
*̂*

2.65
2.65
1.72
2.73
2.73
2.73
2.73

"

26 956
19 670
18 942
17 869
17 869
17 869
17 869
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Table 6.
PRELIMINARY MULTICYCLE RELOAD SCHEDULE
OF THE LACUNA VERDE I REACTOR USING
THE LACUNA VERDE 2 INITIAL CORE PLUS
ASSEMBLIES OF GE9 DESIGN

RELOAD
NUMBER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

NUMBER OF
NEW GE9
ASSEMBLIES

NONE
NONE
124
112
100
88
80
72
72

AVERAGE
ENRICHMENT
(Wo U235)

—
—

3.00
3.10
3.20
3.30
3.30
3.28
3.28

TOTAL
MASS
(kgU)

—
—

23 06*
20 832
18 600
16 368
l<4 880
13 392
13 392

If in the third reload, CFE adopts the GE9 design for the new
fresh assemblies to be supplied under the scope of our contract with GE,
then the reload schedule would be as shown in table 6.

5.6 Initial core and reload schedule for CLV2 using GE9 design
assemblies.

The use of the initial core of CLV2 as reload for CLV1 implies the
need to replace it when the time for initial fuel loading approaches.

In that case CFE will use a new fuel design and, for the purpose
of this study, we assume it will be the GE9. Table 7, shows the
preliminary initial core and reload schedule of CLV2 if that design is
used.

The 68 natural uranium assemblies of the GE6 design, that would
have not been irradiated in the CLV1, would be used in the new initial
core of CLV2.

5.7 Licensing issues

The analysis made by GE and CFE of the feasibility of using the
CLV2 initial core as reloads of CLV1, according to the schedule of table
5., have concluded that the reactivity and thermal margins can be met if
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Table 7.

PRELIMINARY INITIAL CORE AND MULTICYCLE
RELOAD SCHEDULE OF THE LACUNA VERDE
2 REACTOR WITH ASSEMBLIES OF GE9 DESIGN

RELOAD NUMBER OF AVERAGE TOTAL
NUMBER ASSEMBLIES ENRICHMENT MASS

(w/o U235) (kgU)

Initial core
Initial core

1
2
3
it
5
6

280
96
96
76
68
68
84
72

2.19
1.76
3.41
3.28
3.26
3.26
3.29
3.28

52 080
17 856
17 856
14 136
12 648
12 648
15 624
13 392

the reloads are made with assemblies of the same design, that is GE6,
which has a target burnup of 28 000 MWd/t.

However, if the reloads are made in annual cycles with assemblies
of GE9 design, which has a target burnup of about 38 000 MWd/t, the
margins are reduced in the transition cycles.

Therefore, more detailed analysis will have to be made testing
different options to arrive at a schedule that will be licensable by the
Comisiön Hacional de Seguridad Nuclear y Salvaguardias (CMSNS).

One of these options would be to increase the reload fraction and
refuel the reactor every two years.

6. Economic analysis

6.1 Reference case

The multicycle reload schedule of the CLV shown in table 2, is the
reference case of our economic analysis (AO).

Our assumptions for this purpose are as follows: Fuel loading of
CLV1 will start the 1st of January of 1989; the first reload will start
30 months later and the successive reloads will be done every year
thereafter.
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Table 8.

UNIT PRICES OF THE FUEL CYCLE OF
THE LACUNA VERDE REACTORS

STEP UNIT PRICE
(United States
currency, 1988)

LEAD
TIME
(Years)

Natural
uranium
Conversion
to UF,

33.07 per kgU,Oc
J O

7 per kgU(UF, )
b

Enrichment 117 per kg SW
Tails
delivery
Fabrication

GE6 :
GE9:

Irradiated
fue l storage

GE6:
GE9:

.* per kgU(UF. )
6

15U per kgU(U02)
228 per kgU(UOj)

3^0 per kgHM

-1.417

-1.167

-0.917

-0.917

-0.it 17

+10.000
+12.000

CLV2 initial fuel loading will start the 1st of January of 1993
with an identical reload schedule as CLV1.

The unit prices used in the analysis are shown in Table 8; the
fabrication price of the GE6 design is that in force in our contract in
1988, and the price of the GE9 design adopted is the average of the
contract price and CFE's indifference price.

The unit fuel cycle costs were calculated with a personal computer
version of the FUEL CASH-II code.

The FORTRAN IV version is described in Appendix C of the Technical
Report Series No. 175: "Economic Evaluation of Bids for Nuclear Power
Plants. A Guidebook"
IAEA, 1976.

The unit fuel cycle cost of AO is 10.1 mills per kWh, in United
States currency of 1988, that can be broken down in 8.5 for CLV1 and 13.4
for CLV2.
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They are high compared with the unit cost of the equilibrium
cycle: 5.0 mills per kWh, because the present worth of the initial cores,
stored at the site since 1979 and 1980, is at least a factor of 2.4
higher than the original cost.

6.2 Alternative 1

In alternative 1 of our analysis (Al), fuel loading of CLV1 starts
in the same date as in AO, but the reloads are done according to the
schedule of table 5. The date for CLV2 initial full loading remains the
same also, but the initial load and reloads are done as shown in table 7.

The unit cost for CLV1 increases to 117. mills per kWh, because
the present worth cost of the initial core of CLV2 is charged to it and
the assemblies do not achieve their designed discharge burnups.

On the other hand, the unit cost of CLV2 is 7.1 mills per kWh in
this case whereas it is 4.7 for its equilibrium cycle. Compared with the
unit cost of CLV2 in AO, it can be clearly seen that it is cheaper to
operate the second unit with a new initial core and reloads of the GE9
design, than to store its GE6 fuel for another 4 years before using it.

However, due to the high unit cost of CLV1 the average for CLV
increases to 10,2; only 1% higher than in AO.

6.3 Alternative 2

In the second alternative (A2), the reloads of CLV1 are done as
shown in table 6, but the schedule for CLV2 is the same as in Al.

The unit cost of CLV2 does not change with respect to Al, and it
increases by 1% only for CLV1, so it averages 10.3 mills per kWh for CLV.

7. Conclusion

From the results of the technical analysis it has been concluded
that CFE can use the initial core of CLV2 as reloads for CLV1.

From the results of the economic analysis it can be concluded that
CFE can also adopt the GE9 design for the replacement initial core of
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CLV2, as well as the reloads for both units, without a significant
penalty in the unit fuel cycle cost, if the fabrication price of the GE9
design is the right one.

However, the technical analysis shows that it would be worth
investigating the use of 24 month cycles for the CLV if the GE9 design is
adopted, because it would improve the margins to thermal limits in the
transition cycles of CLV1.

Also, an economic analysis should be done to see if the penalties
increase due to the greater enrichment level of the 144 assemblies of the
equilibrium reload. It may show that in this case our indifference price
is lower than in the equilibrium reload of 72 assemblies.
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ANNEX

COST OF INITIAL CORES OF LAGUNA VERDE NUCLEAR POWER UNITS

ITEM
URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE
ENRICHMENT
FABRICATION

T O T A L

MILLON OF DOLLARS

UNIT 1 UNIT 2
16,471 ( 1 ) ( S ) 23.025 (5)
12.258 14.368 (3)

3.393 (2) 9.209

38.122 46.602

N O T E S :

(1) Includes cost of natural UF6 loan by eldoradonuclear LTD.
(2) Includes cost of enriched UFg storage by GE, quality

assurance and transportation of fuel assemblies.
(3) Includes cost of enriched UF6 storage by DOE.
(4) Includes cost of transportation of fuel assemblies.
(5) French Francs/US dolar exchange rate at dates of

payment.

NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE CONTRACTS

ITEM INITIALCORE RELOADS COMPANY COUNTRY

URANIUM
CONVERSION
ENRICHMENT
FABRICATION

X (1)
-
X
X

None
X (2)
X (3)
X (4)

URANEX
COMURHEX
USDOE
G. E.

Niger/France
France
U..S. A.
U. S. A.

N O T E S :

(1) Contract as Uranium hexafluoride.
(2) Contract for 8 years of supply of conversion services
(3) Utility services contract for the life of the plant.

Contract for 592 fuel assemblies, 6 reloads.
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INITIAL CORES OF THE LAGUNA VERDE REACTORS

NUMBER OFASSEMBLIES

68
36
280
444

AVERAGEENRICHMENT(W/0 U235)
0.711
1.750
2.1S1
1.868

TOTALMASS(kg U)
12 434
17 517
51 010
80 961

DISCHARGEBURN UP(MWd/t)
3 616

13 948
23 111
18 134

MULTICYCLE RELOAD SCHEDULE OF THE LAGUNA VERDE REACTORS

RELOAD
NUMBER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
o
10

NUMBER OFASSEMBLIES

124
100
88
88
108
88
96
96
96
96

AVERAGEENRICHMENT(W/0 U235)
TOTALMASS(kg U)

DISCHARGEBURN UP(MWd/t)
2.841
2.731
2.717
2.717
2.739
2.717
2.727
2.727
2.727
2.727

23 093
18 624
16 380
16 380
20 102
16 380
17 869
17 86S
17 869
17 869

28 071
28 338
28 561
28 415
27 757
28 488
27 948
27 948
27 948
27 948

PERCENT COST BREAKDOWN TO CFE OF ONE PROTOTYPE FUEL
ASSEMBLY FABRICATED BY IN IN FOR THE LAGUNA VERDE.

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

ITEM
ENRICHMENT URANIUM (1)

GE TECH TRANSFER AND
LICENSE

FAB MATERIALS
OTHER COSTS

SPENT FUEL MANAGMT

T O T A L

% OF COST TO CFE

55.5

8.5
18.7
4.1

13.2

100.0

N O T E S :

(1) Induing tails recovery
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COST OF THE EQUILIBRIUM RaOAD OF THE LAGUNA VERDE
REACTORS WITH ASSEMBLIES OF GE6 DESIGN

STEP SUPPLIER

Natural
Uranium
Conversion COMURHEX
t oUF 5

Enricrment USDOE
Tails USDOE
Fabrication GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Irradiated CFE
fuel storage

QUANTITY DISCOUNTED LEAD TIME
COST (Years)

(Million
dollars)

127.095 tU308

107.244 tlKUFg)

53.377 tSW

89.107 tU(UF6>

17.869 tU(U02>

17.869 tHM

TOTAL :
DISCOUNTED ENERGY:

UNIT COST:

4.811

0.839

6.815

0.136

2.863

2.342

17.806
3.921
4.541

- 1.147

- 1.167

- 0.917

- 0.917

- 0.417

+10.000

TWh
mills/kWh

UNIT PRICES OF THE FUEL CYCLE OF THE LAGUNA VERDE
REACTORS

STEP

Natural uranium
Conversion to UF6
Enrichment
Tails delivery
Fabrication

GE6:
GE9:

Irradiated fuelstorage
GE6:
GE9:

UNIT PRICE(United Statescurrency, 1988)
33.07 per kgU3Og

7 per kgU(UF6)
117 per kg SW
1.4 per kgU(UF6)

154 per KgU(U02)228 per kgU (U02>

340 per kgHM

LEAD TIME(Years)

- 1.417
- 1.167
- 0.917
- 0.917

- 0.417

+10.000
+12.000
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COST OF RECOVERING DEPLETED UFg TAILS FROM USDOE
FOR STORAGE IN MEXICO

ITEM
- COST OF '-L G CY'.îîiDER (i)
- HANDLING CHARGES SY DOE
- TRANSPORTATION AND INSURANCE

. ir U.S.A.
in [-lexice

- STORAGE If',' MEXICO

T O T A L

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS
5000
725

3360
335
1200

11621

N O T E S :

(1) E?c^ cynr.c'c-r <•:£ G cernes £300 Kc. u. so the
i'n it cost cf tells recovery is ?rcund $ 1.40
per Kc U.

APROXIMATE COST OF THE REFERENCE EQUILIBRIUM RELOAD Of
THE LAGUNA VERDE REACTORS WITH ASSEMBLIES OF 6E9 DESIGN

STEP

Natural
uranium
Conversion
Enrichment
Tails
delivery
Fabrication

I rradiated
fuel storage

SUPPLIER

COMURHEX

USDOE

USDOE

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

CFE

APPROXIMATE INDIFERENCE LEAD TIME
QUANTITY DISCOUNTED (Years)

COST
(Million
dollars)

116.805 tU,Ofi 4.421 - 1.417
J 0

98

53

84

13

13

.562

.474

.969

.392

.392

tU(UFg)

tsw
tU(UF6)

tucuo2)

tHM

0.

6.

0.

4.

1.

771

828

130

205

451

- 1

- 0

- 0

- 0

+12

.167

.917

.917

.417

.000

TOTAL: 17.806
DISCOUNTED ENERGY : 3.921 TWh

UNIT COST : 4.541 mills/kWh
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PRELIMINARY MULTICYCLE RELOAD SCHEDULE OF THE LAGUNAVERDE 1 REACTOR USING THE LAGUNA VERDE 2 INITIAL COREPLUS ASSEMBLIES OF GE6 DESIGN
ELOADUMBER

123456789

NUMBER OFNEW GE6ASSEMBLIES
NONENONE148108104969696S6

AVERAGEENRICHMENT(W/0 U235)
_
_

2.652.S51.722.732.732,732.73

TOTALMASS(kgU)
__
-
26 S5619 67018 94217 86917 86917 86917 869

PRELIMINARY MULTICYCLE RELOAD SCHEDULE OF THE LAGUNAVERDE 1 REACTOR USING THE LAGUNA VERDE 2 INITIALCORE PLUS ASSEMBLIES OF 6E9 DESIGN
RaOADNUMBER NUMBER OFNEW GE9ASSEMBLIES

AVERAGEENRICHMENT(w/0 U255)
TOTALMASS(kgU)

123456789

NONENONE12411210088807272

0010203030283.28

23 06420 83218 60016 36814 88013 39213 392

PRELIMINARY INITIAL CORE AND MULTICYCLE RaOAD SCHEDULE
OF THE LAGUNA VERDE 2 REACTOR WITH ASSEMBLIES OF GE9
DESIGN
RaOADNUMBER

Initial coreInitial core
23456

NUMBER OFASSEMBLIES

28096967668688472

AVERAGEENRICHMENT(w/o U235)
2,1,3,3,3,3,3,

197641282626293.28

TOTALMASS(kgU)
52 08017 85617 85614 13612 64812 64815 62413 392
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF THE LAGUNA VERDE 2INITIAL CORE AS RELOADS FOR THE LAGUNA VERDE 1 REACTOR
CODE: AO, REFERENCE CASE
DESCRIPTION: CLV1 fuel loading in 1 Jan 89 with GE6design.
CLV2 fuel loading in 1 Jan 93 with GE6 design.
Reloads for both units with GE6 design with a fabricationprice of $ 154 US/kg U(U02).
CODE: Al, ALTERNATIVE NUMBER 1
DESCRIPTION: CLV1 fuel loading in 1 Jan 89 with GE6design.
CLV1 first and second reloads with CLV2 initial coreof GE6 design.
CLV1 subsecuent reloads with GE6 design with a fabrica-tion price of $ 154 US/kg U(U02).CLV2 fuel loading in 1 Jan 93 with GE9 design.
CLV2 reloads with GE9 design with a fabrication priceof $ 228 US/kg U(U02)-
CODE: A2, ALTERNATIVE NUMBER 2
DESCRIPTION: CLV1 fuel loading in 1 Jan 89 with GE6design.
CLVl first and second reloads with CLV2 initial coreof GE6 design.
CLV2 fuel loading in 1 Jan 93 with GE9 design.
CLVl subsecuent reloads and CLV2 reloads with GE9 designwith a fabrication price of $ 228 US/kg U(U02).
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COMPARED ECONOMIC FEATURES
OF ENRICHMENT PROCESSES

J.-H. COATES
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique,
Centre d'études nucléaires de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Abstract

Several attempts made in the past have shown that comparing economic
features of enrichment processes is a difficult endeavour. The separative work
cost concept can be used as a guiding criteria, but other aspects are also important.

Dealing solely with enrichment costs leads to qualify the various
items which appear in the cost breakdowns of separative work delivered by various
enrichment processes. Among these items, a broad distinction can be made between
intrinsic characteristics of the processes (i.e. component sophistication, operating
staff, energy consumption, material hold-up, etc.) and economic features or
assumptions of a more general nature (costs of manpower ; rates of return, energy,
inflation, etc.).

The paper briefly reviews these various aspects and points out some
of the difficulties met in attempting comparisons : for instance, the processes
under survey rarely attain the same state of development and the general economic
backgrounds vary from one Country to another. Moreover, differences appear
when coping with a real plant project instead of a simple didactic exercise.
Although it can hardly be quantified, the ability of the project's sponsoring team
then becomes of prime importance.

The conclusion of this short paper can only be expressed in very
cautious terms. Attaining low enrichment costs is undoubtedly a stimulating
challenge which every enrichment producer keeps in mind. But there are many
ways to attain or maintain competitivity. Beyond such endeavours, one may simply
express the wish to see fair pricing applied within a large and healthy enrichment
market.

Introduction

Past attempts have shown that comparing economic features of
enrichment processes is a difficult endeavour, mainly because detailed technical
data which would allow indépendant assessments is kept confidential for both
political and commercial reasons. Hence, one can only rely on statements from
the outside which cannot be checked and confirmed, or on its own results when
the corresponding studies happen to have been performed. Even so, the fact of
being familiar with a given process can hardly give confidence that all
technological versions of the process will be equivalent in terms of economy
because the techniques involved may differ considerably. To my knowledge, this
is the case for gaseous diffusion membranes, gaseous centrifuge machines, and
for chemical exchange contacting devices. As for converting technical data into
economic figures, other difficulties appear when introducing new aspects such
as component mass production, size, and hardening.

What matters in the end is the separative work cost which can be
attained when actually delivering enrichment services. This is why the cost of
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separative work is often considered as the guiding criteria in comparing enrichment
processes. Indeed, it is an important one» But it is not sufficient if one considers
all the requirements involved by commercialization of enrichment services. In
this wider context, other aspects such as plant construction lead times, modularity,
operating flexibility and economic sensitivity to the load fa,ctor are also important.
Moreover, the separative work concept itself is not entirely appropriate when
speaking of highly selective processes such as laser separation.

All this to say that this paper will remain very modest, both in its
scope and conclusions. It can be divided in three parts :

- separative work cost breakdown,
- main features of enrichment processes,
- items of comparison.

Separative work cost breakdown

To start with, let us dwell on the separative work cost criteria, and
review the items which appear in its breakdown. The separative work is presumably
delivered by an enrichment plant of a given size using a given process.

As usual, one may distinguish expenses related to the construction
phase of the plant (i.e. fixed costs) and those related to its operation (i.e. more
or less variable costs). Fixed costs correspond to the expenses related to the
construction, filling and starting up of the plant, while variable costs correspond
to the needs of energy, maintenance and operating staff.

But a more interesting distinction can be made regarding separative
work cost items according to wether they are specific to the process, or wether
they are of a more general nature. For instance, if we consider what is probably
the simplest (and most approximative) expression of the separative work cost,
i.e. :

where :

C. = cost of separative work unit (SWU)

i . = fixed costs

w . = energy cost

om . = operation B maintenance cost

huA = hold up cost

one may notice that each item results from the multiplication of two factors :
one which qualifies the process itself, and the other which qualifies the general
economic background of the enrichment plant in project. For instance :

' A = ' A X T

w = W x CwA A w

A= OMAx Cm

= HU A x Cu
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I is the specific investment i.e. the cost of one SWU per year installed which
depends greatly on the types and sophistication of the process components.

W is the specific energy consumption i.e. the number of kwh needed in order
to deliver one SWU.

OM is the specific operating 6 maintenance cost which depends largely on
the operating staff and hence on the process itself.

H U is the specific material hold up.

All these factors depend mostly of the process itself, whereas the
other factors reflect the economic environment of the plant :

T is the amortization rate chosen by the investors

Cw is the price of energy supplied to the plant

Cm reflects the salaries of manpower

Cu is the leasing rate for uranium.

Obviously, the sensitivities regarding the separative work cost of each associated
factor (such as WAand Cw) are the same. This means that it is as important
to have a low energy consumption as to have a low energy price. Stated otherwise,
one can say that it is more important to have a low energy consumption in a
country where the price of energy is high and conversely.

Enrichment processes

Let us come now to the main enrichment processes which are already
under operation or which may be called upon in the future, and briefly review
their specific features.

Caseous diffusion is the oldest process used for commercial enrichment
purposes. It is presently under production in the United States and France,
totalizing 90 % of the western world's enrichment capacity. In its principle, the
process results from preferential diffusion of lighter isotope UFg molecules through
microporous membranes. The loss of pressure through the membranes has to
be compensated by compressing devices needing large amounts of energy. Other
operating costs are small. Economic reasons tend to aim at large monolithic
plants in order to benefit from the size effect to reduce the specific investment
cost.

More recent in its application than gaseous diffusion, gaseous
centrifugation is applied for production by Urenco in CB, Holland and FRG ;
it is also under deployment in Japan. The process calls on preferential accumulation
of the heavier isotope UFg molecules at the periphery of a high speed rotating
bowl. Extension of the separation effect can be obtained by means of a thermal
gradient along the axis of the machine. It operates under very low pressure
conditions, hence a large lay out, but it occurs little friction and therefore needs
little energy. Centrifuge machines have a small individual output (in the range
of tens of SWU/year) and therefore must be manufactured in very large series.
They are assembled in modular cascades.

Chemical exchange processes have not attained the production stage.
The two best known are the Asahi process developed in Japan and the Chemex
process developed in France. The former is a resin exchange between on and
Uß whereas the latter is a liquid-liquid exchange between U3 and Uzj. These
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processes are modular, they cail on conventional techniques, and they need little
energy due to the reversibility of chemical reactions.

Advanced enrichment processes differ in principle from statistical
processes in that the separative device only affects the isotopic specie which
is aimed at. Jaince the proportion of 1(235 in natural uranium is only 7.10"-*, a

gain of 140 can be expected in terms of overall efficiency. Hence small energy
consumptions and compact although sophisticated (laser for instance) installations
are expected. The two main laser separation processes are AVLIS (Atomic Vapour
Laser Isotope Separation) studied in the United States, France, UK and Japan,
and MLIS (Molecular Laser Isotope Separation), presently studied in FRG and
Japan.

Items of

The previous chapter purposely omits any attempt to quantify in
terms of economy the various process features which have been outlined. Aside
from the problem of having access to detailed and pertinent information which
was mentioned earlier, other important remarks should be made before entering
into comparisons.

The first of these is that the processes under survey have attained
very different stages of development and/or application, therefore the intrinsic
features of the processes are far from being known with equal thoroughness and
accuracy. Of course, less matured processes offer greater uncertainties.

A second remark is that the general economic backgrounds offer
large differences from one country to another. For instance, electricity prices
may well double from one place to another.

A last remark is that general economic assumptions are not "neutral"
from one process to another. For instance, cheap electricity will have a large
impact on the economy of gaseous diffusion but practically no effect on
centrifugation. Reversely, the rates of return on investments will have a diriming
effect on the economy of centrifugaiion, and so on.

All these remarks tend to show how cautious one must be when making
any comparison between enrichment processes. Only main features can be depicted
either on a qualitative basis as in table 1 or by means of indicative separative
work cost breakdowns as outlined by figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows sensitivity
charts of main economic items on the separative work cost of particular processes.
Figure 2 shows sensitivities of each economic item versus the enrichment processes
under comparison. In all cases, the comparisons are limited to the three main
enrichment processes : gaseous diffusion, centrifugation and laser photoionization,
without mentioning any absolute value. As for the latter, estimates published
regarding separative work costs of enrichment processes as well as prices applied
in enrichment transactions induce in considering two broad families of techniques :
on one hand presently available statistical processes such as gaseous diffusion,
centrifugation and chemical exchange with separative work costs well within
the range of TOO $/SWU and on the other hand the highly selective or advanced
processes which should enable to attain only half of that value i.e. separative
work costs in the range of 50 $/SWU.

Imperfect and questionable as they may be,t these cost structures
and values are present in the minds of actual or potential enrichment producers
when looking ahead. Most of these producers are working on new or improved
processes with the purpose of attaining or maintaining a good competitivity.
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TABLE 1

COMPARATIVE FEATURES OF MAIN ENRICHMENT PROCESSES

Under application

Investment cost

Operating costs

Modularity

Fuef cycle

Gaseous
diffusion

yes

high

high

no

UF6

Centrifuge

yes

high

low

yes

UF6

Laser

no

low

low

yes

U métal

After having studied all processes save chemical exchange, the US
Department of Energy is focusing its efforts on AVLIS. A similar choice has
been made in France by the Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique. Urenco claims
confidence in its centrifuge technology until the end of the century at least.
As for Japan where centrifugation, resin exchange, AVLIS and MLIS are still
in competition, orientations should presumably be taken around 1991.

In fact these various enrichment producers will have to cope %i
real plant projects instead of dealing with a simple didactic exercise as presently
the case through the very superficial contents of this paper. No doubt that although
it can hardly be quantified, the human factor i.e. the ability of the teams involved
in the research, development and deployment of new processes, will then become
of prime importance.

Conclusion

The future of commercial uranium enrichment appears very open.
Every enrichment producer aims at mastering and optimizing within its specific
economic background more competitive processes. Attaining low enrichment
costs is undoubtedly a stimulating challenge. However, there are many ways
to attain or maintain competitivity aside from making the best technical choices.
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CASEOUS DIFFUSION

CENTR1FUGATION

Energy (consumption and rate)
Fixed costs (investment and

amortization rate)

Operation 5 maintenance

Plant load factor

Fixed costs

Operation and maintenance

Energy

Plant load factor

AVLIS

Fixed costs

Operation and maintenance

Energy

Plant load factor

FIG. 1. Separative work sensitivities to main economic items.
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SENSITIVITY TO ENERGY SENSITIVITY TO INVESTMENT

Gaseous diffusion

AVLIS
• Centrifuge

Centrifuge
AVLIS

Gaseous
Diffusion

SENSITIVITY TO OPERATING £ MAINTENANCE COSTS SENSITIVITY TO THE LOAD FACTOR

Centrifuge

AVLIS
VLIS

Centrifuge

Gaseous
Diffusion

Gaseous
Diffusion

FIG. 2. Sensitivities of main economic items versus enrichment processes.

Unknowns and hazards such as future rates of currencies are also pending. In
the end, and beyond the scope of comparing the economic features of enrichment
processes and trying to select those which will emerge, one may simply express
the wish to see a large and healthy enrichment market calling on sound processes
remain active in the distant future.
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ENRICHMENT AND FUEL CYCLE DEVELOPMENTS

R.B. KEHOE
Urenco Limited,
Mariow, Buckinghamshire,
United Kingdom

Abstract

This contribution wil l outline the role of centrifuge enrichment in the low
enriched uranium market. Introduced commercially in the early 1970s, the
technology is firmly established and the process is being progressively
advanced. It has capacity, flexibility and cost characteristics quite different
fron; other processes and its ability to handle recycled uranium without
cross-contamination is a notable feature. Co-ordinateci operations in the three
countries give further flexibilities and diversity of supply.

The paper will review these matters and their economic implications.

1. The Nuclear Fuel Cycle

The world nuclear power programme until the year 2000 is fairly well
defined apart from some uncertainties relating to power plant projects
which may or may not start construction within the next six or so years.
The OECD Red Book for example presents a well-known consensus and
many other private and public organisations including Urenco produce
their own respective estimates; they are all similar.

Figure 1 shows the forecast of installed nuclear capacity to 2000. The
current capacity of some 270CW is forecast to rise to 340CW by the turn
of the century, an increase of over 25%. Our knowledge of reactor
fuelling requirements enables one to estimate total uranium requirements
and separative work requirements. (Figures 2 & 3.)

The nuclear fuel cycle industry involved in accomplishing this has become
established and internationalised; Figure 4 shows the major countries
involved in the production, conversion, enrichment and fabrication of
uranium in the Western World nuclear fuel cycle. Of course
rationalisation and nationalism restrict the number of international
combinations that could occur but nevertheless commercial competition
ensures a competitive international market and so provide a wealth of
choices for the utility fuel manager.
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FIG 1 Installed nuclear capacity 1988-2000

2. Enrichment

Enrichment services are provided by Eurodif in France, Urenco in
Germany, the UK and the Netherlands, Techsnabexport in the Soviet
Union and US.DOE in the United States.

Until around 1972, the enrichment supply was virtually a US.DOE
monopoly, but in several countries there was the capability and the
industrial and commercial will to break that monopoly. The levels of
expected nuclear power investment ted to the major cascade improvement
and uprating programmes to the three diffusion plants in the USA, to the
construction of the Eurodif plant and to the entry of the USSR into the
western market. These all employed the gas diffusion process, while
Urenco, the British-German-Dutch group was formed to pioneer the gas
centrifuge process. The total capacity which thus became available to the
West reached around 40,OOOteSW/a which exceeded the requirements of
reduced nuclear power programmes by around 70%.

This overcapacity has led to intense competition. Urenco has been in the
fortunate position of maintaining 100% utilisation of its plants by carefully
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FIG 3 Enrichment requirements 1988-2000

matching their progressive, modular expansion to the annually increasing
deliveries our contracts call for. Urenco has thus maintained its strong
challenge and now has a market share of some 10% worldwide (Figure 5).
Urenco has continued to conclude contracts with major utilities in recent
times.
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FIG. 4. Countries in the nuclear fuel cycle.

US DoE 40%

Urenco 10%

Techsnab 7%

Eurodif 43%
FIG. 5. Enrichment market share (1987).

3. Centrifuge Plants

The centrifuge is intrinsically a low output device, its separative power

being of the order of kilograms per year. We therefore connect some
hundreds or thousands of centrifuges in a cascade array to produce the
required assays (say 2 - 4.5%) needed in reactors in tonne quantities.

This means that the unit of increment is a cascade, or an operational unit
of several cascades, having a capacity of perhaps 100teSW/a.

This has several advantages:

by installing such increments faster or more slowly, plant capacity

can be closely matched to delivery needs.
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1100 750 300 2150

FIG. 6. Urenco enrichment capacity as at end 1987 (teSW).

the latest technical improvements in centrifuge design can be utilised
as soon as they are proven.

A further point is that the electricity consumption of a centrifuge is low -
of the order 50kWh per kgSW and so the centrifuge plant is not
over-sensitive to power supply cost inflation.

Urenco's plant sites are at Almelo in the Netherlands, Capenhurst in the
UK and Cronau in the FRC. As shown in Figure 6, Urenco's installed
separative work capacity at the end of 1987 totalled 2150teSW and is
currently around 2300teSW/a.

It is worthwhile to look broadly at the relationship between the main
enrichment processes:

1st generation process: Gas diffusion
2nd " " : Cas centrifuge (advancing to 3rd

generation)
3rd " " : AVLIS, MUS

Other current producers are relying on the first generation process
diffusion. Of course, they are not static; advances are possible with
compressor improvements and condenser-evaporator vessels to permit

load-following. They abandoned work on 2nd generation process several
years ago and are seeking to leapfrog to the industrial use of laser
isotope separation as a 'third generation1 process. Urenco's partners too
have AVLIS and MLIS development programmes, which of course help
interpretation of the progress of others, and would in due course enable

Urenco to adopt this type of process if it became economically
advantageous. However, the progressive development, qualification and
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Yellow Conversion Enrichment Fabrication Total
Cake Cost

(f30/lb) ($6/kgU) (fl lO/SWU) ($165/kgU)

645 50 518 165 1378

FIG. 7. Cost per kilogram uranium of LWR finished fuel.

production of successively improved centrifuge machines is taking
Urenco's technology from the "second generation1 to the 'third generation'
in a series of small, safe and well-proven steps.

Increased centrifuge output has a major, though not the only, influence
on the specific cost of plant. While it clearly reduces the number of
machines required for a given size of plant, it also minimises the size of
the building and the amount of process and genera! service equipment
required. It is expected that the specific cost will continue to fall
through the 1990s. In fact, significant sums of money are already being

spent annually on yet more advanced centrifuge concepts scheduled for
plant installation in the mid 1990s and beyond. Urenco's view is that the
success of the gas centrifuge for enriching uranium, and its further
potential, are such that it will prove difficult for another method of
enrichment, such as the laser process, to be commercially competitive
before the end of the century. The centrifuge process is already
extremely energy-efficient and will prove to be an increasingly difficult
challenge for other, newer processes to match.

H. Fuel Cycle Economics

The typical costs associated with finished fuel made from natural uranium
are shown in Figure 7 , and yield a typical LWR fuel element cost of
around US$1400 per kg. Taken to a burn-up of HO,OOOMWD/teU with an
overall reactor and thermodynamic efficiency of 33%, this means an
electricity production of 320,000kWh per kgU and so a unit fuel cost of
0.5c or 1 Pfennig or 0.3p UK per kWh.

The marginal savings which a fuel cycle manager makes may seem small in
terms of electricity cost, but in total cash terms they are significant. A
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FIG 8 Arismgs of uranium from reprocessing plants

yellow cake price reduction of say US$1 means for a 1000MW LWR unit an
annual fuel cost reduction of about $0.4 million, a worthwhile saving.

5. Reprocessing Uranium Fuel

The utilities in different countries have chosen from several different
courses available for the disposal of spent fuel. Some have short-term
storage pending long-term decisions, others have adopted the policy of
long-term, retrievable storage while others, for different reasons, have
opted so far for reprocessing. Those that have opted for reprocessing
already have, or soon will have, their recycled uranium and plutonium
coming available for further use.

Reprocessing capacity is already in operation in France, the UK, FRC and
Japan, and this will be considerably expanded with new plants to be
commissioned in the 1990s. The rate at which recycle uranium from LWR
fuel becomes available are shown in Figure 8. It is now well established
that this and also the recovered plutonium can be used again quite
satisfactorily in the fuel cycle. The recycle uranium from Magnox
reactors in the UK has already been enriched in large quantities for the
UK ACRs.
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FIG. 9. Cost per kilogram uranium of recycled LWR finished fuel.

6. Enrichment of Recycled Uranium

The subject of conversion, enrichment and fabrication costs for recycled
uranium as compared with those for fresh uranium have been discussed
several times recently. Urenco has confirmed its capability to enrich
quantities of recycled uranium through a series of tests and trials.

The U232 and U234 isotopes present in the uranium and also traces of
fission products and transuranics produce additional radiation which
necessitates some special measures during further processing. U236 is
also present, and as it is a neutron absorber, fuel made from this
uranium requires slight additional enrichment in order to compensate.
The additional U235 enrichment required is around 0.15 - 0.25 times the

U236 assay. The consequent costs of making fuel from the material under
certain parameters are illustrated in Figure 9.

Fuel made from recycled uranium, with the appropriate compensation, will

reach the same burn-up as fuel made from fresh uranium and thus by
definition will have the same value. Thus by equating the total costs for

the two types we can deduce a value for the recycled uranium in its
"initiai" state, i.e. purified from the reprocessing plant and in the form

of oxide or nitrate. Figure 10 shows this value and how it varies as a
function of natural uranium price and of its assay.

The uranium fuel discharged annually from a 1000MW LWR is thus worth
in total around $4 million; to use it for an annual reload would thus save
this sum, and hence around 0.06c/kWh as a saving on generation costs.
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Uranium Feed U236 Value of Recycled Uranium
Composition Compensation (US$/kgU)

from Factor -at a natural ore cost
Converter in Product of US$30/lb

0.8% U235 0.15 66
0.25 57

1.0% U235 0.15 123
0.25 113

1.2% U235 0.15 168
0.25 175

FIG. 10. Value of recycled uranium by feed composition and compensation factors.

Thus the use of this uranium would seem to be an obvious step. If it is
not used then fresh uranium has to be purchased along with enrichment
at a cost amounting to around $1 million; this is a new money cost, unless
the uranium has already been purchased and is in the utility's possession
and is surplus to the requirements of the strategic or 'fall-back1 stock
policy the utility may have. Some utilities have such surplus stocks and
may therefore find it simpler to hold their recycled uranium, a rather
considerable asset, unused. This situation is essentially costly, and may
cause utilities to consider changes to their uranium purchase strategies to
allow the recycled material to be used earlier.

7. MOX Fuel

I have of course concentrated on the re-use of recycled uranium but
similar savings have become possible with plutonium recycle. A 1000MW
LWR also produces around 200 - 250kg of fissile Pu in a year's discharge.
Added to natural uranium, this could be used for around SteHM of fuel
assemblies. If MOX fuel can be fabricated for around DM1600 or, say,
$850, then this will be cheaper than normal enriched fuel elements by
around $500/kgHM. The saving on fuel cycle costs would thus be around
$2.5 million which incidentally equates to a Pu value of around $12/gm
fissile. There may be political and licensing hurdles to overcome in the
use of plutonium in commercial reactors but there are firm plans to use it
in the fuel cycle and it will surely come. A forecast of the production of
plutonium enriched fuel is shown in Figure 11.
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8. Conclusion

The savings available from the use of recycled uranium and plutonium are
large and certainly far more valuable for the utility than many of the

more traditional savings to be made with, for example, minor cost

reductions on other steps in the fuel cycle.

The industry is now poised to step confidently into the re-use of recycled
uranium and plutonium. Urenco is ready for the enrichment of recycled
uranium and can keep overall fuelling costs lower by clear segregation of
recycled uranium from fresh uranium. Our aim is with the utilities, to
see steady economic improvements as the technologies advance.

This will also come about as the centrifuge technology develops into a 3rd
Generation technology and competes with laser technology towards the
year 2000 and beyond.
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ECONOMICS OF LOW ENRICHED URANIUM IN CHINA

Qiaosheng LIU, Deming WU
National Nuclear Industry

General Corporation,
Beying, China

Abstract

A brief review about current state and d e v e l o p i n g
tendency of different processes of the uranium
enrichment industry is made. And a description
about the advantages and disadvantages of both GD
and GC processes is also made. Then the compa ri s i on
between and p r e d i c t i o n s of main economical indexes
" s p e c i f i c c a p i t a l cost, s p e c i f i c power consumption»
the c o m p o s i t i o n of unit cost of separative power >
l i f e t i m e of the machine and construction p e r i o d of
the factor/,etc.)of commercial low enriched uranium
used for nuclear power stations produced bx GD and
GC. The p o i n t s of v i e w are p r o v i d e d about how to
select the industrial separative method of uranium
isotope in different aspects. Fmallx, the measures
of reducing unit cost per SWU of GD in China are
also discussed.

1.INTRODUCTION
The uranium enrichment techniques which have a c h i e v e d
i n d u s t r i a l scale or have s i g n i f i c a n t promis in? are gaseous
d i f f u s i o n <GD"i, sas centrifuge (GC^.laser isotope separation
<LIS>. chemical process and aerodynamic process, etc.

It is well known that GD occupies the leading position in
the history of uranium enrichment industry r i g h t UP to now.
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At present, more than 95% of -the demands for enriched
uranium all over -the world s t i l l depend on GD.

Now, GC has reached industrial and economical maturity.
Although USDOE has decided -ko stop projects of d e v e l o p i n g
QC. some other coun-tries are s t i l l soins on d e v e l o p i n g GC.

The reasons that -the laser process has been paid more
atten-t i cm on are its expected advantages in economics and
higher separation factor. This makes it possible to make
use of uranium resources fullx and r a t i o n a l l y because the
stripped uranium in the sas d i f f u s i o n plant max be
separated further. But in order to a c h i e v e i n d u s t r i a l
use» a series of problems for LIS process must be solved.
The GD w i l l remain to be the most important in d u s t r i a l
method of uranium enrichment in a certain period.

China is a d e v e l o p i n g country, the economics is not so r i c h .
To meet the increasing demand for nuclear fuel due to the
d e v e l o p i n g of nuclear power, the nuclear fuel industry has
to be d e v e l o p e d synchronous lx w i t h nuclear power. The GD
wi l l be depended uP on ma mix to p r o v i d e stable and r e l i a b l e
e nriched uranium s e r v i c e n e c e s s a r x for the d e v e l o p i n g of
nuclear power in a r e l a t i v e l y long p e r i o d . Besides, the
advanced GC and LIS w i l l be d e v e l o p e d a c t i v e l y in China.

2.COMPAPISIOM BETWEEN GD AND GC
About the estimations of GD and GC , there are lots of
o p i n i o n s presented w h i c h are of interest and h e l p f u l to us.
From these, au t ho r s recognize that during e s t i m a t i o n of both
•techniques, the sophisticated factors are in v o l v e d such as
the e x i s t i n g uranium enrichment foundation, the urgency of
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•the demand -for enriched uranium of nuclear power, •the status
of energy resources and the industrial and technical levels
of -the country, etc. So the d e c i s i o n must be made after
weighing the pros and cons and taking the comprehensive
considerations according to the Practices of one's own
c o un t r y.

2.1. THE ADVANTAGES OF GC

The advantages of GC are mainly as follows«

•LOW SPECIFIC POWER CONSUMPTION.
The s p e c i f i c power consumption for GC is about one e i s h t h
•to one tenth of that for GD. Thus the power requirement
of GC plant is r e l a t i v e l y lower. As 0. result, the
pressure on the construction of matched power station is
reduced. Es p e c i a l l y t h i s is helpful to those countries
which are short of power resources. At the same time the
percentase of power consumption in the unit cost per SWU
is sreatlx decreased (see table 1).
• HIGH STAGE SEPARATION FACTOR. Thus the total number
of stases in a cascade is less than that for GD in order
•to reach the same concentration.

Table 1. Composition of unit cost per SWU
Items GD GC

Capital cost

Power
Operation and

maintenance cost

3D — 32

55 — 60

9 — ID

78 — 80

8 — ID

ID — 12
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— FLEXIBILITY' DURING OPERATION AND LESS CASCADE HOLD-UP.

The different throughputs of d i f f e r e n t stases can be e a s i l x
realized using p a r a l l e l connection of different numbers of
machines with same type. And less cascade holdup means less
partlx enriched uranium stored in the Plant.
— ECONOMY AT SMALL SCALE. Therefore the raise of funds is
easier and the p e r i o d of plant construction is shorter. In
a d d i t i o n , the plant can be b u i l t in modular form to develop
step b/ step.
— SIGNIFICANT POTENTIAL FOR REDUCING UNIT COST PER SWU.

The s e p a r a t i v e power of a s ins le m a c h i n e w i l l be increased
w i t h the development of materials and manufacturing techno-
logx, thus the unit cost per SWU w i l l be decreased corres-
pond i ng I x.

2. 2. DISADVANTAGES OF GC

Although GC has obvious advantages as above, the p r a c t i c a l
progress of the uranium enrichment industrx shows that it
vas growing slower than GD. T h i s is because two unavoidab le
d i s a d v a n t a g e s are in existence if compared w i t h GD •

— MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES ARE MORE DIFFICULT AND MORE

PRECISE. For these reasions the p r i c e of centrifuges is
h i g h e r so the i n i t i a l investment r e a u i r e d for p l a n t
construction is larger. The s p e c i f i c c a p i t a l cost is about
1.4 times of that for GD.
— ECONOMICS IS MORE SENSITIVE TO MACHINE LIFETIME.
The machine l i f e t i m e is normallx about 8 to 10 xears. So,
the economics is more sens i t i v e to machine lifetime. The
operating aind maintenance cost is h i g h e r than GD even if
the natural failurerate is lower than IX .
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Consequently. -the main waxs -to reduce -the unit cost per SWU
for GC are as follows • reducing -the manuf acter i ns pri c e of
a single machine) de v e l o p ins new centrifuges w i t h better
performances and p r o l o n g i n g -the l i f e - t i m e of -the machine so
as -to reduce the c a p i - t a l cost and main-ten an ce cos-t.

2. 3. ADVANTAGES OF GD

It should be recognized -thai -the advantages of GC mentioned
above are exactly -the main d i sadvantases of GD. E s p e c i a l l y
for power consump-tion , it restructs o b v i o u s l y the furthei
development of GD under the s i t u a t i o n of growing power
cost. On the other hand, it should be n o t i c e d also that GD
s t i l l keep a c t i v a t i o n s and has not been rejected «iu i cK I v>
and w i l l do more c o n t r i b u t i o n s to S U F F I / e n r i c h e d uranium
tn a r el at iv el/ Ions p e r i o d because of its f o l l o w i n ?

i s i b l e advantages !

— GD has operated for a Ions p e r i o d , so it is r e l i a b l e and
maturity, e s p e c i a l l / a wealth of maintenance e x p e r i e n c e
has been accumulated.
— Operate safelx and r e l i a b a l e l x . The cascade e f f i c i e n c y
is hisher than that for GC.
— The variations of product abundance and output in a
relatively large ranse cause the small vacations of unit
cost per SWU. One cascade can produce A few types of
products with different abundances to meet the different
requirements of the market.

2.4. CRITERIA OF SELECTING ENRICHMENT TECHNIQUES

Accord ins to anal - s i s above, it can be seen that both GD
and GC have t h e i r own advantages and disadvantages. Ever/
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— t e c h n i q u e can set a r e l a t i v e l > better econo m i c a l benefit in
certain c o n d i t i o n s ) ever/ countr/ w i l l d e c i d e its own
uranium enrichment p o l i c y accord ins to its own s i t u a t i o n s .
The c r i t e r i a that must be considered are as follows •

— The ex ist ins status o-f uranium enrichment industry of
the country.

— The urgency of the demand for e n r i c h e d uva.ni urn and its
stab i l i ty.

— Prediction for power and its price.
— Funds raise.
— The industr ia l and - techn ica l b a s i s of the country.

— Others.

3. MEASURES OF REDUCING UNIT COST PER SWU OF GD IN CHINA

The 9as d i f f u s i o n p l a n t in China has been operated safel/
for many years. W i t h the development of nuclear power, the
demands for enriched uranium service are increasing. It is
expected that the GD w i l l s t i l l be the main source of
enriched uranium. In order to p r o v i d e cheap enriched
uranium service so that the cost of nuclear power is
reduced, it is necessary that some effective measures w i l l
be adopted for GD to reduce the u n i t cost per SWU. The
urn em 111 ins efforts have been made in man/ aspects> such as
a d o p t i n g f l e x i b l e o p e r a t i o n manner, reducing p over consump-
t i o n and increasing cascade e f f i c i e n c y etc. over the /ears.
As a result a c t i v e and o b v i o u s effects have been achieved.

3.1. INCREACING THE CASCADE EFFICIENCY

Under the c o n d i t i o n of k e e p i n g the operating e f f i c i e n c y
of the cascade h i g h e r than 97X , effective cascade
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conf i sura* i ons are sought for -to -tap- p o t e n t i a l i t i e s and to
decrease -the power consumpt i on accord ins to different
reo.iii rements for product abundance and output. Esp e c i a l l x
for cascade confisurations under the condition of reduced
load i it is sure that the operating efficiency of the
cascade should not be lower than that under the full load,
and therefore make the economics of d i s e q u i l i b r i u m produc-
tion reaches the optimum.

3. 2. FLEXIBLE OPERATING MANNER

3.2.1. Operating schemes wit h different Loads are adopted
according to different power prices in seasons of hi s h
water or low water.
Because the percentage of power cost in unit cost per SWU
is above 50% for GD , the power cost must be reduced in
order to reduce unit cost per SWU. The power needed bx GD
comes partlx from water power. The output and cost of water
power are greatlx influenced bx seasons.Takins the charac-
t e r i s t i c s into account that the power load of GD is bis and
its s t a b i l i t x is h i g h , the department of power supply
executs the p o l i c x that the p r i c e of power is v a r i a b l e w i t h
seasons, and the difference between the prices of h i g h or
low water seasons is about 40% . The f l e x i b l e operating
manner is correspondinglx adopted to reduce the power cost
of GD.The e q u i l i b r i u m production in whole xear is no longer
used, and then different operating schemes are used in dif-
ferent seasons. The load of machines is increased as h i g h
as possible in h i g h water season, because of lower price of
power. On the contrary, in low water seasons,the power p r i c e
is higher, then the throughput of machine is decreased, or
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even part of machine sroups are shutdown and more machine
sroups are arransed -for maintenance in order to Lower -the
Load and -to cut down power consump-t i on. THe difference
between -the power consump-t i ons of h i g h and Low water
seasons is above 30% , the cost of power in whole year is
cut down about 3 to 4% .

3.2.2. O p t i m i z e the t a i L s assax
In seneral the t a i L s assax of GD is controLed w i t h i n the
ranses of 0.25% to 0.32% .In recent years the more economi-
cal t a i L s assax is sou3h for accordins to the adjustment of
production task as well as c o n s i d e r a t i o n of different loads
in different seasons. Throush economical analxsis the t a i l s
as s ax is o p t i m i z e d in certain ranges under the c o n d i t i o n s
that is sure to cut down the s p e c i f i c power consumption
and not to s-o bexond the planned power norm.

3.3. CAPRV ON TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENT CONTINUOUSLY

Since GD plant put into o p e r a t i o n , the t e c h n i c a l i m p r o v e -
ments of m a i n and a u x i L i a r x sxstems are contmuousLx
carried on. As a result the main e c o n o m i c a l indexes of
GD are improved prosressiveIx. The economical benefits are
increased xear bx xear. The main measures adopted are:

— The motor and bearings of GD machine are remade so as
to increase the fLowrate.

— The Performances of separative membrance are improved so
AS to increase the separative power of a sinsle stase.

— The compressor is improved so as to raise the efficien-
cy and consequentLx to raise the stase separation
factor.
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The operating c o n d i t i o n s of bearinss are im p r o v e d or the
bearinss w i t h better performances are used in order -to
cut dovn the f a i l u r e rate of bearinss of compressor, and
•therefore to reduce the trouble shutdown of a machine
and to prolons the maintenance p e r i o d of GD machine.
F l x i b l e economical operating manners are adopted for
a u x i l i a r y system so as to match wit h cascade Load.
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LOW ENRICHED URANIUM FUEL IN CANDU REACTORS

G.H. ARCHINOFF
Ontario Hydro,
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

Abstract

CANDU reactors currently operate on the once-through natural uranium fuel cycle.
Current stations can, however, operate with enrichment levels up to about 0.9% U-235
without requiring major design changes. When the U-235 content of CANDU fuel is
increased from 0.71% associated with natural fuel to 0.9%, fuel burnup is doubled
while the quantity of mined uranium required to produce a unit of electrical energy is
reduced by 25%. Since the burnup is doubled, the number of fuel bundles required to
produce a given amount of electrical energy is reduced by 50%, Although LEU fuel
involves uranium enrichment as a new process in the fuel cycle, the additional cost of
enrichment and possible increases in fuel fabrication costs are more than offset by the
increased burnup and the reduced used fuel handling requirements such that there is
about a 25% overall reduction in fuelling costs. For a utility such as Ontario Hydro,
which has a CANDU genrating capacity of about 14,000 MWe, this translates into a
net saving of about $8,000,000,000 during the first 30 years following a decision to
begin implementation of the LEU fuel cycle.

While the enrichment level of 0.9% does not require major design changes to the fuel
or existing generating stations, it will have implications for the fuel cycle in the
following areas:

1. Uranium mining - Annual mined uranium requirements will be reduced by about
25%. The reductions would be phased in over a period of about 10 years as stations
are converted to LEU fuel.

2. Refining - Conversion of yellowcake to uranium dioxide will no longer be
required

3. Enrichment - This represents a new step in the CANDU fuel cycle.

4. Conversion to uranium dioxide - Uranium hexafluoride enriched to 0.9% U-235
must be converted to uranium dioxide prior to fabrication into pellets. At present
there is no facility in Canada which can perform this conversion on a production scale.

5. Fuel fabrication - The annual production rate of fuel bundles will be reduced by
about 50%,

6. Used fuel management - The 50% reduction m used fuel bandle throughput will
affect storage, transportation and disposal of used fuel.

The LEU fuel cycle has the potential to provide significant financial benefits for
utilities with CANDU generating stations. In addition, conversion to LEU fuel will
reduce the rate of depletion of the uranium resource base, and reduce the rate of
production of highly radioactive used fuel bundles. There will be signifacant changes
in the fuel cycle, however, these will occur gradually such that their impact can be
managed and minimized.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Canadian studies and research and development into the use of low enriched
uranium (LEU) fuel in CANDU reactors are summarized in this paper. The
information presented is extracted from recent publications by Ontario
Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (References 1 to 4). These are
the two major organizations in Canada which are investigating the benefits
of LEU and possible implementation schemes in the CANDU reactor design.
Ontario Hydro is a utility with 16 operating CANDU reactors and 4 under
construction. One of Ontario Hydro's objectives is to maximize the
economy and fuel efficiency of its system of 20 reactors. Ontario Hydro's
primary interest in LEU, therefore, is the benefit which can be obtained
by implementing LEU in existing CANDU reactors.
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is a federally owned research and
development organization with interests in maximizing the economy, fuel
efficiency and flexibility of CANDU reactors for present and future
domestic and foreign CANDU owners. AECL, therefore, has programs aimed at
exploiting LEU in both existing and future CANDU designs.
This paper begins with descriptions of the current CANDU fuel cycle, and
modifications to the fuel cycle which would be required if the LEU fuel
cycle were to be implemented. This is followed by a summary of Ontario
Hydro's studies of the potential benefits of LEU in existing reactors, and
a description of activities which roust be completed in order for LEU
implementation in existing reactors to occur. AECL's research and
development activities are then described, with emphasis on CANFLEX fuel,
a new, optimized fuel bundle design which can accommodate either natural
or enriched uranium.

2.0 CANDU FUEL CYCLE

CANDU reactors operate on a once-through, natural uranium fuel cycle
comprising five major steps, as shown in Figure 1. Uranium ore is mined
and milled, then converted to U02 powder. The powder is fabricated into
pellets during the fuel manufacturing process. The finished fuel bundles
are irradiated in the reactor using an on-power fuelling scheme. Used
fuel is presently stored in water-filled bays.
The high neutron economy of the CANDU design results in a reactor type
which is highly efficient in uranium utilization. The annual, equilibrium
natural-uranium requirements for a once-through natural-uranium CANDU are
at least 12 percent lower than for the standard LWR (Reference 5).
In spite of the excellent performance and fuel efficiency of the
once-through, natural uranium fuel cycle, alternative fuel cycles are
investigated to assess their technical feasibility and economic
competitiveness under various conditions of uranium price. These studies
are motivated by concerns over the future availability of natural
resources, such as uranium, as well as by the need to ensure that CANDU
maintains or enhances its advantages over other reactor types. A number
of fuel cycles which are more conserving of uranium than the once-through,
natural uranium cycle have been identified and are described in
References 3 and 6. Of these alternative fuel cycles, only the LEU fuel
cycle is expected to be economically competitive with the natural uranium
cycle in the foreseeable future.
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FIG 1 Natural and enriched fuel cycles in CANDU

The major additional step in the LEU fuel cycle is uranium enrichment, as
shown in Figure 1. Enrichment must be preceded by conversion to UF^ and
followed by conversion of UFg to Ü02- Both enrichment and conversion
of UFo to LK>2 are technologies which are not presently available on a
commercial scale in Canada. Therefore, these services would have to be
purchased abroad, or obtained through newly developed domestic industries.
The LEU fuel cycle in CANDU covers enrichment levels from 0.9 percent
U-235 to about 2 percent U-235. Benefits can be achieved in the following
areas:

reduced fuelling costs;
reduced mined uranium consumption;
reduced production rate of irradiated fuel bundles;
reduced capital cost for future designs.

The magnitude of the benefits depends on the enrichment level selected,
the costs of various components of the fuel cycle and whether or not
changes are made to the reactor design.
The following section describes benefits which can be achieved from
existing reactors, while the subsequent section presents a broader view of
the benefits of LEU when the constraints of existing reactor designs are
not imposed.

3.0 LEU IN EXISTING REACTORS
Studies have shown that it is technically feasible to operate existing
CANDU reactors with enrichment levels up to about 0.9 percent, without
requiring major design changes to the fuel or the reactor. Avoidance of
major design changes is considered to be an important criterion for early
implementation of LEU because of the time delays and financial
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implications both directly associated with a design change, and indirectly
through a potential reduction in load factor caused by unforeseen
operating difficulties following a design change. CANDU reactors held 7
of the top 10 places in terms of lifetime load factor up to the end of
1987 (Reference 7), hence there is a strong incentive to avoid
modifications which could adversely affect this performance.
An enrichment level of 0.9 percent in existing reactors leads to an
approximate doubling of fuel burnup. Accompanying benefits are
(Reference 1):

25 percent reduction in fuelling cost;
25 percent reduction in rained uranium requirements;
50 percent reduction in used fuel production.

Ontario Hydro has determined the prerequisites for implementing LEU in its
existing reactors, and has assessed the benefits of doing so. Ontario
Hydro's nuclear generating system presently consists of over 10,000 MWe
total capacity. With the addition of the four reactors under
construction, the total generating capacity of the 20 reactor system will
exceed 14,000 MWe. The assessment considers an enrichment level of
0.9 percent in these reactors.
The financial implications of embarking on a program to implement the LEU
fuel cycle are shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the present worth
cumulative financial savings over the first 30 years following a decision
to implement LEU fuel. A deficit persists over the first 11 years, due to
up-fronts costs associated with introducing the new fuel cycle. However,
once a significant fraction of the generating system is converted to LEU,
benefits accumulate rapidly, and continue to accumulate indefinitely.
Over the first 30 years, the present worth savings are CDN $800,000,000.
This is equivalent to about US $650,000,000 at current exchange rates.
Expressed in escalated dollars, the cumulative savings are
CDN $8,000,000,000.
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The prerequisites for implementing LEU fuel consist of activities
associated with procuring and fabricating LEU fuel, and activities
associated with introducing enriched fuel into existing reactors.
Specific activities are described below.
A. LEU Fuel Procurement and Fabrication
(a) Enrichment - There is no facility in Canada for enriching uranium

on a commercial scale. Therefore, enrichment services will have
to be purchased abroad, or a domestic industry will have to be
developed. It is anticipated that, at least during the first few
years of operation with LEU, enrichment will be purchased from
foreign sources. The total separative work requirements when all
20 reactors are converted to LEU fuel are about 400,000 SWU/a.

(b) Conversion - Facilities exist in Canada to produce UFg prior to
enrichment. However, there is no commercial scale facility for
converting UFg to UĈ . Therefore, such a facility will have
to be built, or conversion services will have to be purchased.
It is expected that a conversion facility would, in fact, be
built to meet domestic requirements.

(c) Fuel Fabrication - Fuel fabrication facilities would have to be
modified to handle enriched uranium. Since the fuel design would
not change, most modifications would be related to inventory
control, specifically for ensuring separation between natural and
enriched fuel. Due to the low enrichment levels, modifications
to fuel handling or transportation of fresh fuel are not required.

(d) Effect on Industry - The increased fuel burnup leads to about a
50 percent reduction in the production rate of fuel bundles.
This could have a significant impact on the fuel fabrication
industry in Canada. The transition to LEU will have to be
managed carefully in order to ensure the continued viability of
this industry. There will be less of an impact on the uranium
mining industry, because the majority of the uranium mined in
Canada is exported. There could be a significant impact on the
conversion industry, particularly if a new facility to convert
UF6 to U02 is required.

B. LEU Fuel In Existing Reactors
(a) Fuel Performance - The major technical issue associated with LEU

fuel is the adequacy of fuel performance at high burnup. With
0.9 percent enrichment, the average discharge burnup is expected
to be about 13,600 MWd/MgU. The current fuel design appears to
perform reliably up to about 17,000 MWd/MgU, although potentially
life-limiting effects, such as enhanced gas release, may occur at
burnups in excess of about 22,000 MWd/MgU (Reference 4). In
order to provide assurance of adequate fuel performance, a
large-scale irradiation of about 1,000 LEU fuel bundles in a
power reactor would be performed. The intent of this
demonstration would be to gain experience with LEU fuel
fabrication, and to demonstrate the adequacy of LEU fuel
performance.

(b) Fuel Management - Studies would have to be performed to devise
fuel management schemes which would ensure that channel power
limits are not exceeded during on-power fuelling, and that
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power-burnup histories remain within envelopes known to be
acceptable in terras of avoiding fuel defects.

(c) Safety Analysis - Licensing submissions demonstrating acceptable
safety would have to be prepared and approved by the appropriate
authorities. Preliminary investigations indicate that there are
no safety issues which would prevent the use of LEU fuel in
existing reactors.

(d) Used Fuel Management - The production rate of irradiated fuel
bundles will decrease by about 50 percent. There will be an
accompanying reduction in storage requirements and transportation
of irradiated fuel. Strategies for storage and transportation of
irradiated fuel will have to be re-evaluated.

(e) Station Operation - Minor modifications to operating procedures,
the reactor control system, or safety system setpoints may be
required. Fuelling operations will also have to be revised.

(f) Public Acceptance - Implementation of the LEU fuel cycle could be
considered to be a major departure from the traditional CANDU
concept, and would be a strategic decision which could be taken
only after consideration by the relevant provincial governments,
as well as by the federal government. Public perception of the
advantages and disadvantages of any change to the nuclear fuel
cycle would be taken into consideration by both levels of
government and by any utility contemplating such a change.

Ontario Hydro has evaluated all aspects of modifying the fuel cycle to
incorporate LEU fuel in its existing reactors, and has decided to continue
with the natural uranium fuel cycle at the present time. The long-term
benefits which can be provided by LEU are well recognized, and Ontario
Hydro will re-examine its position on LEU in the early 1990's.
It is expected that by the tirae Ontario Hydro completes its re-assessment
of the LEU issue, AECL will be nearing completion of its CANFLEX fuel
bundle development program. Therefore, any future decision regarding LEU
implementation in existing reactors would consider the CANFLEX fuel bundle
design.

4.0 LEU IN FUTURE REACTORS

Enriched uranium offers opportunities to make improvements in reactor
design which can lead to reduced capital costs, reduced fuelling costs, or
a combination of both. AECL has performed studies of the economics of
enrichment levels up to 2.0 percent U-235, and has also assessed methods
by which trade-offs between enrichment and other design features can be
made such that the resulting design achieves the benefits most desired by
the customer.
The annual savings in mined uranium are shown in Figure 3 (from
Reference 2) as a function of enrichment level, for two values of tails
assay, 0.1 percent and 0.25 percent. For the higher tails assay, which is
representative of current conditions, uranium savings are maximized at an
enrichment level of 1.2 percent. However, the uranium savings are not
particularly sensitive to the enrichment level. The uranium savings with
0.9 percent enrichment are about 88 percent of the maximum achievable.
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Figure 4 (from Reference 2) shows fuelling cost as a function of
enrichment level for various combinations of natural uranium and
enrichment. The assumptions employed in generating this figure are as
follows:

Fuel fabrication costs

Back end costs

Uranium tails enrichment

natural uranium
enriched uranium
natural uranium
enriched uranium
0.2 percent

60 $/kg
80 $/kg
100 $/kg
100 $/kg

Figures 3 and 4 show that the majority of the financial and resource
savings are achieved with an enrichment level of 0.9 percent. This is one
of the reasons for the attractiveness of implementing LEU in existing
reactors - 0.9 percent enrichment is already close to the optimum level.
Although increased savings can be achieved if the enrichment level is
increased to 1.2 percent, there is little additional economic benefit in
still higher enrichments. Between 1.2 percent and 2.0 percent the
fuelling cost is relatively insensitive to the enrichment level. Fuelling
costs are also relatively insensitive to enrichment cost. Tripling the
enrichment cost from 50 $/SWU to 150 $/SWU, for example, increases
fuelling costs by between seven percent and 16 percent, depending on the
enrichment level.
A further benefit of enrichment levels higher than 0.9 percent is the
greater reduction in used fuel volumes with increasing enrichments. At
1.2 percent, for example, burnup approximately triples relative to that
for natural uranium, resulting in one-third the production rate of
irradiated fuel which must be stored and ultimately reprocessed or sent
for disposal. While the economic benefits associated with the back end of
the fuel cycle are significant with LEU, the logistical importance of
large reductions in the volume of highly radioactive used fuel are also of
great importance, because of the positive implications for transportation,
storage and disposal facilities.
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AECL has also performed studies to assess how enriched fuel can be used to
optimize overall reactor design within the CANDU concept. The following
possibilities have been identified:

reduced capital costs by lowering the heavy water inventory;
alternative coolants;
thicker pressure tubes or alternative pressure tube materials (to
increase pressure tube lifetimes);
flattening the channel power distribution across the core, leading to
greater power output from a given size reactor;
re-design reactivity device locations to optimize power distributions.

As discussed earlier, the major technical concern regarding enriched fuel
in CANDU reactors is the adequacy of fuel performance at high burnup.
Recognizing this, as well as the fact that the optimium enrichment level
of 1.2 percent requires fuel burnup beyond the proven capabilities of the
current 37-element fuel design, AECL embarked on a program to develop a
new fuel design which would eliminate fuel as the constraint which limits
enrichment levels. The resulting fuel bundle design, CANFLEX (CANDU
FLEXible), is an extension of the current design and is based on results
of development programs carried out over the last 10-20 years.
The CANFLEX bundle is the same length as current designs and is compatible
with current fuel handling systems, but is more subdivided than present
fuel designs. The CANFLEX bundle has 43 elements, compared to 37 or 28
fot present designs. Moreover, the outer elements are smaller in diameter
than the inner elements. These design modifications lead to the following:

10-20 percent lower fuel element ratings for a given bundle or channel
power;
higher bundle or channel powers without exceeding limiting element
ratings.

Another feature of the CANFLEX design is that it results in increased
critical channel powers of about 8 percent.
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The design feature of CANFLEX which is most attractive with respect to
enriched fuel is the reduction in fuel element ratings for a given bundle
power. This permits the use of enrichment levels greater than 0.9 percent
without exceeding power-burnup envelopes which produce adequate fuel
performance. Thus, the CANFLEX design can facilitate reaching enrichment
levels which result in maximized fuelling cost savings and rained uranium
savings. The option to trade-off some of these benefits against capital
cost reductions is maintained.
The CANFLEX development program includes performance testing,
manufacturing, thermalhydraulics confirmation, reactor physics and
endurance/handling tests. In-reactor tests are an important part of the
development program, as is the data base and modelling capability
generated during development, to support large-scale manufacturing and
future licensing.
The CANFLEX program began in 1986, and is expected to progress to the
point of being ready for a large-scale demonstration irradiation beginning
in 1992/93. This irradiation is scheduled for completion in 1995/96,
following which transition to a full core of CANFLEX fuel would be
possible if justified by the results of the irradiation and other aspects
of the development program.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has summarized recent Canadian developments pertinent to low
enriched uranium. The important conclusions arising from these
developments are as follows:
(a) Enriched uranium is an economical alternative to natural uranium

in both existing and future CANDU designs.
(b) Benefits can be achieved in the following areas:

reduced fuelling costs
reduced mined uranium consumption
reduced future volumes of used fuel
reduced capital costs (future reactor designs)

(c) Ontario Hydro will not modify the fuel cycle of its existing
reactors at the present time, but plans to re-examine the issue
in the early 1990's.

(d) In future CANDU1s, fuel enrichment can be used to optimize the
design to match customer requirements.

(e) The CANFLEX fuel design under development by AECL will remove
fuel as the constraint which prevents optimal enrichments from
being achieved. The CANFLEX design can also be deployed in
existing reactors, using either natural or enriched uranium.
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Abstract

The uranium is analysed as a special market commodity and
compared with other metals like copper.

The supply-demand balance, production costs and the
special form of pricing are discussed. The likely evaluation of
inventories and the future capacity utilization are also discussed
and commented.

During the past year dollar prices of virtually every mineral
commodity nave risen considerably on tne back of strong demand,
falling stocks and rising capacity utilization Uranium has
experienced the same economic influences, but measures of
conditions in uranium spot markets display drift and even
further decline. Does this mean that uranium is not really a
commodity after all, or have special factors been at work7 It
appears timely to re-examine some of the economic features of
the uranium market in this context.

The nuclear industry's background of persistently frustrated
expectations about the growth of nuclear generating capacity, of
political interference in commercial contracts and of apparently
diminishing public acceptance are well known to all those
concerned with uranium. Some of the successes are less well
publicised. Reactor requirements for uranium have expanded at
average rates of just over 14% per year in the 1970s and nearly
9.5% per year during the 1980s. These are significantly faster
rates of increase than for most mineral commodities. Supply
responded quickly to the growth of demand. In the early 1970s
mine capacity already greatly exceeded requirements, but it still
doubled in the decade to 1983. The rise not only involved a
substantial investment in infrastructure, equipment and workers
of all types, but also the prior growth of exploration. That
capacity rose too fast and mines were forced to close or cut back
in the 1980s reflects the utilities' over-confident predictions
of future demand. Even so, further growth to the early 1990s is
assured by the reactor projects already in hand.

This pattern of over confident forecasts of the growth of
demand leading to excess capacity is a common theme of virtually
every mineral commodity in the 1980s. Other comparisons between
uranium and the full range of minerals can be drawn which may be
more illuminating for the future. A better understanding of
likely trends is one of the Uranium Institute's main tasks. We
do, however, face an odd difficulty, which is the lack of a
generally recognised historical data base for many important
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variables, particularly on the demand side. Figures are
available for historical production, for realised average prices,
and for brokers' spot market quotations. The industry also has a
much more obsessive concern with, if not an understanding of,
resources and reserves than even the petroleum industry. It also
produces a wide range of forecasts . How these can be properly
evaluated without a sound historical perspective is a matter for
some conjecture. There are gaps here which the Uranium Institute
could and should fill. The latest OECD/TAEA Red Book1 (March
1988) goes some way, but its estimates of past reactor
requirements only start from 1980, and they differ considerably
from tnose of other commentators, such as Nukem. The Red Book
gives the utilities' cumulative requirements as 220 000 tonnes U
for 1980-86 against Nukem's estimates of nearer 240 000 tonnes U.

Costs of production
One critical, if understandable, lack is of estimates of the
costs of production of uranium. There are few, if any,
independent uranium mining companies still extant, and this
complicates the collection of data from annual reports or similar
sources. The field is thus wide open for consultants, and
several play on it.

Cost of production is important because it is a major variable
in price determination. An industry's cumulative cash costs of
production approximate its supply curve. Fig. 1 shows the shape
of a typical cost curve for the production of uranium yellowcake.

Mines are ranked in Fig. 1 in ascending order of cost, and
their output cumulated to give the curve shown. (The scales are
omitted to preserve a due degree of modesty.) The curve covers

•w
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P r o d u c t I v » C a p a c i t y m n . l b * .
Fig 1. Typical cash cost curve for uranium.
Source : Based on data for operating mines from Nuclear Assurance
Corporation's May 1988 edition of its USA System.
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only the cash costs of production before allowing for
depreciation, exploration, the creation of reserve funds for mine
and tailings restoration, capital amortisation, taxes or profits.
In a market in which there are large stocks and excess productive
capacity, prices will tend in the short term to fall below the
marginal costs of production shown even by the curve of cash
costs. That is because the costs of supplying the marginal
tonnage needed to clear the market may be at a point well down
the curve. Over the longer run even a price equal to the
marginal cost shown by the curve would be insufficient to ensure
the industry's regeneration as existing mines become depleted.
In theory, long-term marginal cost of supply additionally
includes an after-tax return on invested capital, that is just
adequate to bring forward sufficient output to satisfy demand.
Unfortunately, life for most mineral commodities is a succession
of short-runs in which capacity often exceeds demand. Uranium is
currently no exception.

The shape and level of the industry's cost curve is not
totally independent of demand, or prices. The latter in
particular have a significant feedback on costs. Periods of high
prices allow lax management and feather-bedding, whilst weak
prices enforce cost cutting. The latter has been especially
noticeable in the 1980s throughout the mining industry. The
mining industry's many and varied barriers to exit mean that high
cost mines have not always closed down and brought supply and
demand into balance thereby sustaining prices.

The shape of the industry's cost curve changes in a complex
and often unpredictable way over time. New mines start up, old
mines close down, exchange rates fluctuate, input costs vary, the
grades and accessibility of existing orebodies alter, and
technological innovations and productivity improvements are
steadily introduced.

Figure 2 shows how the cash costs of producing copper have
changed over the period since 1971, relative to average prices.
The data are more comprehensive and reliable than those available
for uranium. Three points on each year's cost curve, which is
similar in shape to the first chart, are joined together to give
the three lines for costs. The three points are respectively
50%, 75% and 90% along each year's cost curve. It is assumed
that the top bit of each year's curve above the 90% level is
somewhat eccentric. Note how average LME prices for copper have
moved cyclically. Between 1981 and 1986 the persistence of
excess capacity drove prices well down the curve; many mines
were losing money.

Is it possible to draw up a similar chart for uranium? Quite
apart from the lack of published data on costs, there are also
problems over the definition of price. Fig. 3 represents an
attempt to compare the movement of costs since 1974 with three
measures of price. The estimates of costs have been put together
from a variety of private sources.

Nuexco's Exchange Value is often taken as the spot market
price, although little material is traded or priced at that
level, and the quotation is somewhat opaque. Conversely, it is
argued by some that the Euratom and DOE averages are not
symptomatic of prevailing market conditions. From the point of
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view of the relationship between historic costs and prices, it
is, however, necessary to have an average of the prices at which
uranium is traded, like the LME price for copper, to compare with
costs. Fig. 4 shows such an average price together with the
costs shown in Fig. 3.

Two cash cost curves for uranium
'A paradox, a paradox, a most ingenious paradox1

(W S Gilbert, Pirates of Penzance.)
Figure 4 can be compared with the picture for copper shown in

Fig. 2. Average prices have fallen well short of the industry's
marginal costs for some years The experience of the copper
industry in the 1980s strongly suggests that is not a sustainable
state of affairs. Costs may certainly be forced lower, but
prices will probably also respond. Here, however, we come to one
of the complications of the youthful uranium industry. It is
only a few decades old, whereas copper has been produced for a
similar number of millenia. Many of the uranium mines that still
survive from before the 1970s have different cost structures from
the later generation of mines There was also a surge in mine
development during the 1970s tempted by prices greatly above the
prospective full costs of production Later mines have had to
face lower prospective prices so that only those operations have
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Fig. 3. Uranium costs and prices.
Source: RTZ and Nuclear Assurance Corporation for costs; US DOE,
Euratom Supply Agency and Nuexco for prices

gone ahead which have relatively low costs, or special advantages
such as favourable contracts, tied markets, significant co- or
by-product values, or state ownership.

A consequence of the failure of requirements to rise anywhere
near as rapidly as was projected in the early 1970s has been that
a considerable portion of potential supply is tied up for several
years ahead under long-term sales contracts. Prices under these
contracts play a major role in the overall market, but they are
usually well above those received for spot sales or newly
negotiated term contracts. This contrasts with the broadly
common price of the copper industry.

The uranium industry's supply curve can be disaggregated into
two curves, one for the tonnage committed under long-term
contracts, and the other for the remaining uncommitted tonnage.
This is done approximately in Fig. 5, in which the capacity of
each operating mine has been split between committed and
uncommitted tonnages. The typical industry-wide curve of Fig. 1
can be derived by adding the two curves horizontally.

Almost two thirds of operating capacity was committed under
long-term contracts in 1986-87. The committed producers have
somewhat higher average costs than the uncommitted producers.
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Fig. 4. Uranium costs and average price.
Source: As Fig. 3. The average price is a weighted average of
the three quotations: the Nuexco Exchange Value is used for 20%
of annual US requirements and 10% of European requirements; the
DOE average for the remaining US requirements; and the Euratom
average for all other deliveries in the Western world. More
sophisticated measures would probably not give a very different
picture.

For example, they control over three quarters of the total
industry production incurring cash costs of $20/lb or more. In
the short term the industry's supply curve approximates to the
cash costs of those uncommitted producers with material to sell.
Their potential production, together with inventory drawdowns
throughout the industry, are all that is available to meet the
demands of uncovered utilities.

Within the overall uranium market there is, therefore, a
smaller market for uncommitted producers and uncovered utilities.
The clearing price for this sub-market will be set in the short
term, all other things being equal, by the intersection of the
cash cost curve of uncommitted producers with a curve of unfilled
requirements. Gradually, as existing long-term contracts mature,
the share of committed capacity will shrink, in the absence of
new long-term contracts, and that of uncommitted capacity will
grow. The supply curve for uncommitted producers will eventually
merge with, and become, the curve for the entire industry. Few
other mineral commodities have the luxury, or burden, of two
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Fig. 5. Uranium supply (cash cost) curves for committed and

uncommitted tonnages.
Source: Nuclear Assurance Corporation's Worldwide U308 ProducerProfiles (October 1986 and June 1987 editions) and Uranium Supply
Assessment System (May 1987).

rather than one snort-term supply curves, which arise from the
uranium industry's past contractual arrangements.

The existence of the two curves helps explain the paradox of a
spot price that has persisted for some years below the average of
contract prices and, more importantly, well below the industry's
marginal cost. The latter term is used in its proper context of
the cost of supplying the marginal tonnage needed to clear the
uranium market as a whole. Often it appears to have been used in
the much narrower sense of the cost of the tonnage needed to
balance uncommitted production and unfilled requirements. Such a
cost can definitely be intra-marginal for the industry as a
whole, as a simple test would show. If all utilities with long
term contracts were to tear them up (not a recommended course of
action1) their full requirements would be transferred to the
uncommitted market. Simultaneously, the previously committed
producers would have additional tonnages to sell. The supply and
demand curves for uncommitted tonnages would then embrace the
entire industry The marginal cost would become the cost of the
marginal supplier in the Western world as a whole. That cost is
above the marginal cost of the uncommitted sector alone.

In practice, prices seldom if ever equate precisely with an
industry's marginal costs. Fig. 2 on copper prices and costs
does, however, show a clear tendency for markets to move towards
and around such an implied equilibrium. Weak prices prevailed in
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Fig 6 Stocks/consumption ratios for aluminium and copper.
SourceWorld Bureau of Metal Statistics,International Primary
Aluminium Institute and Commodities Research Unit.

the copper industry until 1987 irrespective of the price/cost
relationship, because of continuing excess capacity and high
perceived stocks Both features exist in the uranium market.
There are sizeable inventories of uranium in both natural and
enriched form held by producers, processors and utilities. Also,
the mining industry is apparently operating well below capacity
even today, and excess capacity will reportedly continue well
into the 1990s. if that were not enough, work proceeds-on new
mining projects. Some of these have potentially low operating
costs if their full costs, including returns on capital, are
wrongly left out of account. In a typical example of consumers
counting chickens before the eggs are even laid, let alone
hatched, these projects influence expectations about future prices.

Inventories
The recovery in base metal prices in 1987 came well after
inventories had started falling Fig. 6 shows the behaviour of
quarterly stock/ consumption ratios for aluminium and copper from
1979 The ratios had fallen very low indeed before prices
started rising steeply in 1987. This contrasts with past cycles
in economic activity where there had been a close inverse
relationship between prices and stocks. The reasons for the
delayed reaction of prices this time around lie outside the scope
of this paper.

What about the uranium industry's inventories? The data are
poor, but Fig. 7 roughly shows their trend. An index of excess
stocks in the Western world is plotted against the Nuexco
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Fig. 7. Uranium spot prices and excess stocks.
Source: RTZ estimates from OECD/IAEA Red Book"(Ref. l) data on
mine output, and Nuexco and Nukem estimates of requirements
(Nuexco Monthly Report 168, August 1982, and Nukem Market Report
2/85, 9/85 and"2/88.) The opening stock comes from Nuexco Monthly
Report 168. Rough allowances are made for modest recycling in
recent years and for leakages into military and research uses
(Nukem Market Report 2/85, p. 3). Nuexco Exchange Values are
used as a proxy for spot prices.

Exchange Value. In calculating the index, inventories at the
start of the year are expressed as a ratio of the year's reactor
usage. A level of inventories equal to two years' reactor usage
in the coming year is taken as 100. An overall average of two
years' inventory is taken as 'normal' on the basis of the views
put forward by utilities in the Uranium Institute's regular
reports2 on supply and demand.

Figure 7 shows that inventories remain excessive on the above
definition, but it equally shows an unequivocal trend towards
'normality', as defined, within four or five years, other things
naturally remaining equal. On the analogy with copper there are
probably still a few more years to run before the level of stocks
is regarded as too low. There is no split here between stocks
held by producers, processors, utilities, or middlemen, nor
between natural and enriched uranium. Some utilities, especially
in the United States, may currently regard zero stock as an
appropriate target, but others elsewhere may want higher stocks.
The past few years' experiences have shown that the distribution
of stocks can have as potent effects on the market as their
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Fig. 8. Uranium spot prices and capacity utilization.
Source : Nuexco Exchange Values are used as a proxy for spot
prices. Capacity utilization is derived from OECD/IAEA Red Book
(Ref. l) estimates of mine production. Nuclear Assurance
Corporation's successive U308 Worldwide Producer Profiles and RTZestimates are used for capacity.

level. Zero stock is probably equivalent to the just-in-time
inventories of base metal users, in that it is only acceptable
when material is abundant. When it is no longer readily
available, there tends to be an undignified scramble, with
markets tightening overnight.

Capacity utilization
One reason for the lag between a sharp fall of inventories and a
reaction of base metal prices was the widespread belief that
productive capacity greatly exceeded output. All the statistics
pointed to low levels of capacity utilization and to a reserve of
mines on standby that could be re-opened quickly when prices
rose. In the event, that capacity was tried in the balance and
found distinctly wanting. Effective utilization rates were
substantially higher than nominal rates and the reserve was a
mirage. To an extent, the same is probably true of uranium.

An index of mine capacity utilization (1974 = 100) is compared
in Fig. 8 with the Nuexco Exchange Value. The capacity
underlying this index more than doubled between 1974 and 1983 and
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it has since fallen by 14%. Higher-cost and exhausted mines have
closed down, but closures have been partly offset by expansions
and new pro]ects. The measurement of mine capacity is an inexact
art at the best of times, because ore grades, days of operation,
and throughput rates vary. Faced with weakened prices and
adverse exchange rate movements, sons- mines may be operating
below their nominal capacities. Yet they might need to expend
considerable sums to regain those nominal rates, both to renovate
their equipment and to carry out the stripping and advance
development which they may have perforce neglected. Furthermore,
part of the industry's productive capacity is genuinely
'voluntary1 in that the uranium is a by-product whose extraction
can be deferred. For example, the nominal capacity of the South
African gold mines, which falls into this category, accounts for
well over 10% of the industry's total. For all practical
purposes the industry is probably operating much closer to the
limits of its effective capacity than the available data might
suggest. Its rate of capacity utilization may have risen by much
more than Fig. 8 shows.

Concluding comments
'Out, damned spot' Out I say'1

(W Shakespeare, Macbeth, Act (V), Scene (i).)
Different participants in the uranium market will obviously

draw different conclusions on both the accuracy and pertinence of
the data presented in this paper That there might be room for
significant differences about basic data highlights the strong
need for the industry to devote much more effort to the
preparation of a widely accepted statistical base. For those who
shrug off the implied message, that market forces will probably
lead in due course to stronger prices, the last few years'
experiences of the base metals do provide a cautionary tale.
When the uranium market finally turns, there will doubtless be
the same initial surprise and disbelief as greeted last year's
recovery in base metal markets. Yet the preceding analysis
strongly suggests that a turn is on the way, and for a
combination of strictly economic reasons.
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SPANISH YELLOW CAKE PRODUCTION BY BIOLEACHING

J.M. JOSA, J.R. SERRANO
Empresa Nacional del Uranio, SA,
Madrid, Spain

Abstract

Eighty seven percent of Spanish uranium production is obtained by bioleaching
of the metamorphic shales of Salamanca. The deposit's paragenesis and minerology,
with pitchblende and pyrite enrichening in the breccias and fissures are an optimum
combination for direct attack of the pyrite by bacteria and the uranium's subsequent
indirect leaching. The only acid which is introduced into the system is that used for
conditioning the pregnant liquids before solvent extraction. Recycling (60-95%) of
raffinâtes to leaching contributes sufficient acidity to have an optimum pH (2 - 2.6)
for developing microorganisms.

1. INTRODUCTION

The "Fe" mine has about 9,000 t of U3O8 reserves and is located on the edge of
the river Agueda in the west of Salamanca province. At the beginning of the
seventies, a dam was going to be built on the river Agueda and its tail would flood
lands containing about 500 t of U3O8. To recover this uranium before building the
dam, a project commenced (Project "Elefante") which had a nominal capacity of 75
t of U308/y.

When the Empresa Nacional del Uranio, S.A. (ENUSA) was set up in 1972, it
took charge of the project which was following a flowsheet that had been developed
for processing marginal ores. Its flowsheet (Fig. 1) comprised acid heap leaching (20-
30 kg H2SO4/t), with a liquid to solid ratio in the order of 1 m3/t, and solvent
extraction for recovering the uranium.

The design capacity, increased even before terminating the setting up and the
first year's operation, gave 112 t of U3O8 . Capacity has been gradually increased
since 1973 without making substantial changes to the flowsheet or the equipment. In
1987, production was 230 t of U3O8 (1).
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FIG 1 SAELICES EL CHICO FLOWSHEET

Apart from the foregoing, a gradual, implicit change in the operating method
must be mentioned. These progressive modifications relate to:

- the introduction of a mineral weathering period in beds,
- a reduction in the liquid to solid ratio, and
- the suppression of fresh acid in leaching

In fact, the only acid which is introduced into the system is in the acidification
of pregnant solutions before solvent extraction, with the purpose of preventing stable
emulsions forming.

The current system is, in short, much different to the initial one, although they
would seem to be the same in form. In fact, chemical leaching with highly acidic
liquids (10 - 20 g H2SO.,/L) changed to leaching with mild acidity (2 - 4 g/L from
effluents) or nil when watered. In short, a return has been made to the bioleaching
way which, initially, had been ruled out because of time criteria. However, this
practical evolution has not been accompanied by the pertinent conceptual changes,
versus the biological phenomenon, which has not been used to full advantage. The
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situation was recently reconsidered and a research programme drawn up which takes
into fundamental consideration the biological requirements of the leaching microor-
ganisms.

2. THE MINERAL

The "Fe" mine deposit and those near to it occur in the greywacke schist
complex which also exists in Portugal. The Palaeozoic metasediments have different
degrees of metamorphism and the presence of mineralisations, within the shale
formations, are not related to stratigraphie levels or specific lithologies. In fact, they
occur in the tectonized spaces with a higher degree of relaxation and permeability, as
a fill of the fracture and fault network's breccias. Subsequent supergene alteration
fades out the mineralisation, redepositing secondary products in favour of schistosity
and diaclases.

The primary mineral is pitchblende and coffinite and, as secondary ores, there
are black oxides, coracites, uranotile, autunite, torbenite and others. The major non-
uraniferous mineralisation is pyrite and, in a lesser proportion, marcasite, melnikovite
and chalcopyrite and, frequently, blende and galena. Pyrite is also found in the host
rock. The paragenesis is: Initially, metamorphic rock. Then, quartz, biotite, chlorite
and pyrite-marcasite, followed again by pyrite-marcasite, galena-chalcopyrite, blende,
pitchblende-coffinite, calcite-dolomite-ankerite. Then there are further formations of
the same minerals and, finally, there appear black oxides, hexavalent uranium ores
and goethite-limonite.

The close association of the sulphides and uranium minerals as exist in this
material is highly favourable for uranium bioleaching, since pyrite suffers "direct
attack" from the action of bacteria and the metabolites produced attack the uranium
minerals thus causing their "indirect" leaching. The mineral's composition varies
according to its location in the mine. Initially, on the surface, the materials were
highly weathered, with an abundance of limonite. Less altered materials, richer in
sulphides are found deeper down in the mine. Recent analyses give (%) values of:

U3O8 (0.03-0.15); S, sulphide (1-3); SO, total (4-10); P2O5 (0.1-0.2); Si02 (50-60); C02

(0.8-1.2); A12O3 (14-20) and Fe (7-10).
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3. LABORATORY AND PILOT PLANT SCALE TESTING

Natural leaching and bioxidation of ferrous rich liquids was the subject of a lot
of experimental research (sixties and seventies) in the former "Junta de Energia
Nuclear - Nuclear Energy Board" (JEN), nowadays known as "Centra de Inves-
tigaciones Energéticas, Medio Ambientales y Tecnolögicas - Energy, Environmental
and Technological Research Centre" (CIEMAT). Part of the tests were performed
on a pilot scale with ENUSA's involvement.

Initial emphasis was placed on preventing possible uranium losses during mineral
storage. The resistance of many minerals to natural leaching was tested (2). Later (3),
indigenous strains from "Los Ratones" mine were isolated and grew; their activity
was compared with specimens from international collections (ATCC). The enriched,
isolated cultures basically contained:

Thiobacillus ferrooxidans (Tf) and
Thiobacillus thiooxidans (Tt).

The cultures obtained were applied to the leaching of pyrites from different
origins (Fig. 2) and to that of uraniferous minerals in granite rocks, with uranium
solubilizations in the order of 90% being achieved, in six months (5). Natural leaching
of uranium from shales was also laboratory studied (6) and the results depended on
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the. origin of the sample in the deposit; figure 3 gives the results obtained with three
samples, which led to extractions between 85 and 95% in 36 weeks of attack.

A large part of the experimental work was devoted to studying the oxidation of
ferrous salts of spent effluents in uranium. Different types of biorreactors were studied

(7):
- corrugated films,
- agitated tanks,
- static bed,
- fluidized beds, and
- mineral heaps, which had undergone a previous uranium leaching.

In the latter case, using bacteria populations isolated from the leaching beds,
oxidation capacities of 0.8 kg Fe2/dxm2 (8) were achieved. Recycling extraction
effluents with traces of amines did not influence bacteria activity.

Much work was simultaneously carried out on heap leaching with sulphuric acid
(10-100 g H2SO4/L). Speed was more rapid in this case and the system was retained
to initiate the industrial operation.

4. INDUSTRIAL OPERATION

Current Spanish uranium concentrate production is mostly undertaken (87%) in
Saelices el Chico. The remainder comes from a small plant at La Haba in the
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southwest; it process highly altered shales. Saelices el Chico operations are described
hereafter.

4.1. Mining

It is an open pit operation with 3 m height benches although it is going to be
changed to heights of 6 m. A 200 ppm cut is made radiometrically, removing the
waste. The mineral is divided, in turn, into two classes (rich and marginal) by a 600
ppm cut.

Up till the end of 1987, 1.5 M t of rich ore, with a weighted grade of 1.309 kg
U3O8/t, had been mined. Other 3.3 M t of marginal ore had been mined with an
average weighted grade of 397 g U3O8/t. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the annual
production of rich mineral, marginal mineral and waste.

The marginal and rich mineral is taken to the crushing facility. The waste is
taken to a dump specially prepared for collecting any possible effluent water bearing
uranium, naturally dissolved through bioleaching.
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4.2 Crushing

This is undertaken in an open circuit in a single stage with an impact crusher.
The product is weighed on a weigthing belt and samples are automatically taken to
determine the uranium grade and make the pertinent balances. The main flow goes
to a loading hopper for trucks carrying the mineral to the heaps.

The marginal and rich materials are kept separate. The resulting product has
a nominal size less than 100 mm with a dgo = 65 mm and approximately 10% is less
than 1 mm. Fines are enriched in uranium (9) and thus for the d^ mentioned, the
coarse solids only have from 0.8 to 7% of the uranium, whilst the fines, less than 1
mm, represent from 50 to 70% of the total uranium in the feed.

4.3. Leaching

4.3.1. Leaching beds

These are made on the natural ground with nothing more than an evening out
whilst keeping the gradients. Its width is relatively fixed 24-28 m and the length
depends on space availability, but the most usual are in the order of 100 m. The
length is divided, in turn, by earth ridges about 10 m from each other. Each of these
ridges will define a virtual module of mineral to be leached. A layer of sand is spread
on the ground then a sheet of polyethylene and a further 10-20 cm layer of sand for
protection and then the mineral. The collection side of each ridge has a drain pipe
reaching to half the width of the bed. There are small sunks with outlets to the
effluent collector pipe which runs along the whole heap. Sometimes the beds are
built on others previously spent.

The final height of the mineral in the bed is about 7 m. It is loaded in three
layers. The trucks enter the bed, unload the mineral near the edge and a bulldozer
then spreads it. At the end of each layer, the mineral is deep ploughed with a 2 m
ploughshare and then surface ploughed with a disk plough. The size of the beds was
between 53,000 and 260,000 t/unit for the rich mineral and 61,000 to 622,000 t/unit
for the marginal.
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Finally, the watering system is connected which runs the whole length of the bed,
has ascent take ins to the surface and is there distributed to the garden sprinklers
which are laid out 3x3 m. The liquids for leaching as well as the effluents are stored
in earth ponds covered with a sheet of neoprene with capacities between 1,000 m3 and
2,000 m3.

4.3.2. Attack

At first, the loaded beds used to come immediately into production. Then the
practice of waiting through a period of ageing, induction or latency, which appeared
to increase the yield and was, at the same time, a damper for any mining problem,
was introduced. This maturing period has become established at approximately one
year.

Initially, high acidity solutions (10-20 g H2SO„/L) were used as watering liquid.
At the present time, part (40-95%) of the acid effluents (5 g H2SO4/L) from solvent
extraction are recycled, so that acidity is lower; more recently some operations have
been performed with water only. In any event, effluent from the beds come out with
pH values almost constant between 2.5 and 2.6. The maximum sulphuric acid dose
in attack over the last few years is in the order of 2 kg H2SO4/t and it all comes from
the recycled extraction raffinâtes. The total amount of liquid was initially 1 m3/t but
lately only represents an accumulate of 0.2 to 0.3 m3/t.

The leaching technique has also changed since the first operations to those
nowadays. Formerly, 12 to 16 h/d were watered; watering continued every day until
the bed was spent. Now, watering is only undertaken from half an hour to an hour per
day and module at the rate of 50 L/hxm2. As a counterpart, many watering points are
used, up to 10 per day, with modules in different phases of depletion. In addition,
watering days are graduated according to the module's phase. It can be said that a
humidity maintaining technique is used, completed with dissolved uranium
displacement and collection washing. Each bed remains in operation until it gives
effluents of 30-50 mg U3O8/L. The time taken is somewhat over a year.

The effluents have a relatively constant pH (2.5 - 2.6) and their uranium
concentration is initially 5 to 18 g U3O8/L, which drops with time. Such high
concentrations of the initial liquids contrast with the literature (10) in which the
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bactéricide action of uranium is mentioned. Liquids with a different concentration
combine in a feed pond to solvent extraction section.

Leaching yields are relatively low. The rich mineral gives a weighted average
of 68.1%, although the average of the eleven heaps was higher than 75.7% with a
standard deviation s = 11.8. These same magnitudes for the marginal mineral were
53.7%, 66.4% and s = 15. The overall weighted solubilisation was 62.7%. The uranium
produced came from the rich mineral in the proportion of 67.6% and from the
marginal the remaining 32.4%.

The high variability in recoveries from the different heaps, as well as their
connection, is a challenge we have to meet in the future and could be attributed to:

- insufficient sulphides in the feed. At the present time, they are only
qualitatively monitored in the mining, but systematic determinations are not
made,

- mineral with a greater carbonate content,
- heterogeneity in the mineral's distribution in the heaps, with segregation of

fines and coarse solids,
- zone blockage in the mineral's heaps through jarosite precipitation. The

following has been observed in some of the spent beds,
- biological insufficiencies (aeration, CO2, nutrients, etc.), since the beds are

not made taking biological criteria into account.

Now, working procedures are going to be revised and bioleaching research
undertaken with the aim of increasing yields and keeping them more homogeneous.

4.3.3. Uranium recovery

This is performed by extraction with aminated solvents which load 4 g U3O8/L
and are stripped with NaCl 1 N-0.1 N H2SO4, as extracts of 25-30 g U3O8/L. Twenty
seven m3/h of pregnant liquid are handled with 1 g U3O8/L and 5 g H2SO4/L. The
losses of organics are 140 ml/m3.

Precipitation is done with ammonium-air in three reactors at 32-35QC and a pH
profile of 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5. The concentrate pulp is washed and filtered and calcinated
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at 400QC in a multiple hearth furnace. The products have high grades in uranium, 87-
92% U3O8 and low in chlorides, Cl = 0.068% and sulphates, SO4 = 3.3%.

5. MINE WATER

Collected from rainfall, the open pit water has an acid pH (3 to 3.5) sulphates
(3-7 g SO4/L) and uranium (40-70 mg U3O8/L), apart from traces of iron (about 25
mg Fe total/L and 15 mg Fe3/L). The dissolved sulphates originate from pyrite
bacteria leaching, and the acid and ferric iron caused in oxidation attack the uranium
minerals. In the ground, the ferric iron concentration will be higher but on diluting
it in the rainwater washing, the pH rises and precipitates iron, giving ocre hues to the
water and sediments.

This water is collected (11) and, at its natural pH, is treated in a resin facility
in fixed bed columns (FIX-TAG). The loaded resins are eluated with sulphuric acid
(110-112 g/L) and the eluates with 1.5-4.0 g U3O8/L are mixed with the leaching
liquids they feed to solvent extraction. This is how about 29 tonnes of U3O8 were
recovered in 1987.

The ion exchange effluents are neutralized with milk of lime, the solids are
decanted and the liquids deactivated by the addition of barium chloride. The use of
lime in these operations has contributed to the increase in the cost of reagents (Fig.
5).

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Mining and milling operations generate solid wastes: mine wastes, depleted
heaps and neutralization muds which are confined and, once consolidated, are isolated
and the land reclaimed (12).

There is a small neutral flow of precipitation water, besides there is a big one
of acid waste from solvent extraction which have about 5 g H2SO4/L and chlorides.
These effluents are mostly recycled to leaching (60-95%) and as a function of the
accumulation of chlorides which it is endeavoured to keep below 2.5 Cl/L. Surplus
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liquids are neutralized at pH 7 by means of a 20% milk of lime. Radium is
coprecipitated by adding 20 g Ba Q2/m3. The resulting pulp is sent to the tailing dam
and the clear liquids are monitored before dumping into the river.

7. PRODUCTION

Uranium concentrate production (Fig. 6) has experienced an average growth
over the years of about 11 t of U3O8/y, since the straight line could be adjusted
thereto:

P (kg U3O8/y) = 101,885.4 + 11,092.71 (years of life)

At this moment, the plants capacity is limited by the solvent extraction section.

8. COSTS

The plant's initial investment was 129 M 1974 ptas. (13). In 1983, the investment
for the mine and the plant was estimated (14) at about 5.2 M US dollars and
operating costs between 10 to 15 US dollars/lb U3OS, depending on the feed in grade
($1.00 US = 143 ptas. in 1983 and 117 ptas. in 1988).
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The distribution of the technical cost is:

- mining, 51%
- processing, 27.5% and
- general services, 21.5%

The breakdown for the overall plant and mine water treatment would be, in
turn:

- labour, 35%
- reagents, 21% (Fig. 4)
- transportation of crushed ore to beds, 5%
- fuels and lubricants, 3%
- new materials, 6% and
- general services, 23%.

As far as personnel is concerned, it must be pointed out that: the mining group
has 49 people and the processing group, 45 people. In all, the mining centre has a
complement of 193 people. In addition to the groups mentioned, there are: 40 in
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maintenance, 11 in analytical services, 13 in exploration, 4 in radiological protection
and 14 in safety, hygiene and medicine.

9. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

As has already been stated, we think the Saelices el Chico plant's operation can
be improved and, therefore, a programme has been commenced on two ways:

- one of operating engineering, to be undertaken by mine people, and
- the other, of more fundamental research to be performed in cooperation with

the Madrid Complutense University, whose main concerns are:

a) With regard to the mineral phase:

. Chemical composition (FeS2 , U, CO3 , Others),

. list of components and their correction (pyrite addition),

. mineralogical composition,

. standard mineral for bioleaching, and clearances,

. size of mineral.

b) With regard to the biological phase:

" ". pure mcroorgansm,
. natural mixtures and synergies,
. mutants,
. biological requirements (environment, atmosphere, nutrients), and
. poisons

c) Interface:

. type of heaps,

. geometry, and

. engineering
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d) Operation:

. innocculation and sowing,

. aeration,

. latency period,

. biological controls and monitoring,

. balance of materials.

In short, the following are pursued as objectives:

. greater yield,

. shorter attack time,

. less working capital, and

. better operational control
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A STUDY ON THE RECOVERY OF URANIUM
FROM LOW GRADE VEIN DEPOSITS

J.M. JOSA, J.R. SERRANO
Empresa Nacional del Uranio, SA,
Madrid, Spain

Abstract

The Saelices el Chico "Fe" mine deposit has been open pit mined and heap
leached over the years, with a maximum production of 230 t of U3O8, although with
low recovery (60 - 70%). Its reserves are about 9,000 t of U3O8 . Nearby, there are
other deposits of the same type up to a total of 20,000 t of U3O8.

The existing amount of uranium could justify its economic recovery in a
conventional plant producing some 1,000 t of U3O8 with a greater yield than that from
heap leaching. However, the low grade, 600 - 800 g of U3Og/t, is an unfavourable
aspect for its economic feasibility.

ENUSA has carried out many studies for the last years with a view to its
evaluation. It has seen that a preconcentration stage can be used due to the
differentiation existing between mineralisation (soft and loose) and the hard, compact
host rock. Crushing to 100 mm and classifying to 1-2 mm, most of the uranium goes
to the fine fraction to be fed to a conventional acid plant. The low grade coarse solids
will attacked by heap leaching. The unit's yield and economy could be compatible
with market conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spanish uranium ore reserves are in the order of 40,000 t of equivalent U3Og.
Mining it would be a substantial contribution to the Spanish nuclear power plant fuel
demand. However, there is the problem of its low grade, about 700 ppm of U3O8,
which would not withstand an economic mining operation at the current uranium
market price level.

At the present time, ENUSA produces uranium concentrates from these ores (1).
The production level is low, 230 t of U3O8/y, and uses a heap leaching process.
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Production of amounts in the order of 1,000 t of U3O8/y does not seem obtainable
via heap leaching since a lot of place is required (1-2 y retention time) and yields are
low. This is why consideration has been given to building a conventional plant with
preconcentrated materials (2-3).

This paper considers: The methodology used to approach a feasible economic
flowsheet. The geology of these vein deposits is briefly presented. Investment and
processing cost levels are considered. Parameters are sought enabling costs of some
stages to be avoided or reduced. Finally we present the preconcentration results by
classification and a tentative flowsheet including it.

2. THE VEIN DEPOSITS IN SALAMANCA

Seventy four percent of Spanish uranium reserves are in the province of
Salamanca. About 9,000 t of U3O8 belong to the "Fe" mine in Saelices el Chico, near
to Ciudad Rodrigo. The "Fe" deposit is the characteristic type of Iberian shale
(Salamanca in Spain and Nisa in Portugal). They are peribatholythic deposits in which
the Palaeozoic sediments have different degrees of metamorphism, and the presence
of mineralisations, within the shale formations, are not related either to the
stratigraphie levels or to specific lithologies. In fact, they occur in tectonized spaces
with a higher degree of relaxation and permeability, as fill in the permeability system's
breccias, fractures and faults (4-5), being,in fact, a stockwork with multivainlets.
Subsequent supergene alteration somewhat fades out the mineralisation, re-depositing
secondary products in favour of schistosity and diaclases.

The primary ore is pitchblende and coffinite and, as secondary ores, there are black
oxides, coracites, uranotile, autunite, torbenite and others. The major non-uraniferous
mineralisation is pyrite and, in a lesser proportion, marcasite, melnikovite and
chalcopyrite and, frequently, blende and galena. Pyrite is also found in the enclosing
rock. The paragenesis is: Initially, metamorphic rock. Then, quartz, biotite, chlorite
and pyrite-marcasite, followed again by pyrite-marcasite, galena-chalcopyrite, blende,
pitchblende-coffinite, calcite-dolomite-ankerite. Then there are further formations of
the same minerals and, finally, there appear black oxides, hexavalent uranium ores
and goethite-limonite.
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The mining operations are the open pit type since the whole deposit is on the
surface (6). The cutoff is 200 ppm and the ore is divided, in turn, into two fractions:
marginal, 200 - 600 ppm of U3O8 and rich, with contents over 600 ppm of U3O8. The
ore is crushed in an impact crusher and is taken to the heap leaching beds. It has
been seen in the mining operation that sharp change occurs in the seams from fertile
mineral to barren host rock. It was also seen that the fines are enriched in uranium
whilst the coarse solids are poorer.

3. THE ECONOMICS OF URANIUM RECOVERY

A uranium deposit's economic feasibility depends (7-8) on:

a) The capacity, in order to take advantage of the scale economy.
b) The grade since, for a given production, investment is less with higher grades.

In addition, operating costs depend more on the mineral than on its grade.
The cost of the product is the result of dividing the cost originated by the
mineral by the resulting product, which is a function of the feed grade.

c) The deposit's features and its relationship with the mining method.
d) The mineralogical features and requirements as regards processing.
e) The actual location and infrastructure existing.
f) Environmental conditioning factors.

The processing flowsheets are general ones, with ordinary acid leaching, although
various alternatives are possible. Capital and operating cost distribution is shown (7)
in Table I. The possible ways to improve a process's economy comprise:

i) Eliminating one or more of the process's steps, e.g. by using in situ or heap
leaching.

ii) Modifications of the process techniques or equipment, and
iii) Raising the grade of the ore feeding the plant by removing the coarsest

possible waste material.

This last aspect requires some feature differentiating the mineral and the wall
rock (9). Usually there is a sharp change in materials in vein deposits which has
repercussions:

- either on their radioactivity,
- or on their hardness and friability.
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•<«-<•<-< TABLE I »•»•>•>•»•
DISTRIBUTION OF CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS IN URANIUM ORE PROCESSING

OPERATION
Capital Costs Operating Cost

Minimum (%) Maximum (%) Minimum (%) Maximun (%)
Comminution 20 40 15 25
Leaching 25 10 25
Liquid/Solidseparation 15 35 10 20
Concentration &purification 20 25
Precipitation,calcination &packing 10 15

Tailing disposal 10 40
Laboratory andServices 10 10

Radiometrie sorting (10) can be used to advantage in the first case and classifica-
tion by sizes (3) in the second. Other preconcentration possibilities are gravimetric
concentration, high intensity, wet magnetic separation and flotation of uranium's
carriers minerals. Applicability depends on the grade-recovery curves or waste
rejection and uranium losses. For a given production of concentrates, the results
(sales and costs) can be optimized, as well as the economic use of reserves (11-12).

4. FE ORE CONCENTRATION

The uranium in the crushed "Fe" mineral is basically enriched in the fines.
Enrichenings of 10 times being achieved, with grades of up to 20 and 30 kg of
U3O8/t. Nevertheless, the scatterings of accumulated uranium losses for each size of
cut are high, with coefficients of variation between 30 and 100%. We can think of the
following as possible variation causes:

- the sample's origin (location in the deposit),
- the type of seam to which it belongs,
- the grade,
- the crushing technique and
- the classification method.
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We has seen that scrubbing and wet screening lead to cleaner cuts than dry
screening, uranium losses are less for equivalent material rejections.

In order to see the influence of the grade, the samples were distributed over
four populations with grades of:

< 300 ppm of U3O8
300 - 599 ppm of U3O8
600- 1199 ppm of U3O8

> 1200 ppm of U3O8

The results obtained are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 and in Table II. It can be
seen there that:

a) The average size distribution for each class is homogeneous for them all (Fig.

1).

b) The uranium losses (%) for the different sizes (Fig. 2) and classes is greater
in coarse sizes. The richest material rejects most waste for the same relative uranium
loss (%).
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FIG. 2. SIZE AND URANIUM DISTRIBUTIONS

c) The progressive cumulative grade (Table II) in reject products are low in low
grade class but become appreciable and high when the feed grade rises. This will
have repercussions on the cutting size selection which could be lower for the low
grades than for the high.

d) The fines grades rise a lot. Fifty percent of uranium can be recovered, with
grades in the order of 1,100 ppm of U3O8 , from almost waste material (206 ppm

UA).

e) Uranium losses in coarse fractions rejected could be reduced by partial
recovery thereof, either by:

- heap leaching, or
- radiometric separation of the 40-10 mm or 25-10 mm fraction.

f) The high variability in uranium losses, in the coarse material, seems to be
linked to the sample's origin, or to the characteristics of the seams or breccias. This
aspect will require more study in the future.
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5. APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT OF A CONVENTIONAL PLANT WITH
PRECONCENTRATION

Taking advantage of enrichening by screening and classification, a project was
drawn up for obtaining 950 t of U3O8/y. The flowsheet is shown in Figure 4. The
mineral is crushed to d100 = 100 mm, in two stages. It then passes through a scrubber
which discharges into wet screens. A coarse 10-100 mm fraction is taken out and sent
to the waste, an intermediate 1-10 mm one is taken to heap leaching and a fine d100

= 1 mm is sent to the conventional acid leaching plant - CCD - solvent extraction
plant. The distribution (%) of materials and uranium planned is:

Mineral to conventional plant
Mineral to heap leaching
Screening rejects to waste

Weight
11
22
67

Uranium
65.0
17.5
17.5
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TABLE II. WET-SCREENING RESULTS OF FE'S MINERAL SAMPLES

IOC 63 40
LOW GRADE CLASS

WASTES, % W 8,9 20,0 33,5
U. LOSSES, % 3,0 6,5 12,2
V.C. Of U.L. % 81,0 69,0 60,0
ACCM W. GRADE ppm 70,0 67,0 75,0
ACCM F. GRADE ppm 206,0 219,0 240,0

25
SCREEN
16

(<300 ppm) x
47,1
18,9
49,0
82,0
272,0

59,9
24,9
44,0
86,0
316,0

S OPENING, mm
10 6,35 3,36 1,65 0,833 <0,833

= 206 ppm U308
69,9
29,9
40,0
88,0
385,0

MARGINAL CLASS (300-599 ppm) X = 482
WASTES, % W 8,4 19,0 32,6
U. LOSSES, % 1,7 4,7 8,4
V.C. Of U.L. % 101,0 85,0 68,0
ACCM W. GRADE ppm 100,0 119,0 125,0
ACCM F. GRADE ppm 482,0 517,0 567,0

47,0
12,4
61,0
127,0
654,0

59,8
17,5
53,0
141,0
796,0

NORMAL ORE CLASS (600-1190 ppm)
WASTES, % W 8,5 18,4 31,1
U. LOSSES, %W 1,3 2,6 4,3
V.C. Of U.L. % 115,0 74,0 51,0
ACCM W. GRADE ppm 130,0 124,0 121,0
ACCM F. GRADE ppm 870,0 939,0 1038

45,1
8,2
63,0
159,0
1208

57,4
12,9
62, 0

195,0
1454

69,9
21,9
48,0
151,0
990,0

75,5
33,6
36,0
92,0

478, 0

82,7
40,0
32,0
99, 0
557,0

88,0
46,2
28,0
108,0
713,0

90,8
51,1
25,0
116,0
922,0

9,2
48,9
-

206,0
1099

ppm U308
75,6
24,9
44,0
158,0
1251

83,1
30,7
39,0

178,0
1486

88,6
37,5
34,0
204,0
1975

91,2
43,7
29,0

231,0
2642

8,8
56,3
-

482,0
3073

x = 870 ppm U308
67, 1
18,3
53,0
238,0
1780

74,3
21,9
49, 0
257,0
2157

81,6
28,6
45, 0
304,0
2641

87,4
37,1
38,0
369,0
3373

90,1
43,7
32, 0

422,0
4335

9,9
56,3
-

870, 0
4946

RICH CLASS (> 1200 ppm) X = 2102 ppm U308
WASTES, % W 9,2 19,0 32,6
U. LOSSES, %W 0,6 1,6 4,6
V.C. Of U.L. % 85,0 112,0 136,0
ACCM W. GRADE ppm 128,0 172,0 297,0
ACCM F. GRADE ppm 2102 2302 2554

47,1
7,6
95,0
341,0
2976

59,4
10,5
73,0
372,0
3671

69,5
14,4
54,0

435,0
4636

75,2
17,9
59, 0

500,0
5894

82,8
25,0
46,0
636,0
6954

88,3
34,3
38,0
818,0
9168

90,8
41,0
33,0
948,0
11783

9,2
59,0
-

2102
13562

V.C. = Variation coefficient of the uranium loss for a single sample
ACCM = Accumulative W = Waste F = Fines
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The mining waste to ore ratio is between 4.2 and 7.3 t/t. Total mining extraction
will be in the order of 20 M t/y. The consumption of acid per tonne of ore is not
affected by classification. Other requirements (oxidant, ferric iron, etc.) are related
to the ore's origin in the deposit (13).

The project's total investment depends on the cutting sizes (3), (Fig. 5). For the
1 mm cut, the plant's costs will be in the order of 5,700 M ptas. The project would
be highly profitable if the price of uranium were 33 ECU/lb of U3O8, but on dropping
to 28 ECU/lb of U3O8, the IRR drops to 10.8% and the investment pay-back rises to
12.7 years.

The sensitivity study showed that the values most affecting the IRR's variation are:

- the concentrates' sales price,
- the yield in the agitation leaching line,
- the variation in the grade of the ore,
- operating expenses,
- total investments, and
- the waste/ore ratio in the mining.
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